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Giovedì 3 novembre
ORE 14.00 – 18.00

CORSO PRE-CONGRESSO

SALA EUROPA

UPDATE ON ENDODONTIC SURGERY
Presidenti di sessione: Andrea Polesel - Carla Zogheib

Relatori: Jean Philippe Mallet - Charbel Allam

ORE 14.00
MICRO ENDODONZIA CHIRURGICA: NUOVE TENDENZE E CHIAVI DI SUCCESSO
PER UNA CHIRURGIA MINIMAMENTE INVASIVA
MICRO ENDODONTIC SURGERY: NEW TRENDS AND KEYS OF SUCCESS
FOR A MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY
Jean Philippe Mallet
ABSTRACT
Endodontic Microsurgery may be a solution to remove an apical lesion and treat the endodontic cause of
the infection, especially if the lesion is a cyst or if the retreatment is too destructive for a good prognosis.
Introduction of CBCT analysis allows a pre-study to analyze the surgical approach of the lesion.
In the Area of “minimally invasive dentistry” the soft tissue management associated to a lower bone destruction would be the best approach for endodontic surgery. Thus, the choice of a contemporary flap design
and the use of piezo and ultrasonic instrumentation should be part of the responses. Piezo Endo Surgery
is certainly the best approach to increase the hemostasis during the surgery and the “quality of life” after
surgery.
Also, the “Cortical Bone Window” approach can be the minimally invasive solution. For example, on lower
molars, the access may be difficult or very invasive with a thick mandibular bone (external oblique line) while on upper molars the sinus apical projection may make the access more complex with a CBW the visibility
and the access to the lesion for the root preparation and filling would be more predictable. To be released,
the quadrilateral piece of cortical bone will be cut with piezo inserts in order to be more precise, less invasive and safe with the non-body anatomical structures. Added to a PRF preparations (clots and membranes)
the stable re-seating of the window will allow a better and quicker bone healing.
On Endodontic Surgery, Piezo Surgery and more specifically the “Cortical Bone Window” technique allows
the operator an easier surgery and a quicker healing with a high regenerative healing potential, especially
on molar operative site.
JEAN PHILIPPE MALLET
Dental practice limited to Endodontics in Paris (France).
Graduated from the University Paris V – René Descartes (Paris, France).
At present: Teaching Associate at the University Paul Sabatier (Toulouse, France).
Past Assistant Professor at University Paris V.
Member of the editorial board of ENDO (Quintessence).
Past President of the French Society of Endodontics.
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Giovedì 3 novembre
ORE 16.00
COME RISOLVERE LE COMPLICANZE ENDODONTICHE CHIRURGICHE DEL SENO MASCELLARE
HOW TO SOLVE ENDODONTIC SURGICAL COMPLICATIONS RELATED TO MAXILLARY SINUS
Charbel Allam
ABSTRACT
The endodontic surgery has evolved from a conventional surgery to a microsurgery. Instruments and retro
filling products have also benefited from this progress made which has increased the rate of success. However, the prognosis can be affected by the presence of serious anatomical elements such as the maxillary
sinus.
Endodontic infections that develop in the maxillary posterior teeth can easily spread into the maxillary sinuses causing pathological effects.
The relationship between dental infections and sinus disease is widely recognized in both the dental and
medical literature. The treatment varies if it is a granuloma, a large cyst or a benign tumor like odontogenic
keratocyst.
The procedure may differ if we have an apical periodontitis near or in direct contact with antral mucosa, it will
typically produce a localized mucosal tissue edema and the infection may progress and occlude the entire
maxillary sinus causing the obstruction of other nasal exit. In that case the Microendodontic surgery and the
sinusitis treatment will be together. On the contrary, in case of a clear mucosa with complete cortical sinus
floor and a direct contact with the apical area, the new procedure will be like two in one: Microendodontic
surgery combined with elevation of the sinus membrane to create more space in the apical area.
The surgical procedure will be described step by step for each type of situation.
CHARBEL ALLAM
Clinical Professor at St. Joseph University School of Dentistry, Department of Endodontics, Beirut,
Lebanon.
Graduated in 1983 from St. Joseph University, Beirut Lebanon.
Postgraduate in Endodontics in 1994 from St. Joseph University, Beirut Lebanon.
Training courses in Endodontic Microsurgery in 1999 from University of Pennsylvania USA.
Training courses in Endodontic Microsurgery in 2000 from Loma Linda University USA.
Certificate in Implantologie and Advanced bone grafting from California Implant Institute USA.
Received the Qana Scientific Award twice: 2001 and 2005, for his scientific work.
Development of a new bone trepanation procedure already published.
Development of a surgical kit of seven retractors made by HU-FRIEDY: C. ALLAM RETRACTORS.
International lecturer: presented many national and international lectures, hands-on and courses in
different countries at international meetings: AAE, ESE, IFEA.
Many international articles were published.
Member of the American Association of Endodontists. Member of the European Society of Endodontology.
Member of the Froncophone Society of Microdentistry. Member and Past President of the Lebanese
Association of Endodontists.
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Venerdì 4 novembre
SALA EUROPA

ORE 8.45 – 09.30

CERIMONIA DI APERTURA LAVORI E SALUTO DEL PRESIDENTE SIE
Roberto Fornara

SESSIONE I

Presidenti di sessione: Clara Spatafore - Sandro Rengo

ORE 9.00
TERAPIA DELLA POLPA VITALE: CONSIDERAZIONI CLINICHE E PROTOCOLLI PER RISULTATI PREDICIBILI
VITAL PULP THERAPY: CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS & PROTOCOLS FOR PREDICTABLE OUTCOMES
Gopi Krishna
ABSTRACT
Vital Pulp Therapy constitutes one of the most viable treatment options in pulpally involved teeth. The prognosis of this therapy is dictated by proper case selection and appropriate clinical protocols. This evidence-based presentation would provide a clinician with a step wise protocol for managing cariously involved
mature permanent teeth with pulpitis. An overview of various restorative bio-materials and their clinical
usage would also be discussed.
GOPI KRISHNA
Dr. V. Gopi Krishna, BDS, MDS, PHD, FDS rcsed ad hominem is currently working as adjunct professor
at Sri Ramachandra Institute of Higher Education & Research, Chennai, India and as the secretary
for International Federation of Endodontic Associations (IFEA) as well as general secretary for the
indian board of endodontics. He is the editor in chief of the Endodontology journal and the associate
editor of European Endodontic Journal. He is the editor of three reputed textbooks (eight editions):
Grossman’s endodontic practice – 12th, 13th & 14th editions, Sturdevant’s art and science of operative
dentistry – 1st & 2nd south asia editions, Preclinical manual of conservative dentistry & endodontics
– 1st 2nd & 3rd editions. He has more than 35 scopus indexed publications in journals like Journal of
Endodontics, Operative Dentistry, International journal of paediatric dentistry, OOE and Australian endodontic journal with an author h index of 14. He was also the editor-in-chief of the pubmed indexed
Journal of Conservative Dentistry from 2008 to 2016. Dr Gopi Krishna has presented 300 + invited
podium lectures globally.
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Venerdì 4 novembre
ORE 9.50
TRATTAMENTI RIGENERATIVI IN ENDODONZIA
REGENERATIVE ENDONDONTIC TREATMENTS
Tugba Türk
ABSTRACT
Regenerative endodontic therapy is a biologically driven procedure designed to replace the damaged tissue
including dentin, root structures, as well as cells of the pulp-dentin complex. Endodontic science today
benefits from the latest technologies and uses all the evidence-based knowledge to define novel clinical
principles and practices aiming to mimic nature itself like never before. Parallel to the advancements in the
field of tissue engineering and regenerative endodontics the strategies in pulp regeneration are improved.
The aim of the current lecture is to discuss the revitalization procedures both for mature and immature teeth
based on personal case reports with long-term follow-up. The advantages and the limitations of extending
the indication and scope of revitalization procedures to mature teeth will also be discussed.
TUGBA TÜRK
Dr Tugba Turk is an associate professor at the Department of Endodontology, Faculty of Dentistry, Ege
University, Izmir, Turkey. She received her DDS degree from Ege University where she also completed
her PHD and received an associate professor degree in 2017.
As a full-time faculty, she is involved with undergraduate and graduate teaching, and she supervises
phd students. She gave lectures within the postgraduate programme at the sapienza university of
rome, italy and at université libre de Bruxelles, Belgium.
She has published several articles, received several awards for her scientific studies and has presented nationally and internationally lectures. She serves as an editor and reviewer for many national
and international journals. She is a member of the European Society of Endodontology, the Turkish
Endodontic Society and the Society of Stem Cell and Cellular Treatments.
Her main research focus is regenerative endodontics, dental stem cells, tissue engineering, and vital
pulp therapies. She is performing clinical regenerative endodontic therapies involving a large number
of patients.
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Venerdì 4 novembre
SESSIONE II

Presidenti di sessione: Gianluca Gambarini - Eugenio Tosco

ORE: 11.20
IMMAGINI CBCT OLTRE L’IMMAGINAZIONE
CBCT IMAGING BEYOND IMAGINATION
Reinhilde Jacobs
ABSTRACT
Dental cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) was introduced about 25 years ago, and its introduction
has assisted in revolutionising endodontic therapy. Apart from the fact that it holds an immense diagnostic
potential in endodontics, it also allows for pre-treatment planning and image-guided endodontics. Overall,
CBCT may offer affordable in-house 3D imaging with relatively low radiation dose. Yet, considering the more
than 280 CBCT models available on the market worldwide, statements on CBCT cannot be generalised as
there are huge variations in technical characteristics, diagnostic performance and radiation doses, In the
current lecture, an overview of 25 years of CBCT use in endodontic research and clinical applications will be
given with a focus on the current state and future applications in endodontic diagnosis and therapy.
REINHILDE JACOBS
Reinhilde Jacobs is dentist, doctor in dental sciences (phd University of Leuven), periodontologist (Ku
Leuven) and master in dental radiology (University of London). She is full professor at the University of Leuven and visiting professor at Karolinksa Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden and Dalian Medical
University in China. R. Jacobs is heading the omfs impath research group of the Ku Leuven (omfsimpath.be), being responsible for research, education as well as clinical activities in the field of dentomaxillofacial radiology (clinical head dentomaxillofacial radiology university hospitals uzkuleuven).
She is secretary general of the International association of dentomaxillofacial radiology and section
editor of clinical oral investigations, international journal of oral implantology, European journal of
radiology, journal of dentistry as well as oral radiology. She has received the d collen research travel
award (1994), a postdoctoral fellowship of the European Commission (1994-95) for work with prof p-i
brånemark (Univ Göteborg), the iadr young investigators award (1998) and the belgian joachim award
in the odontostomatology (1999). In 2013, she received a dr honoris causa at the “iuliu hatieganu”
University of medicine and pharmacy in Cluj-Napoca. She is involved in many multidisciplinary and
interuniversity research collaborations and has been actively participating in 5 european projects (ref.
Pisa, minosquare, osteodent, sedentexct, dimitra). She is (co-)author of 6 books and more than 550
publications in peer-reviewed journals besides multiple invited lectures and publications.
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ORE: 12.10
CBCT E DIME ENDODONTICHE PER ACCESSI ORTOGRADI: COSA SAPERE PER UN USO RAZIONALE
CBCT AND ENDO-GUIDES FOR NON SURGICAL TREATMENT: WHAT TO KNOW FOR A RATIONALE USE
Roberto Fornara
ABSTRACT
Over the years we have witnessed an increasingly aware use of CBCT in the endodontic field which has
revolutionized the way of approaching endodontics. In addition to improving diagnostic thinking, he has
changed the approach by addressing prognostic indications, thanks to an ever greater understanding and
awareness in decision making first and in clinical treatment.
These considerations, although important, are valid when applied to complex endodontic cases. Among
these, the calcification of root canals has always represented a challenge even for expert endodontists.
The risks in severely calcified treatment are: the creation of false pathways and perforations as well as the
removal of excessive dentinal tissue with consequent weakening of the tooth structure.
Recently, the use of endodontic access guides have facilitated the retrieval of calcified canal entrances,
relocated to the most apical position without the use of the operating microscope. This aspect allows the
technique to be used even by less experienced operators. Guides can be static and dynamic. In this presentation we will deal with the statics, which are obtained from the combination of CBCT data and intraoral
scanning; thanks to their stable positioning, it allows canal, through the use of special drills, guided access
for finding the calcified. In this presentation, we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using this
method will be considered and we will try to understand the main limitations related to the design phase of
the guides.
ROBERTO FORNARA
Graduated with Honor in Dentistry and Dental Prosthesis at the University of Pavia in 1995.
Co-author of endodontic textbooks: Retreatments Ed. EDRA; Manuale di Endodonzia Ed. EDRA, Digital
Dentistry Science & Clinics Ed. DDS.
Coordinator and editor of “Testo atlante di anatomia endodontica” published by Tecniche Nuove in
2011.
Active member SIE since 2003, and now President of SIE – Italian Endodontic Society.
Member since 2007 of the Editorial Committee of GIE (Giornale Italiano di Endodonzia).
Certified Member since 2010 of ESE - European Society of Endodontology.
Certified Speaker of DDS (Digital Dental Society).
He gives his contribution as an expert in this specific subject to II Rehabilitative Dentistry (coordinator, Prof. Massimo Gagliani), in the specialized degree course of Dentistry and Dental Prostheses at
the odontostomatological clinic of the Department of Surgery and Dental Medicine San Paolo, Milan.
Lecturer in several Italian University in post graduate program (Master) at Bologna, Brescia, Napoli e
Varese.
Lecturer at Congresses in Italy and abroad focusing on endodontic and restorative themes, and teacher of endodontics and 3D imaging & radiology practical courses.
Freelancer since 1996. Owner, since 2005, of a dental clinic in Marcallo con Casone, Milan.
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SESSIONE III

Presidenti di sessione: Pio Bertani - Massimo Gagliani

ORE: 15.00
ATTIVARE LE SOLUZIONI IRRIGANTI CONTRIBUISCE ALLA DISINFEZIONE
DEL SISTEMA DEI CANALI RADICOLARI?
DOES IRRIGANT ACTIVATION CONTRIBUTE TO THE DISINFECTION OF THE ROOT CANAL SYSTEM?
Christos Boutsioukis
ABSTRACT
Irrigation is an essential step during root canal treatment. Conventional syringe irrigation is still widely used
but several activation methods have been developed in an effort to augment debridement and disinfection
of the root canal system. However, the findings of independent studies often contradict the manufacturers’
claims and in many cases the evidence on the effectiveness of irrigant activation is inconclusive. This lecture
will present a critical appraisal of the available evidence on irrigant activation methods, highlighting both
their advantages and limitations, with particular focus on their disinfection capacity.
CHRISTOS BOUTSIOUKIS
Dr. Christos Boutsioukis received his DDS degree in 2003 and his postgraduate certificate in Endodontics in 2006 from the University of Thessaloniki in Greece. From 2007-2010 he divided his time
between the University of Thessaloniki, the Academic Centre for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA) and the
Physics of Fluids group at the University of Twente in the Netherlands, towards completion of the PhD
degree. In 2011 he became postdoctoral researcher in the Physics of Fluids group, University of Twente
and in 2013 he joined ACTA, where he is currently Assistant Professor in the Department of Endodontology. He has authored or co-authored more than 40 papers in peer-reviewed journals and five book
chapters and serves as a referee for several international journals. His main research interest lies in
experimental and computational methods to study the dynamics of root canal irrigation.
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ORE: 15.50
DISINFEZIONE DEL SISTEMA DEI CANALI RADICOLARI: DALLE TECNICHE CONVENZIONALI AI LASER
DISINFECTION OF THE ROOT CANAL SYSTEM: FROM CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES TO LASERS
Stefano Benedicenti
ABSTRACT
Debridement focusing on removal of pulp remnants, as well as microorganisms and microbial toxins from
the root canal system, is considered essential for endodontic success. However, current endodontic techniques fall short of the goal to remove all infective microorganisms and debris consistently. This is mainly
due to the complex anatomy of the root canal system, the type of bacteria and resistance of bacterial colonization, the limitation of rotary instrumentation to remove all tissue from the surfaces after completion
of the preparation and the limited potential for commonly used irrigants to penetrate the dentin walls. This
presentation will explore the ability of laser photonic radiation to enhance the efficacy of irrigants to improve
the decontamination of the three-dimensional root canal system.
STEFANO BENEDICENTI
Stefano Benedicenti is a Professor in Restorative Dentistry and Endodontics at the University of Genova (Italy).
He is the Dean of the Degree in “Dental Hygiene” for the University of Genova and President of the
international Master in “Laser Dentistry”.
Professor Benedicenti is Author and Co-author of 110 publications in International journals and three
books in the field of laser dentistry.
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ORE: 16.40
LA GESTIONE DELLE PERFORAZIONI ENDODONTICHE: PROSPETTIVE FUTURE
MANAGEMENT OF ENDODONTIC PERFORATIONS: WHAT DOES THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE
Ahmed Abdelrahman Hashem
ABSTRACT
Perforations can be defined as mechanical or pathologic communications between the root canal system
and the external tooth surface. Prognosis of these defects is affected by multiple factors including position
and size of the perforation, materials used for repair and time lapsed till the repair. Several prognostic
studies have shown perforation to be ranging around 50% success rate. This lecture will review available
evidence-based literature. Several clinical cases will be presented and treatment protocols will be illustrated
with long follow up. Future trends will be explored. At conclusion, participants should be able to:
• List the different types of tooth perforations: causes, prevention and prognosis.
• Discuss the different techniques and materials used to repair these defects.
• Evaluate the contemporary evidence-based research and the future trends about perforation.
AHMED ABDELRAHMAN HASHEM
He was graduated in the Faculty of Oral and Dental medicine, Cairo University 1990. He got his master
degree from the same university in 1997. In 2001, he finished his PHD in Endodontics from Faculty of
Dentistry, Ain Shams University and promoted to be a lecturer in Endodontic department in the same
university. He among others established the Egyptian association of Endodontists in 2001. He was
awarded the best research prize in Ain Shams University 2005. In 2007, He became an associate professor in the same faculty. In 2009, he among others established the Arab Micro-Dentistry Association
and became its president. He was assigned the head of the postgraduate continuous education in the
faculty of Dentistry, Ain Shams University in 2010. In 2011, Dr. Hashem moved to the Faculty of Oral
and Dental Medicine at Future University where he founded and started one of the finest education
centers in the Middle East. Dr. Hashem conducts a postgraduate Micro-Endodontic course every month in this center since 2012. In 2012, he was promoted to full Professor position in department of Endodontics in the same University. He has been since 2012 visiting Metro-Health hospital in Cleveland,
USA and conducting a micro-Endodontic course to the residents of the general residency program
there. Dr. Hashem was chosen by the Egyptian Association of Endodontists to be Egypt country representative in the International Federation of Endodontic Associations in 2014. He became a certified
speaker to FDI in 2014. He is serving also as the general secretary of the Egyptian Association of Endodontists since 2015. In the beginning of 2016, Dr. Hashem joined the board of the Egyptian Dental
Syndicate and was acting as the head of the continuous education committee. He was nominated as
a Fellow of the International College of Dentists (FICD) in 2016. In 2018, He was chosen Africa Regent
director in the International Federation of Endodontic Associations (IFEA). In 2019, he became the
head of endodontic dept., Future University. Currently, he is the head of Endodontic dept., Ain Shams
University. Dr. Hashem is a member of several national and international associations. He serves as
a reviewer in several prestigious international journals including JOE, IEJ and others. He lectured in
numerous national and international conferences.
Prof. Hashem has more than 35 publications in Journal of Endodontics, Journal of Adhesive Dentistry,
the International Endodontic Journal, Endodontic practice today, the Asian Journal for Animal Sciences and the Journal for Experimental and Toxologic Pathology.
Prof. Hashem holds a private practice limited to Micro Endodontics in Cairo.
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SESSIONE FINALE PREMIO RICCARDO GARBEROGLIO

SALA ITALIA

Commissione: Vasilios Kaitsas, Elisabetta Cotti, Carlo Prati

ORE 9.00
EVALUATION OF SERUM PRO-DIABETIC INFLAMMATION LEVELS IN PATIENTS AFFECTED BY CHRONIC APICAL
PERIODONTITIS AND IN VITRO STUDY OF THEIR POTENTIAL IMPACT ON INSULIN RESISTANCE ONSET
Stefania Multari*, Loredana Bergandi, Gianmarco Baima, Mario Alovisi, Damiano Pasqualini, Elio Berutti
INTRODUCTION:
Systemic inflammation, a condition sustained by higher blood levels of pro-inflammatory markers, is involved in many pathological processes, such as acute cardiovascular events and insulin resistance. Indeed a
local increased synthesis of inflammatory mediators could involve other districts causing cellular damage far
from the site of inflammation. Some studies suggest that apical periodontitis (AP) may drive early endothelial dysfunction (ED) and that root canal treatment (RTC) positively impacts on early ED. There is evidence of
a correlation between periodontal disease (PD) and systemic inflammation. PD and AP have some common
features being both chronic, caused by anaerobia G-bacteria and associated to increased proinflammatory
cytokines levels. It has been demonstrated that PD plays a role in the onset of insulin resistance, but only
few studies investigated the correlation between AP and prediabetic condition.
AIM:
The aim of the study was to evaluate if AP could be associated to increased pro-diabetic inflammatory cytokines serum levels and to an impaired insulin sensitivity, and if RTC could determine their decrease, restoring
the insulin response.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A case-control study and an in vitro study were carried out.
40 healthy, consenting patients, younger than 55 years, were enrolled and divided into 2 groups:
-AP group, of 20 patients with diagnosis of AP for at least one tooth scheduled for a primary RTC;
-control group, of 20 subjects without any oral infection.
All the subjects underwent blood sampling at baseline and after 6 months to evaluate serum glucose, TNFα,
IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and PF4 levels by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). RTC was performed in the AP
group after the baseline sampling, according to the highest quality standards and the healing of the lesions
of endodontic origin (LEO) was verified with periapical radiographs. The comparison of cytokines levels
between groups was analyzed statistically with variance analysis (One-WayANOVA), followed by the Tukey
test. The sensitivity to the insulin was assessed in vitro using human fibroblast and pancreatic cell lines after
their exposure to the serum of patients of AP group, before and after RTC, and control group for 24 h. The
study aimed to verify if higher cytokines serum levels could promote an oxidative stress-induced insulin resistance. In the cellular supernant GOD-POD method was used to assess the glucose levels, and the oxidative
status was evaluated measuring reactive oxygen species production by colorimetric determination assay.
RESULTS:
At baseline, control group showed no differences in cytokines levels while in AP group IL-1b, IL-6 and IL-8
levels were found increased than control (p<0,01 for IL-1b and IL-6 and p<0,001 for IL-8). After 6 months from
RTC, IL-6 and IL-8 levels significantly reduced (p<0,001 and p<0,01), emphasizing an efficacy of RTC in restoring their physiological level. In vitro analysis showed a reduced sensitivity to insulin in cells exposed to
serum belonging to patients with increased cytokine levels.
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DISCUSSION:
In the last years a correlation between oral health and systemic status has been found. The first oral pathology to be investigated was the PD and nowadays endodontic medicine is an emerging toping. IL-8 is one of
the cytokines mostly associated with pancreatic inflammation, meanwhile being responsible of mediating
inflammatory pathways in LEO. Increased IL-1b, IL-6 and IL-8 levels in AP group at the baseline reveal the
role of AP in concurring to systemic inflammation in vivo and to a reduced insulin sensitivity in vitro. The
significant decrease of IL-1b, IL-6 and IL-8 levels after successful RTC led to the restoration of cellular insulin
response.
CONCLUSION:
There is early evidence that successful RTC significantly suppress systemic inflammation status, restoring
the impaired cellular response to insulin, suggesting a correlation between AP and the prediabetic condition.
ORE 9.20
BOND STRENGTH TO INTRARADICULAR DENTIN: FIBER POSTS VS FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Eugenia Lettieri*, Riccardo Villani, Giovanni Borserini, Giordano Bianchi, Denise I.K. Pontoriero
INTRODUCTION:
The success of endodontic treatment is linked to coronal restoration. Fiber-reinforced composite (FRC) posts
are commonly used for the restoration of non-vital teeth with a significant loss of coronal tooth structure.
However, the technique procedure of post-placement is not devoid of risks: among them, post debonding
resulted from the most frequent failure mode of post retained restorations in clinical trials. In recent studies
have been reported for short glass fiber reinforced restorative composite resin, higher load-bearing capacity
than those with fiber post in root post-core system of severely damaged incisors.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
This study was aimed at assessing, with the push-out test, the effectiveness of a new short glass fiber-reinforced composite, Ever X Flow (GC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), when used as intracanal composite anchorage
instead of traditional fiber posts.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
Sixty intact extracted human teeth were endodontically treated and randomly divided into 6 groups (n=60),
depending on the materials used in the post space. In Group 1, a 2-bottle universal adhesive G2 Bond Universal + EverX Flow were tested. In group 2, a single-component universal adhesive G-Premio Bond + EverX Flow
were used. In groups 3 and 4 the same materials are tested, but after cleaning the canal walls with 17% EDTA
and final irrigation with 5.25% NaOCL under Ultrasonic Activation. In the last two Groups (5-6) GC Fiber Posts
1.6 mm size silanized with G-Multi Primer for 1 minute are cemented with a dual-cured composite resin cement
(GradiaCore), after Ultrasonic Activation in the group 6. In each group, 1 mm-thick slice from each sample were
obtained. Measured push-out strengths were statistically analyzed: as the data distribution was not normal,
the Kruskal-Wallis Analysis of Variance by Ranks had to be applied. The level of significance was set at p<0,05
and calculations were performed using the SigmaPlot software for Windows (version 11.0).
RESULTS:
No statistically significant differences were recorded among the groups.
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DISCUSSION:
In this study, Ever X Flow showed statistically intra-radicular adhesion results comparable to those of traditional fiber post restorations. This material consists of a combination of a resin matrix which improves
bonding and toughness properties by the formation of a semi-interpenetrating polymer network, taking place during polymerization and short randomly oriented glass fibers which provide an isotropic reinforcing
effect. A uniform stress distribution to the hard biological tissues has also been reported. With fiber post
restorations, one of the main problems is concerned with the debondig of the post-dentin interface. The use
of a fiber-reinforced composite resin as an intraradicular material, allows the elimination of the fiber post
variable thus exploiting the adhesive potential only on the resin-dentin interface.
CONCLUSIONS:
Within the limitations of this in vitro study, it may be concluded that when Ever X Flow was used for intracanal anchorage in the post-endodontic reconstruction, similar push-out retentive strengths to those of
traditional fiber posts were achieved. Although further studies are necessary, Ever X Flow might represent
an effective alternative to traditional fiber post adhesion.
ore 9.40
REGENERATION OF DENTIN-PULP COMPLEX- THE ROLE OF DENTAL PULP STEM CELLS
Eleonora Barbato*, Flavia Iaculli, Gianrico Spagnuolo, Anna Valentino, Francesco Riccitiello
INTRODUCTION:
The natural function of human dental pulp stem cells (hDPSCs) in the production of odontoblasts may be use
to the repair and/or regeneration of both hard and soft dental structures.
AIMS:
The aim of the present study was to demonstrate the capacity of hDPSCs to differentiate in odontoblastic-like
cells and to prove the ability of treatment with calcium-based materials such as calcium carbonate (CaCO3),
calcium hydroxide (Ca (OH)₂), and calcium silicate (CaSiO3) also known as MTA, to induce hDPSCs differentiation in an odontoblastic pattern.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
hDPSCs were obtained from a third molar of a young patient (12 years of age) extracted due to orthodontic
reasons. The pulpal tissue was gently removed and further sorted for DPSCs isolation. To identify the self-renewal potential of isolated cells, the ability of colony-forming unit-fibroblast (CFU-F) formation and their proliferation profiles were determined. Moreover, odontogenic-related gene expression (such as osteocalcin
(OCN), matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE), dentin sialophosphoprotein (DSPP), dentin matrix
protein 1 (DMP-1), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)) [3] was assessed by Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) at 1, 3, 7 and 21 days of culture. Finally, the Alkaline phosphatase
activity (ALP) was appreciated as a typical marker for early odontoblastic differentiation after 1, 7, 14, and 28
days of culture. hDPSCs were cultured in growth medium (GM) used as control, in odontoblastic-induction
medium and in presence of different concentrations (0,1 or 10 μg/mL) CaCO3, Ca (OH)₂, and CaSiO3. All
experiments were performed in triplicate.
RESULTS:
CFU-F was normally observed within 1–2 weeks after cell seeding. hDPSCs multipotency was confirmed by
colorimetric assay. Quantitative RT-PCR showed that MEPE was significantly higher in differentiated cells (P <
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0.001 vs. control) at 7 days of culture and was down-regulated for the rest of the culture period. The expression of later marker genes (OCN, DSPP, DMP-1) was significantly up-regulated throughout the experiment
compared with control. Accordingly, ALP activity gradually increased for 28 days in cells grown in odontoblastic-induction medium compared to cells cultured onto GM (p < 0.01).
Cells treated with CaCO3 demonstrated an expression of DSPP, DMP-1, BMP-2, and MEPE greater in the 10μg/
mL group than in the control group, at the early stage of differentiation (7 and 14 days). ALP activity increased
in both CaCO3 groups in a dose-dependent manner; the same activity was significantly greater in the 10μg/
mL group than in the control group at 7 and 14 days.
Odontogenic-related gene expression was significantly greater in the 10 μg/mL Ca (OH)2 group and even
more in CaSiO3 group than in control, at early stages (7-14 days). This trend was maintained over time in a
dose-dependent manner. In the same way, ALP activity increased in both Ca (OH)2 and CaSiO3 groups than
in control group. 10 μg/mL of CaSiO3 showed the most statistically significant results when compared to
control group.
DISCUSSION:
The present study showed that hDPSCs differentiated into cells with the ability to exhibit mineralization, and
that this effect was mediated by stimulation with calcium derivates. In this regard, treatment of pulp tissue
with CaCO3, Ca (OH)2 and even better with CaSiO3 were effective for dentinogenesis. This aspect could be
interesting for dentin-pulp complex regeneration since DPSCs are a promising source of cells for several
regenerative medicine applications and calcium-silicate based materials provided great results in terms of
reparative/regenerative potential.
CONCLUSIONS:
The ease of isolation of hDPSCs from discarded or extracted teeth offers a promising source of autologous
cells that may be applied for regenerative purpose in combination with selected bioactive materials. Further
in vivo investigations should be conducted to confirm the obtained results.
ore 10.00
FACTORS INFLUENCING FRACTURE STRENGTH TEST IN EXTRACTED PREMOLARS
Emanuele Mignosa*, Giammarco Cecot, Carlo Gaeta, Crystal Marruganti, Simone Grandini
INTRODUCTION:
Premolars are those elements that, due to their position in the arch, perform an intermediate function between the anterior and posterior sectors, controlling both centric and eccentric movements. Their anatomical
shape, characterized by steep cusp slopes, makes them the most prone to developing fractures. Furthermore, caries free intact premolars are the most easily available elements as they are frequently extracted
during orthodontic therapies. The fracture strength test is a common experimental investigation to evaluate
the ability of a tooth to resist a load . This value, commonly expressed in newton, is obtained by the use of
a universal mechanical loading machine. The present in vitro study aims to evaluate the influence of some
methodological variables.
OBJECTIVES:
The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of some variables such as the morphology of the tip,
the reproduction of the periodontal ligament (PDL) and the load inclination on the results of the fracture
resistance test on intact premolars.
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METHODS:
40 premolars were included, extracted for periodontal or orthodontic reasons and divided into 4 groups of
homogeneous size. Accordingly to their group, they underwent embedding procedure with or without reproduction of the periodontal ligament and then they were subjected to fracture resistance test by Universal
Loading Machine with different tip (spherical 3mm, flat 2mm) and different load inclination (45°, 90°). The
results, expressed in N, were recorded and analyzed.
RESULTS:
In accordance with the results obtained, the inclination of the load influences the test results (p=0.0288) while
the reproduction of the periodontal ligament and the type of tip used don’t seem to affect the test results.
DISCUSSION:
The purpose of our study was to evaluate the influence of some methodological variables on the fracture
resistance test on uniformly selected non-treated extracted premolars. Tip inclination (45°, 90°), type of tip
(spherical and flat) and the presence of the periodontal ligament simulation were tested to affect the fracture strenght test. The null hyphotesis had to be rejected for the tip inclination while had to be accepted both
for periodontal ligament simulation and type of tip used. The periodontal ligament is an important structure
for the distribution of stress generated by the application of the load on the teeth. However, in our study,
the simulation of the periodontal ligament does not appear to affect the test results. The tip diameter does
not appear to represent a distinctive factor for ex vivo fracture strength tests. Analyzing the results obtained
from the present study, the type of tip used was not statistically significant although, from the box plot, it is
possible to appreciate how group A recorded higher values than group B. A different inclination of the load
inevitably leads to a different distribution of stress within the tooth. The inclination of the tip is therefore an
element to be taken into particular consideration.
CONCLUSIONS:
Tip angulation was found to influence the test, further studies are necessary to establish the optimal load
angle, taking into account the morphological differences between the various dental elements and their
physiological occlusion. A difference, although not significant, was found in the values obtained from the
test when the two different types of tip were used. Finally, according to the results of this study, the reproduction of the periodontal ligament is to be considered optional for the purposes of the test.
ore 10.20
PUSH-OUT BOND STRENGTH OF FOUR DIFFERENT BIOCERAMIC SEALERS TESTED WITH THREE DIFFERENT
OBTURATING SYSTEMS: AN IN VITRO STUDY
Giordano Bianchi*, Riccardo Villani, Eugenia Lettieri, Giovanni Borserini, Denise I.K. Pontoriero
INTRODUCTION:
The root canal filling is performed through the use of a core material that fills most of the root canal and a
sealer that occupies the free interface between the root wall and the same solid or semi-solid material.
Where the core material fails to penetrate, endodontic sealers are able to fill left voids, lateral canals, and
accessory canals.
Traditional obturation methods do not really meet the aimed purposes for an ideal root canal obturation and
this lack is due to the traditional materials that are used. During the “setting” phase these materials have
volumetric contractions, they have small or no ability to adhere to dentin, they are not dimensionally stable
in humid environments, and these characteristics unavoidably lead to dissolution and infiltrations. There-
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fore, new materials that are able to overcome some of these problems have been developed: bioceramics.
Bioceramic sealers are hydrophilic, they are not sensitive to humidity and blood contamination, they are
dimensionally stable and they have a slight expansion during the setting time.
They also have antibacterial properties, when completely hardened they are biocompatible and also bioactive. They bind directly to dentin and do not cause inflammatory responses.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
Comparing the use of three different obturation techniques (Continuous wave of condensation, Carrier-based, Single-Cone) in association with four different bioceramic sealers (Ceraseal, AH Plus, BIO-C SEALER
ION, BioRoot RCS), the study aims to evaluate the difference of the bond strength to the canal walls that
exists between the use of each technique associated with the different bioceramic materials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
120 single-rooted teeth were selected for this study. The selection took into consideration incisors, canines,
and maxillary and mandibular premolars. Only teeth with root integrity were used, with no previous root
canal treatments. The selected teeth were equally randomly divided into 12 study groups based on the different filling techniques and on the different bioceramic sealers used.
The samples were obtained by dissecting the tooth perpendicular to the long axis of the dental element.
Four 1mm thick tooth specimens were obtained from each specimen in the coronal, middle and apical thirds.
A total of 40 samples were thus obtained for each of the twelve groups (n = 40/group).
A Universal Testing Machine was used together with the connected value detector to evaluate the bond
strength of each sealer with each obturation technique to the root canal walls.
The load was administered in an apical-coronal direction towards the largest part of the slice at a cross-head
speed of 0.5 mm/min until bond failure was attained.
Kruskal-Wallis Non-Parametric Variance Analysis was applied to the statistical analysis of the significance of
the differences between the groups. The level of statistical significance was set at p <0.05.
RESULTS:
The analysis of the obtained results reveals that there are no statistically significant differences either between the use of the different materials or between the use of the different techniques. Within the obturation
techniques (Continuous wave of condensation, Carrier-based, Single-Cone), solely from the point of view of
the numerical results but without statistically significant differences, the best cementation material is BioRoot RCS and the worst AH Plus. In combination with the use of Carrier-based obturation, the AH Plus is the
best and the BioRoot RCS the worst. As regards the Single-Cone cold obturation technique, the bioceramic
BIO-C is the best and the Ceraseal the worst.
DISCUSSION:
The bond strength values that we recorded in our study are in a similar range to those recorded in previous
studies.
In disagreement with some previous studies that demonstrated how the hot filling technique could decrease the bond strength of bioceramic sealers to the root canal walls8, this study demonstrates that there is
no statistically significant difference in the bond strength of the bioceramic to dentin root among the three
techniques used.
CONCLUSIONS:
The study reveals that there is no statistically significant difference in the use of the three filling techniques
with bioceramic sealers. The single-cone technique, considered the gold standard, obtained comparable
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results, after push out test, in terms of adhesion strength to the root canal walls with respect to the carrier-based and continuous wave of condensation techniques.
The study also reveals that there is no statistically significant difference between the four bioceramic sealers
(Ceraseal, AH Plus, BioRoot, Bio-C) used with the three obturation techniques.
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ORE 11.20
EXTRARADICULAR BACTERIAL COLONIZATION: FROM HISTOLOGY TO CLINIC
Calogero Bugea, Francesca Cerutti*, Eugenio Pedullà
INTRODUCTION:
The endodontic infection is usually restricted to the root canal space, but depending on the time factor, it
can spread beyond the limit of the endodontic space giving rise to the formation of biofilm structures on the
external apical surface. In some cases precipitation of calcium salts occurs and visible calculus-like structures are formed on the outer apical surface.
AIMS:
The objectives of this presentation is to discuss how this condition can be clinically identified and properly
treated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The material for this study consisted of 10 patients, presenting with necrotic pulp or endodontically treated,
associated with a long-standing sinus tract (present for more than one year). The teeth were treated or retreated endodontically. Due to the persistence of the sinus tract after the treatment, patients were informed
about the possibility of an extraradicular biofilm, and further treatments were advised.
4 patients were scheduled for an intentional replantation, 2 patients for apical surgery, 4 patients for extraction. In the 4 patients treated with intentional replantation, after the extraction an apical resection was
performed slightly coronal to the area exhibiting a calculus, then the canal was prepared with retrotips and
obturation with MTA followed. The tooth was reinserted in the alveolus and soft splinted for 14 days. In the
two cases treated with endodontic surgery, a microendodontic surgery protocol was followed. 4 teeth were
extracted for patient decision and were submitted to histological analysis.
RESULTS:
The clinical aspect of the treated cases after 1 to 2 years showed the absence of the sinus tract. The histologic analysis of the extracted teeth revealed that bacterial bio-films were observed on the apical external
surface. Different bacterial morphotypes were found in the biofilms. The fact that most cases of extraradicular biofilms are associated with sinus tracts may indicate that these cases are resulting from chronicization
of a previous abscess.
DISCUSSION:
Own experience is in agreement with the previous literature. In case of extraradicular colonization, the orthograde root canal treatment is incapable to fully eradicate the infection. Even if the extraction is a clinical
solution, the clinician should consider microendodontic surgery or intentional replantation as valid alterna-
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tive techniques to maintain the tooth; an implant can still be placed if intentional replantation or endodontic
surgery are unsuccessful over the time.
ORE 11.40
COMBINED ORTHOGRADE AND 3D NAVIGATION MICROSURGICAL ENDODONTIC RETREATMENT FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF PERSISTENT APICAL PERIODONTITIS IN A MANDIBULAR MOLAR
Umberto Gibello*, Lia Giordano, Mario Alovisi, Damiano Pasqualini, Elio Berutti, Luca Cortese, Alice Balocco
INTRODUCTION:
A 32 y.o. female patient, with medical history of chemotherapy for breast cancer, was referred for consultation before antiresorptive therapy with oral bisphosphonates in order to reduce the risk of secondary osteoporosis. Chief complaint was pain in chewing and tenderness to percussion on tooth 3.6. Radiological
exam evidenced apical periodontitis, secondary caries and inadequate previous endodontic treatment with
a separated instrument beyond the apical foramen in the mesial root. CBCB highlighted the root anatomy,
the buccal plate and the relationships with the inferior alveolar nerve.
AIMS:
This case shows a combined, orthograde and 3D navigation, microsurgical endodontic treatment. A targeted
minimally invasive ostectomy was performed to localize the apex and remove the broken instrument, then
completing the root end management and filling.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
After previous renewal of the existing restoration and non-surgical retreatment, microsurgery was carried out
using the Navident (Claronav, Canada). CBCT dicom data (Morita Accuitomo, Japan) and .stl files obtained
from intraoral scans (Cerec Primescan) were uploaded into the software and matched together. The preoperative digital planning defined the direction and depth of the ostectomy with 5.2 mm cilindrical bone mill
drill. On the day of surgery, after the anesthesia, an optic support was placed adhesively at the mandibular
level, detected by the Navident camera.
The handpiece was calibrated through 6 landmarks indicated on the screen. Subsequently, the core drill was
also calibrated. A triangular papilla-based incision mucoperiosteal flap was made from the element 3.7 to
element 3.4 with medial release incision. The 5.2 bone mill drill used with dedicated surgical motor Kavo (Biberach, Germany), was guided by the navigator, conducting an osteotomy which allowed a selective access
to the mesial root. The removed bone block was stored in a Hank’s buffered salt solution. Hemostasis was
obtained with an innovative hemostatic glue, utilized in general surgery. The root end was resected around
the broken instrument and removed with low power ultrasonic tip. The retrocavity was prepared and filled
with BC RRM fast set putty (Endosequence, USA). A collagen sponge was placed into the cavity to support
the cortical block. The flap was repositioned, compressed and sutured with 6.0 PTFE suture.
RESULTS:
Baseline, 6 months and 1 year follow up images demonstrate the occurred healing process.
DISCUSSION:
3D navigation in microsurgical endodontics allowed the creation of a precise and targeted osteotomy. Correctly sized bone and optimal repositioning of the cortical block allowed to enhance the repair process. The
use of 3D navigation seems to be a valuable aid in complex cases, in which the proximity to anatomical
structures requires planning and an accurate execution technique.
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EXTERNAL CERVICAL RESORPTION TREATED WITH INTENTIONAL REPLANTATION: A CASE REPORT
Paolo Bertoletti*, Jacopo Francinelli, Stefano Gaffuri, Matteo Salvadori, Riccardo Tonini, Stefano Salgarello
INTRODUCTION:
27-year-old patient presented complaining pain at chewing in the right upper maxilla. At inspection, tooth
1.7 responded normally to the thermal pulp test but it was positive to the vertical percussion test, whereas
teeth 1.5 – 1.6 responded normally to both percussion and pulp tests. After radiographic analysis (apical
radiograph and CBCT) the diagnosis of external root resorption (ECR) was done. Following the Patel classification (1), the defect was classified as resorption of Patel class 3Bp.
Two therapeutic alternatives were explained to the patient: 17 and 18 extraction and autotransplantation of
18 in site 17 or root canal treatment of 1.7, followed by extraction of only 1.7 and intentional replantation. After
an analysis of the case and an interview with the patient, it is decided to proceed with the second option.
AIMS:
As suggested by the literature, among the most valid alternatives in this case of Patel class 3Bp ECR, there is
root canal therapy with intentional replantation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
An orthograde RCT of 17 was performed. The filling was done with single-cone technique and bioceramic
sealer. Then an atraumatic extraction was made, followed by the cleaning and resorption filling extraorally
with self-adhesive, self-etching and light-cured composite material.
The element was then re-implanted, splinted with 1.6 – 1.5 and removed from the occlusion. Follow-ups
were performed at 2 weeks, 1 month and 3 months. The symptoms were solved so it was decided to proceed
with the execution of a composite overlay to re-establish the correct occlusion. Follow-ups with radiographic
controls were performed at 6 months and 1 year.
RESULTS:
The outcome of the therapy is satisfactory after 1-year follow-up. This approach made it possible to solve the
symptoms, preserve the dental element and to delay the insertion of an implant, the only other therapeutic
alternative. The main risks of this case are the recurrence of the reabsorption and/or the ankylosis of the
element.
DISCUSSION:
In light of what is present in the literature, intentional reimplantation is a valid therapeutic alternative that
may play a very important role in modern dentistry in the future. In this particular case, it has made it possible to extend the life of the element and to offer the patient a comfortable and effective therapy. Scientific
evidence increasingly supports this therapeutic possibility and more and more publications demonstrate its
clinical validity. More research is required to assess the impact of these management options on the outcome of treatment, as well as prognostic fac.
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ENDODONTIC MICROSURGERY DIGITAL WORKFLOW AND VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATION PROCESS
Giorgia Carpegna*, Mario Alovisi, Nicola Scotti, Elio Berutti, Damiano Pasqualini
INTRODUCTION:
Computer simulations are showing increased attention in dentistry.The difference between augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) is not clear: AR superimposes a virtual scenario over an existing reality permitting to interact with it.VR simulates a real-life situation and permits to experience it in real-time. In dentistry, VR incorporate physical interactivity through haptic technology that provides tactile force feedback
to the user. Pre-clinical training is important to gain familiarity with surgical techniques and to implement
personal skills.Compared with traditional training methods,VR training systems possess potentials advantages. There are many technical challenges in developing a valid simulation’s assessment.
AIM:
This case report aims to present a newly realized VR simulation in endodontic microsurgery on an upper
premolar through the developmental digital workflow, the demonstration of haptic VR scenario and student
self-assessment-self-reflection feedback.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Generation of digital data
A preoperative Cone Bean Computed Tomography of the clinical case was performed.The volumes were
exported in stereolithography (STL) to optimize them to the VR simulation
Creation of the VR dental simulation.
The graphics and touchable haptic solid were both created using Virteasy Editor,a graphical tool that allows
the transformation of 3D surfaces (STL, PLY formats)into both graphical and volumetric haptic solids depending on their material (enamel, dentine, pulp, bone). The elements were exported into a graphical scene,
either on a standalone jaw, or within a virtual patient, which can be interacted with a haptic device for the
purposes of performing a treatment.
Assessments criteria and feedback statements.
Users were asked to execute the osteotomy and the root resection, following the prescribed area,using a high-speed dental handpiece and a multiblade bur.The assessment criteria were determined and the feedback
statements have been created by a questionnaire with fixed answer options which allowed the software to
provide qualitative feedback to the user yet.
RESULTS:
This study proves that it is possible to provide reliable and clinically relevant qualitative feedback with VR
simulator.
DISCUSSION:
The possibility of viewing 3D content several times makes it easier to memorize the information through the
additional spatial perspective. A VR simulation offers an innovative approach with the benefits of clinical
experience permitting to save your own progress and review the assessment at any time. Objective and
qualitative criteria were obtained from existing published teaching material. There is not yet a commonly
accepted standard for evaluation of VR dental simulator.
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ORTHOGRADE AND SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF A SEVERE CALCIFIED TOOTH
Dina Abdellatif, Alfredo Iandolo, Giuliano Calapaj*, Massimo Calapaj
INTRODUCTION:
Root calcifications are often a consequence of trauma with a reaction of the pulp, that tends to obstruct the
root lumen.
The presence of pulp stones or calcifications from secondary or tertiary dentin is significant as they reduce
the total number of cells inside the pulp and act as an obstacle to debridement and preparation of the root
canal system during endodontic treatment. These calcifications can partially or completely obliterate the endodontic space, complicating or preventing orthograde root canal treatment. Among them the most difficult
to deal with are those with a Pseudocementitious morphostructural typology.
AIMS:
Root calcifications are often a consequence of trauma with a reaction of the pulp, that tends to obstruct the
root lumen.
The presence of pulp stones or calcifications from secondary or tertiary dentin is significant as they reduce
the total number of cells inside the pulp and act as an obstacle to debridement and preparation of the root
canal system during endodontic treatment . These calcifications can partially or completely obliterate the
endodontic space, complicating or preventing orthograde root canal treatment. Among them the most difficult to deal with are those with a Pseudocementitious morphostructural typology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Under microscopic control (M400Leika), a bur (6801LKomet) on a turbine and a bur (H1SML34Komet) on
a micromotor (Contra Angle Blue Ring) are initially used, followed by an ultrasonic tip StartX3 (DentSply).
Methylene blue 1% (Biopharm) and Optical Fibre (Alcon Bare-End 23G) were used to identify the calcified
root canal.
With x-ray control, the decision was made not to continue and stop 5mm from the apex, due to severe calcification and the risk of perforation. Endosurgery was performed with the identification and the seal of the
canal in orthograde.
RESULTS:
The double approach allowed the disinfection and obturation of all infected areas and the complete healing
of the periapical lesion at 3, 10, and 30 months follow-up.
DISCUSSION:
It is almost always possible to follow the path of the calcified canals and find their lumen, even if is extremely difficult in some cases. Only using the operating microscope and optical fiber made it possible to follow the canal path as apically as possible without causing iatrogenic damage. The completion of the therapy
was surgical and allowed the sealing on the surgical apex by connecting it to the deviation of the orthograde
road with MTA.
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MICRO-CT ANALYSIS ON DENTIN PRESERVATION OF DIFFERENT TAPERED PREPARATIONS IN MESIAL ROOTS
OF MANDIBULAR MOLARS
Edoardo Moccia*, Vanessa Cucchiara, Manuela Saba, Allegra Comba, Mario Alovisi, Damiano Pasqualini
INTRODUCTION:
Residual dentin thickness is fundamental for long-term success of an endodontically treated tooth. Traditional endodontic cavity (TEC) does not affect residual structures and the general outcome of an endodontic
treatment. On the other hand, an excessive decrease of the access cavity extent does not always implicate
mechanical and biological advantages, especially when one or more surface structures are already lost.
Specifically in mandibular molars, a conservative access may impair the quality of canal shaping procedures, creating an excessive instruments deflection and irregular forces distribution over intracanal dentine. In
view of this, pericervical dentin preservation is a key-element for tooth survival rate.
AIM: To compare the correlation between taper and pericervical dentin preservation of three different shaping techniques, using micro-computed tomography as the analytical tool.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
36 mandibular first molars with independent mesial canals were selected. Pre-shaping micro-CT scans (SkyScan 1172, Bruker) were performed (19 μm resolution, 100 kV, 100 μA). Samples were measured for overall
lenght, canal lenght and curvature (img. 1), then homogeneously divided into three groups for the shaping
step (n=12); G1: 9% taper; G2: 6-7% taper; G3: reduced 5% taper. Using the same parameters, post-shaping
micro-CT scans were performed.
To evaluate pericervical dentin preservation, volumes difference between pre- and post-shaping was calculated. Furthermore, for intracanal dentin preservation, mesial canals were isolated and analyzed in coronal,
middle and apical points to evaluate percentage and distribution of dentin removal. Moreover, thickness of
the dentine in the distal side of the mesial canals, around the furcation area (also known as “danger zone”,
DG), was taken as an analysis point of reference.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Statistics were performed using one-way ANOVAs with Bonferroni correction. Results showed a significant
volume difference between G1 and G2 (P<0.05). G1 also showed a significant difference in dentin removal
towards the mesial side, compared to G3, whereas there are not any other significant differences between
the groups. The DG analysis showed better results in G2 and G3, while G1 confirms its less conservative
approach.
These results showed a better behavior in terms of root canal anatomy preservation for lower tapered instruments. As widely described in literature, endodontic access cavity extension is the main variable that
influences residual structures maintenance: lowering the endodontic instruments taper positively affects
the pericervical dentin preservation.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN ROOT CANAL TAPER AND RESIDUAL RESISTANCE OF RESTORED MAXILLARY PREMOLARS
Pietro Costamagna*, Nicolò Pugno, Edoardo Moccia, Pietro Palopoli, Nicola Scotti, Damiano Pasqualini,
Mario Alovisi, Elio Berutti
INTRODUCTION:
Modern endodontic instruments have been designed to display less taper, exhibit greater flexibility and
shorter sequences compared with traditional instruments. Low tapered preparations could be determinant
for the maintenance of cervical dentin and for the fracture resistance of restored teeth.
AIM:
The aim of the study was to investigate the effect of the root canal taper on the residual cervical dentin volume and fracture resistance of maxillary premolars restored with and without fiber post and with full-crown
preparation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Thirty maxillary premolars with two independent root canals were selected. High resolution micro-computed
tomographic (micro-CT) scans were performed to standardize preoperative conditions and the endodontic
access cavities were created. After canal scouting with #10 K-Files, the samples were randomly divided into
three groups. In the group TN (n = 10) glide path and shaping was achieved with TruNatomy system up to
Prime Shaping File (#26, .04), in the group B4U (n = 10) with .05 taper instruments up to #23, while in the
group PTN (n = 10) ProGlider and ProTaper Next system were used up to X2 (#25, .06) at working length (WL).
Afterwards the specimens were obturated with a single cone bioceramic sealer technique and micro-CT
scanned. Then a mesio-distal MOD cavity was prepared and each group was divided in two subgroups. In
the subgroup FP, a 8 mm post-space was created and a fiber post (FP) was luted in the palatine root followed
by a post-and-core restoration, while in the subgroup NFP a composite restoration was achieved without FP.
Afterwards, all specimens were prepared for a full-crow restoration and micro-CT scanned. The volume of
removed dentin in the cervical third was analysed in the preoperative, post-shaping and post-restoration micro-CT scans. Specimens were submitted to static fracture resistance test using a universal testing machine.
Geometrical differences between groups were analyzed with ANOVA tests (P < 0.05).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
The mean dentin removed volume after full-crown preparation resulted higher than the amount spared with
different shaping systems in both groups (P < 0.05). For FP and NFP subgroups, the mean dentin removal in
the cervical third resulted similar (P > 0.05). No significant differences among fracture resistance resulted in
both TN and PTN groups, even if FP subgroups displayed higher absolute values.
Within the limits of this in-vitro study, the spare of cervical dentin during instrumentation did not significatively influenced the final cervical dentin volume obtained after full-crown preparation with and without fiber
post and the tooth fracture resistance.
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ORE 15.40
MICRO-CT EVALUATION OF MODERN SHAPING SYSTEMS IN SEVERELY CURVED LOWER MOLARS
Livio Mollo*, Edoardo Moccia, Damiano Pasqualini, Nicola Scotti, Allegra Comba, Mario Alovisi
INTRODUCTION:
Modern endodontic shaping techniques aim to simplify clinical procedures while optimizing long-term tooth prognosis. Therefore, endodontic instruments have been designed to display less taper, exhibit greater
flexibility and shorter sequences compared with traditional instruments.
AIMS:
The aim of this study was to compare the shaping ability of ProTaper Next technique (PTN) with ProTaper
Ultimate (PTU) and B4U in lower molars mesial curved canals using micro-computed tomography (Micro-CT).
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Sixty mesial canals of first mandibular molars with primary root canal curvature of 20°–40°, mean radius of 4°–8°
and an absence of canal confluences or calcifications were randomly assigned between three groups (n = 20
per group). After canal scouting with K-File #10, glide path and shaping were carried out with PTN, PTU and B4U
sequences. In the group PTN ProGlider and ProTaper Next system were used up to X2 (#25, .06) at working length
(WL). In the group PTU glide path and shaping was achieved with ProTaper Ultimate system up to F2 (#25, .08),
and in the group B4U with .05 taper instruments up to #23. Root canal irrigation was performed with 10 mL of 5%
NaOCl 5% alternated with 10 mL of 10% EDTA. The Samples were scanned using micro-CT and pre- and post-shaping volumes were matched to analyse geometric parameters: volume of removed dentin, difference of canal
surface, centroid shift, minimum and maximum root canal diameters, cross-sectional areas, the ratio of diameter
ratios (RDR) and the ratio of cross-sectional areas (RA). Measurements were assessed 2 mm from the apex and in
relation to the middle and coronal root canal thirds. Data were analysed using ANOVA (P < 0.05).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Baseline canal volume, surface area and apical diameter displayed homogeneity between groups (P > 0.05).
Statistically significant differences were found between B4U and the other tested groups for three-dimensional parameters (P = 0.042). The PTU system showed the tendency to enlarge more in the apical and middle
portion with a higher centroid shift at apical level compared with PTN and B4U sequences (P = 0.031). B4U
system appeared more centred in apical third compared with PTN and PTU (P = 0.027). The PTU system seemed to display less centring ability due to the increased taper in the apical portion.
ORE 16.00
A NOVEL MODIFIED OBTURATION TECHNIQUE USING BIOSEALERS: AN EX VIVO STUDY
Dina Abdellatif*, Alfredo Iandolo, Massimo Calapaj, Alessandra Amato, Massimo Amato
INTRODUCTION:
The root canal anatomy is a complex space and using a single-cone obturation technique does not guarantee a complete filling.
AIMS:
This research aimed to evaluate the actual temperature of the biosealer during the obturation phase inside
the root canal using a new hot technique. In addition, this study evaluated the penetration depth of the
biosealer inside dentinal tubules.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The current study was concluded on two ex-vivo experiments; the former tested the temperature evaluation.
The latter examined the penetration depth of the biosealer.
In this study, 42 sec mandibular premolars were used, and two experiments were carried out. In the first
experiment, two premolars were utilized, and two thermocouples of K-type for each tooth were used. During the second experiment, the penetration depth of the biosealer was examined, 40 teeth were selected.
Root canals were prepared then divided into two obturation groups: A, gutta-percha, and biosealer with single-cone technique and B, gutta-percha, and biosealer with a newly proposed obturation method. Confocal
laser scanning was used to assess the penetration of the sealer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
In the first experiment, the Bonferroni method was performed to compare the temperature data. The tests
used in the second experiment were Shapiro-Wilk’s test, Kruskal-Wallis, and Mann-Whitney tests.
The first experiment results showed that the heat does not reach the apical third using the new obturation
method. In the second experiment, the results showed in Group B significantly higher biosealer penetration
into the dentinal tubules as compared to Group A (P < 0.05).
The highest level of penetration of the biosealer in the dentinal tubules was observed in the group of the
new obturation method, and the last apical 3 mm remained at 37° using this novel hot modified technique
providing no risk of chemical alteration of the biosealer.
ORE 16.20
APICALLY EXTRUDED DEBRIS ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT KINEMATICS AND IRRIGATION PROTOCOLS IN
THE RETREATMENT OF DIFFERENT OBTURATION TECHNIQUES
Francesco Iacono, Martina Pitrolo*, Chiara Pirani, Luigi Generali, Eugenio Pedullà
INTRODUCTION:
Removal of previous contaminated filling material is one of the primary challenges during retreatments. Undesirable extrusion of debris in the periradicular tissue can be associated with induction of inflammation,
delayed periapical healing and post-operative pain. Hence, its evaluation is considered clinically relevant,
especially with new obturation techniques, kinematics and irrigation protocols.
AIMS:
To evaluate extrusion of apical debris associated with two different kinematics and two irrigation protocols
during removal of different obturation techniques, and retreatment time required with different obturation
techniques and sealers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Ninety-six single rooted extracted teeth were instrumented with Hyflex EDM and obturated with different techniques: Thermafil (Dentsply, Ballaigues, Switzerland)/AH Plus (Dentsply, Ballaigues, Switzerland) (Group
1); Thermafil/AH Plus Bioceramic (Dentsply, Ballaigues, Switzerland) (Group 2); Single gutta-percha cones /
AH Plus Bioceramic (Group 3). Samples of each group were equally divided in 2 sub-groups (n=16) according
to the used kinematics for removal of root canal filling materials: continuous rotation (A) or Jeni motion set
for Retreatment procedure with CanalPro Jeni motor (Coltène, Switzerland) (B). Remover (Coltène, Altstatten,
Switzerland) and Hyflex EDM were used to remove obturation material in all group. Each sub-group was
subjected to two different irrigation protocols (n=8): a) conventional irrigation without activation; b) conventional irrigation with final activation with EDDY (VDW, Munich, Germany). Time for retreatment was digitally
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recorded, debris extruded from the apex were collected in Eppendorf tubes and weighted with an analytical
balance (accuracy of 10-4g). Data on apical debris extrusion were statistically analysed with Two-way ANOVA
(p<.05).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Removal of root filling material resulted in no significant difference on debris extrusion between kinematics
(p>.05). Single cone with AH Plus Bioceramic group required less time to be retreated than both Thermafil
groups in continuous rotation (p<.05). No difference was found in retreatment time of obturation techniques
using CanalPro Jeni mode (p>.05). Removal of root filling material resulted significantly faster with continuous rotation (p<.05). EDDY activation system was associated with higher amount of debris extrusion only in
single cone with AH Plus Bioceramic. CanalPro Jeni kinematics produces the same extrusion of filling material than continuous rotation during retreatment procedures. Average time required for removing AH Plus
Bioceramic was significantly faster when associated with single cone.
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ORE 15.00
N. 1
A POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE TO THE TRADITIONAL APICOECTOMY TECHNIQUES
IN SURGICAL ENDODONTICS: AN EX VIVO STUDY
Teresa Saladino, Costanza Ferraro, Matteo Palmacci, Nicola Cantile*, Katia Greco, Gaetano Paolone, Maria
Teresa Sberna, Giuseppe Cantatore
INTRODUCTION:
Bioceramics are innovative materials characterized by high biocompatibility and bioactivity. Those belonging to the group of Root Repair Materials are used for retrograde obturation and apical plug technique. Recently, bioceramics with low viscosity have been introduced, which to date are used with gutta-percha cones
for the obturation of canal using the traditional single-cone technique (SCT). This new use as an endodontic
cement succeeds in combining the advantages of bioceramics, such as bioactivity, antimicrobial effect, and
biocompatibility with the ease of execution of the SCT.
AIM:
The purpose of this scientific work is to evaluate the apical sealing ability of 4 different bioceramic sealer
used with SCT in elements subsequently intended for surgical endodontics, proposing a new technique involving apical resection without retrograde preparation.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
In this ex vivo study 50 single-rooted teeth where selected and submitted to opening access cavity, irrigation
and mechanical instrumentation. The elements were randomly divided into 5 groups of 10; each group tests
one type of bioceramic: G1 Bc Sealer Total Fill, G2 NeoSealer Flo, G3 MTA Flow, G4 BioRoot, G5 Control with
Pulp Canal Sealer. All the samples were infected with an Escherichia Coli culture and then Group 1-4 filled
with the chosen bioceramic using the SCT, and Group 5 with continuous wave of condensation and Pulp
Canal Sealer. After setting time, apical 3-mm resection was performed for all the groups. Only in G5, the
retrograde cavity preparation was executed using ultrasonic angulated tip and subsequently plugged with
Pro Root MTA, as in conventional surgical endodontics. The elements were placed in a culture broth, which
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would allow bacteria, if present, to grow and replicate. At timepoint of 3h, 6h, 24h and 48h culture broth
samples were taken, for a total of 200 aliquots collected. They were subjected to plating on Petri dishes and
placed for growth for 24-48h in an incubator. Waiting for the growth time, analysis and counts of the bacterial colonies found on the plates were performed.
RESULTS:
A total of 200 observations of bacterial growth were obtained and subjected to descriptive-type statistical
analyses and the Kruskal-Wallis test (KW test), a non-parametric test analogous to one-way ANOVA and subsequent pairwise comparisons. It was possible to detect a significant difference interval between the deltas
of bacterial counts at the timepoints of 24 and 48 hours with a significant p value=0.016.
DISCUSSION:
Apical sealing capacity is defined as the ability of a material to adapt to the apical part of the canal in such
a way as to ensure an airtight and dimensionally stable seal over time. From the bacterial colony counts, it
was possible to compare bacterial growth rates among the various materials and the two techniques using
statistical analysis to compare the data with each other. Evaluating the KW test and the pairwise comparisons performed, significant differences are noted between ProRoot, thus the gold standard for the conventional technique, and NeoSealer, used in the technique with SCT. However, there appear to be no significant
differences between sealing with BioRoot, Total Fill and ProRoot, in agreement with the study of Bani et al.,
2015. Thus, we can state that there are no significant differences between the growths obtained by filling
with ProRoot, BioRoot, and Total fill Bc Sealer.
CONCLUSIONS:
Aware of the limitations of this study, we can state that there appear to be no statistically significant differences in the outcomes obtained with ProRoot, BioRoot, and Total Fill; so we can state that the rate of apical
leakage detected in these materials is overlapping. No significant differences in bacterial growth were found
between Single Cone Technique with apical resection and conventional surgical endodontic technique; so,
we can state that the outcomes obtained from these two techniques are totally superimposable.
ORE 15.20
N. 2
AMINOLEVULINIC ACID GEL AND RED LED IN ENDODONTIC PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
Teocrito Carlesi*, Morena Petrini, Tania Vanessa Pierfelice, Emira D’Amico, Adriano Piattelli, Simonetta D’Ercole
INTRODUCTION:
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) represented one method of treatment of microbial infection in endodontics.
Current research has investigated PDT in terms of reduction of bacterial load in vitro and in ex vivo, there are
few in vivo studies.
AIMS:
This research evaluated the in vitro and in vivo effects of the association of a new ALAD gel containing 5%
5-aminolevulinic acid with a red LED irradiation against Enterococcus faecalis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Test 1: ALAD gel (Aladent, Alphastrumenti, Italy) was added to E. faecalis broth culture at the final concentration of 50% and 10% v/v, and suspensions were dark incubated at 37 °C for 45min. 10% ALAD were irradiated
with 7 and 20min LED device; 50% ALAD irradiated for 7min. Test 2: E. faecalis broth culture was incubated
for 25 min with ALAD 10%, 25%, 50%v/v and irradiated for 5min. Exposed and unexposed samples were
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tested for CFU (cell count) and by LIVE/DEAD (cell viability) analysis.
Test3: in vivo, after performing the disassembling, the working length was measured with an electronic apex
locator; instrumentation of the canals performed according to simultaneous technique with Mtwo NiTi instruments (Sweden-Martina, Padua, Italy) up to the measurement of 30.5.
Sodium hypochlorite and EDTA were not used, only washes with physiological solution.
After the first step before the PDT therapy, the samples taken through sterile paper cones, was repeated after
application of gel for 45 min and after irradiation with red LED, were tested for CFU. ALAD gel, introduced
into the canal, was activated by an endodontic tipAfter sampling, apical finishing and washing with sodium
hypochlorite and EDTA was performed. The canals were filled with thermoplasticized gutta-percha according
to the Microsel technique.
RESULTS:
10% ALAD and 45min of incubation promoted a significant reduction of CFUs, but 50% ALAD + LED 7min
produced a total inactivation and an evident killing effect on E. faecalis (95% dead cells). The application in
vivo of ALAD + LED 7 min exerted a significant reduction of cell count.
CONCLUSIONS:
ALAD gel with LED irradiation exerts a potent antibacterial activity against E. faecalis both in vitro and in vivo.
ORE 15.40
HOW IS ENDODONTICS TAUGHT IN ITALY? A SURVEY AMONG ITALIAN DENTAL SCHOOLS
Giovanni Mergoni*, Irene Citterio, Guido Macaluso, Maddalena Manfredi

N. 3

INTRODUCTION:
It has been shown that the quality of endodontic treatments performed by Italian general dentists is poor.
One of the possible causes is an insufficient acquisition of adequate knowledge and technical skill during
undergraduate training. Recently, in order to promote standards of scientific education and clinical training,
the European Society of Endodontology updated the undergraduate curriculum guidelines.
AIMS:
The aim of our study was to investigate how Endodontics is taught in Italian universities, make a comparison
with other European countries and verify if the academic qualification of the course owner influences the
educational programs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
This survey was conducted from August 2021 to December 2021. The questionnaire firstly proposed by Al
Raisi et al. was modified and translated. The endodontic course owner in each Italian dental school was
contacted and invited to anonymously participate using Google Form. The questionnaire consisted of 34
questions on the following topics: organization of the course, pre-clinical and clinical training, teaching
methods, lecture topics, composition of the educational staff, instruments and techniques. A comparison
between courses led by full or associate professors (group 1, RED) versus courses led by other figures such
as researchers, temporary lecturers and tutors (group 2, BLUE) was made. Continuous data were reported as
mean and standard deviation (SD) and were compared with with Mann-Whitney U test. Categorical data were
reported as frequency and percentage and compared with Fischer exact test.
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RESULTS:
Twenty-eight out of 36 schools participated (78%), 12 belonging to group 1 and 16 to group 2. In most schools, Endodontics was taught in the fifth year to 15-29 students. Endodontics was taught over several academic years in 8/12 (66.7%) and 4/16 (25%) schools in group 1 and group 2, respectively (P = 0.047). The
number of members of the teaching staff varied from 0 to 10, with an average of 2.2 ± 2.6 collaborators (3.5
± 3.2 in group 1 and 1.1 ± 1.4 in group 2, P = 0.006). All schools planned pre-clinical endodontic training and
in 25/28 schools (89,3%) clinical endodontic training was also provided. The course program varied among
schools. Significantly more hours are allocated to teaching the topic “Non surgical root canal treatment” in
group 1 than in group 2. The number of hours of pre-clinical training ranged from 4 to 100, with a mean of
34.3 ± 23.6 hours (46.1 ± 28.2 in group 1 and 24.1 ± 14.5 in group 2, P = 0.0588). Only 4 Universities do not
use NiTi mechanical instruments during the pre-clinical training. The number of hours of clinical training
ranged from 0 to 250, with a mean of 84.1 ± 76.7 hours (90.83 ± 74.35 in group 1 and 78.43 ± 81.02 in group
2, P > 0.05). All schools used rotary NiTi files in the clinical training and the vertical condensation of hot gutta-percha was the most frequently taught obturation technique. In 60.7% of the schools there was a clinical
area specifically assigned to Endodontics.
DISCUSSION:
As expected, the scenario of endodontic education in Italian universities was very variable. In general, students are offered a robust theoretical preparation. In Italy, Endodontics is taught later compared to dental
education in Spain and Unite Kingdom. The average number of hours dedicated to pre-clinical training was
similar to that reported in Spain and Germany, higher than that reported in Unite Kingdom and lower than
that reported in France. The schools where supervised students routinely perform root canal treatments on
patients are still too few. Courses led by full or associate professors seem to be better structured.
CONCLUSIONS:
The data provided in this study are the first on the teaching of Endodontics in Italy. Educators should strive
to make the course programs consistent with ESE guidelines and improve clinical training.
ORE 16.00
PLEIOTROPIC EFFECTS OF STATINS AND LESION OF ENDODONTIC ORIGIN, A PILOT STUDY
Silvia Sanna*, Francesca Ideo, Giulia Bardini, Silvia Mezzena, Elisabetta Cotti

N. 4

INTRODUCTION:
Statins are a class of lipid-lowering medications mainly used for the prevention and treatment of Atherosclerotic vascular disease (ASVD) and hypercholesterolemia. In addition, they can exert anti-inflammatory,
antithrombotic and antioxidant actions, which are part of the so-called “Pleiotropic effects” of this type of
medication. Apical Periodontitis (AP) is an inflammatory disease caused by the bacterial infection of the
endodontic system and involves pathologic changes of periapical tissues. The pathogenesis of AP involves
innate and adaptive immune responses; it causes the release of large amounts of various inflammatory mediators, including cytokines, chemokines, and neuropeptides.
AIMS:
The aim of this pilot retrospective clinical study was to evaluate the oral health status and the prevalence of
AP in patients treated with statins (S), in order to understand if the anti-inflammatory action of these medications may have a positive effect on the development of lesion of endodontic origin.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Seventy-nine patients, 43 men and 36 women (average age 68 +/- 11 yrs) (1724 teeth) treated with statins,
referred to the University Clinic for a dental evaluation, were investigated. The controls included seventy
patients, 39 men and 31 women (average age 62 +/- 9yrs) (1721 teeth) with no systemic diseases and under
no medications. The patients underwent a complete oral, dental, and radiographic examination for presence of AP. The periapical index (PAI) and the status of endodontic and restorative treatments were obtained.
Statistics were based on descriptive analysis and continuous variables for the total sample. Adjusted odds
ratios and 95% confidence intervals were calculated.
RESULTS:
The prevalence of AP was 23%, in the study group (S), and 50% in the controls (C) (P<.05) considering both
patients and teeth, even though the total DMFT score was higher in the study group (1145) than in the control
group. The average PAI score was similar in both groups (2,7 vs 2,8). In C the prevalence of AP is similar in
treated and not treated teeth (50% vs 44%), while in S the prevalence of AP is the 32% in treated teeth and
the 68% in teeth never treated before (P<.05).
DISCUSSION:
Recently, several studies have investigated on the possible association between AP and some systemic
diseases, showing that the inflammatory status of patients and its immunomodulation play a fundamental
role in the development of AP. In this study, patients treated with statins, even if they exhibited a similar
dental health to the controls, as shown by the DMFT, showed a lower prevalence of AP, in accordance with
previous studies performed on animals. This result is consistent with the beneficial influence of these drugs
on the inflammatory cascade and infectious diseases. In S, prevalence of AP is lower in treated teeth than
in virgin teeth, demonstrating, in accordance with previous studies, that statins exert a positive effect on
healing of AP once the tooth has been treated.
CONCLUSION:
Understanding the interaction between the effects of statins on the development of AP may help in designing new treatment strategies for this chronic inflammatory dental disease.
ORE 16.20
N. 5
ANALYSIS OF ANTIBACTERIAL AND ANTIBIOFILM PROPERTIES
OF GRAPHENE OXIDE COMBINED WITH BIOCERAMIC CEMENTS
Martina De Luca*, Raffaella Castagnola, Cecilia Martini, Francesca Bugli, Nicola Maria Grande, Luca Marigo
INTRODUCTION:
The purpose of endodontic treatment is the eradication of bacterial infection from the root canal system
and the creation of an airtight filling that does not allow reinfection. The use of bioceramic cements for root
canal filling is increasingly widespread due to their numerous qualities. Despite the execution of an adequate treatment, it is still possible that endodontic infections are persistent. Particularly associated with this
problem is Enterococcus faecalis, a Gram-positive bacterium particularly resistant and difficult to eradicate.
Graphene oxide (GO) is a derivative of graphene, a carbon nanomaterial that has many properties such as
antibacterial activity and the ability to inhibit the biofilm formation, as highlighted in previous studies.
Especially in last years, the use of GO has become an interesting approach to prevent bacterial adhesion: it
seems to be safe, inexpensive and could be a solution to the antibiotic resistance problem.
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AIMS:
The purpose of the study is to evaluate the antibacterial and antibiofilm effects of graphene oxide combined
with bioceramic cements.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Twelve extracted single rooted teeth were used for specimen preparation: access cavity and root canal instrumentation were performed. Each tooth has been sectioned horizontally 1mm below the cementoenamel junction to
produce 5mm dentin blocks. Each block has been divided into 2 semi-cylindrical halves. The outer surfaces of each
half have been abraded to achieve a standard thickness. The samples were then sterilized using PLASMA sterilization (Steris V-PRO® maX Low Temperature Sterilization System Group, Bordeaux, France). The samples have been
divided in two groups: S-Group samples (n = 10) were covered with bioceramic sealer Fill Root ST® (Dental World
s.r.l, Molfetta, Italy) and SGO-Group (n = 10) with the same bioceramic sealer with the addition of GO at 20% of the
mixture volume. Three samples were just sterilized. Then the samples were contaminated with Enterococcus Faecalis. After 6 and 48 hours, CFU/mL count (quantitative analysis), scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation
and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) (qualitative analysis) were carried out. For the CLSM analysis, samples were stained using the LIVE / DEAD BackLight Bacterial Viability Kit (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Massachussetts,
USA). Statistical analysis was performed using the unpaired t-test (p<0.05) (GraphPad Prism 9).
RESULTS:
CFU analysis revealed a lower contamination in SGO-Group than in S-Group (p<0.05) both at 6h and 48h. The
qualitative analysis confirmed this result.
DISCUSSION:
Bioceramic cements have become increasingly popular thanks to their numerous properties and great advantages. In this study we focused on GO, which antibacterial and antibiofilm properties have previously
been evaluated in various papers. Particularly, we evaluated how the addition of GO to bioceramics can
improve their antibacterial activity. The data obtained are really interesting and need further evaluations to
study the GO application to endodontics.
CONCLUSIONS:
From the analysis of the results obtained, we can state that, albeit within the limits of an ex vivo study
model, the use of graphene in addition to bioceramic cements results in an increase of antibacterial and
antibiofilm activity compared to the bioceramic used individually.
ORE 16.40
N. 6
MISSED CANALS: FREQUENCY AND IMPACT ON ENDODONTIC OUTCOME
Costanza Ferraro*, Teresa Saladino, Matteo Palmacci, Nicola Cantile, Katia Greco, Gaetano Paolone, Maria
Teresa Sberna, Giuseppe Cantatore
INTRODUCTION:
The goals of endodontic therapies are to remove pulp residues and microorganisms by instrumentation and
disinfection, and to obtain a tridimensional obturation with a good apical and lateral sealing of all portals
of exit. If not performed correctly, endodontic failure may occur and a periapical lesion may be found in x-ray
surveys. In case of missed anatomy, the re-intervention with proper canal scounting and reduction of the
present bacterial biofilm through mechanical and chemical disinfection techniques could allow to obtain
the healing of the periapical lesion.
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AIMS:
The aim of this study is to demonstrate the high incidence of endodontic failure due to the missed anatomy
in the presence of infrequent anatomical configurations and how to manage these cases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The proposed case treats a 40-year-old woman that showed at the intra-oral examination a fistula in the region of 2.6. In agreement with the patient, a fistolography and a CBCT (Cone Beam Computed Tomography)
were performed. The axial view revealed the presence of non-instrumented MB2 and DB2 and of an important periradicular lesion. So, the only possible choice is the retreatment of the tooth.
After local anesthesia, endodontic access was performed under operating microscope, using diamond burs
and ultrasonic tips. In the cavity we found in MB1 a fiber post, P and DB1 filled with gutta percha. Then, the
MB2 and DB2 were scouted using K-file #10. All the canals had an independent orifice. ProTaper Gold Sx was
used to execute coronal flaring. We proceed with the StartX #3 ultrasonic tip to remove the fiber post in MB1
in order to re-treat the canal; after the complete post removal, a ledge was found and corrected. At first, glide
path was performed using PathFile #13, #16 and #19, then the two missed canals were shaped with ProTaper
Gold up to a diameter of 25; in the previously treated canals WaveOne Gold instruments were employed up
to Primary, to remove the gutta-percha and reshape the canal. During all the procedure, 5% sodium hypochlorite and EDTA were used for canal irrigation with the EndoActivator System.
Finally, the visual gauging and the manual gauging, using NitiFlex instrument, were executed, giving a final
measure of 0.25. Then, the obturation was performed using a bioceramic sealer in MB1, due to the previous
presence of the post and ledge, while the other canals were filled with gutta-percha points with 0.25 diameter and Pulp Canal sealer using continuous wave of condensation technique.
RESULTS:
After 2 weeks the fistula healed. 8-months X-rays control showed an apparent healing of the periapical lesion. In agreement with the patient, a follow-up CBCT was performed after a year and a half; this, in axial and
sagittal views, confirmed the success of the treatment. The 3-year follow-up revealed the complete re-ossification of the bone.
DISCUSSION:
Several studies investigate the impact of missed anatomy in endodontic failure. Hoen & Pink assess that in
89% of failed cases an additional canal was located during the retreatment and the incidence of missed roots or canals is 42%. The Rak study reports 48.7% of failure for inadequate cleaning, shaping and obturation
and 10.5% for missed canals. In this case, the cause of failure is due to the missed anatomy, because DB2
and MB2 canals were not treated correctly. In a review of the literature, it was found in upper first molars
three roots in 96.2% and two roots in 3.8% of cases. In the mesiobuccal root were found two canals (MB1
and MB2) in 56.8%. The most common canal configuration in the distobuccal root was one canal with a single apical foramen (98.3%). Two distal canals (DB1 and DB2) were demonstrable in only 1.7% of cases. The
palatine root had a single canal with a single apical foramen in 99% of cases. The use of bioceramic material
in the ledge canal was chosen because of the material’s characteristics that guarantee an increase in root
strength, considering the massive loss of dentinal tissue.
The choice of retreatment is certainly the best one: the 3-year follow-up showed complete lesion healing,
thanks to the localization of all canals and the correct management of irrigation and shaping. Torabinejad, in
a systematic review, reported a success rate of 70.9%, for non-surgical retreatment at 2-4 years of follow-up,
while the success rate reported at 4-6 years of follow-up was 83%.
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CONCLUSION:
According to the literature, non-surgical endodontic retreatment proves to be an excellent therapeutic choice in cases of failure for missed canals. With high-performance technologies such as the microscope and a
thorough knowledge of anatomical variants, it is possible to manage these challenging cases with excellent
prognosis.
ORE 17.00
N. 7
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GREAT PALATINE ARTERY AND THE PALATINE ROOT APEX
OF MAXILLARY MOLARS AND IMPLICATIONS IN ENDODONTIC SURGERY: A PERSPECTIVE REVIEW
Silvio Taschieri, Maria Vittoria Zaro*, Stefano Corbella, Luca Angelo Francetti, Roberto Fornara, Isabella
Peroni, Benedetta Morandi
INTRODUCTION:
In literature two approaches have been described to reach and manage the palatal root of maxillary molars:
the transantral approach or the palatal approach. The choice depends on the presence of a maxillary sinus
recess between the buccal and palatal roots, on the divergence between them and the horizontal distance
between palatal roots and the buccal cortical plate.
AIM:
The aim of this study is to investigate, through a literature review, the relationship between the palatine root
apex of the maxillary molars, the great palatine artery (GPA), and the greater palatine foramen (GPF), since
these are fundamental knowledge during any type of palatal surgery and during endodontic surgery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A narrative literature review was performed by using Medline database through PubMed interface, searching
for studies that had the distance of the GPA and GPF from the palatine root apex of the maxillary molars as
their subject.
RESULTS:
Some authors analysed 250 CBCT to describe the position of the GPA, and its relationship with maxillary
molars roots ends. This study revealed that the so-called palatal transition morphology (PTM) provides information about the most likely position of GPA. According to this study the maxillary first molar palatal roots
were 11.13 mm ± 2.68 mm from the GPF and 2.37mm ± 1.46 mm from GPA, on average. Second molar palatal
roots were 4.94 ± 2.55 mm from the GPF and 2.53 ± 1.77 mm from the GPA. Other measurements were made
from the cementoenamel junction (CEJ), founding that the mean distance from first molar CEJ to the GPA was
significantly smaller (12.86 ± 2.29 mm) than for second molars (14.05 ± 2.52 mm; p < 0.05). According to
other authors, the distance from the GPA to the CEJ of maxillary molars was 13.9 ± 1 mm to the second molars
and 13.0 ± 2.4 mm to the first molars. Concordant results were found in another study, which measured an
average distance of 13.2 mm from the CEJ of the maxillary first molar. The distance between the palatal root
and the buccal cortical plate was 10.1 mm on average, and 1.5 mm on the palatal side, as measured 3 mm
coronal to the root apex, thus simulating the need of access for apicoectomy.
DISCUSSION:
A palatal approach should be considered when palatal and vestibular roots have a wide angle of divergence
and the palatal root presents a small horizontal distance to the palatal cortical plate, that guarantees direct
access to the palatine root apex without the need of invading the maxillary sinus and the relative risk of
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perforating the sinus membrane. On the one hand the traditional approach from the buccal side is related
to a high risk of iatrogenic sinusitis, but on the other the clinicians are often unwilling to use the palatal
approach for apical surgery of the maxillary molars mainly because of the risk of injury GPA thereby damaging the great palatine nerve (GPN). This risk must be taken into consideration and an accurate preoperative
investigation with CBCT is mandatory to prevent any complications, to determine the exact dimensions and
location of periapical lesions, as well as their relationship with the roots and other neighbouring anatomical
structures. In literature it has been demonstrated that the GPA is closer to the palatal root of the first maxillary molar, moreover it has a larger diameter. Therefore, the clinicians should pay particular attention to plan
any surgery in this area.
CONCLUSIONS:
Palatal approach has advantages in terms of accessibility and visibility. The risk of damaging important anatomical structures must be considered, therefore an accurate analysis of the relationships of the palatine
root with the GPA and with the maxillary sinus is fundamental when it comes to endodontic surgery.
ORE 17.20
N. 8
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS FOR 2D AND 3D RADIOGRAPHY IN ENDODONTIC, AND CRITICAL REVIEW
Teocrito Carlesi, Alfio Pappalardo, Carlo Baldini*, Vito Antonio Malagnino
INTRODUCTION:
The tendency to use CBCT even for minor cases in endodontics involves an overdose of radiation by the patient compared to intra-oral radiographs (IOR).
OBJECTIVES:
We want to propose a decision-making plan on the use of radiographic examinations in endodontic clinical
practice.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A review of the literature was performed by selecting articles comparing IOR and CBCT in various areas of
endodontic clinical practice. The guidelines for radiological diagnostics of the Ministry of Health Italian, ESE
and AAOMR/AAE were also taken into consideration.
RESULTS:
The CBCT is defined as a second level examination and not as an alternative to the use of IOR, which remains
the first level exam in endodontics. Despite this, in letterature there are numerous articles that compare
these 2 different types of exam, obviously resulting in a greater effectiveness of the 3d (CBCT) vs 2d (IOR)
except for vertical root fractures,both radiographic examinations report similar results and there are critical
reviews on the use of CBCT.
For years there have already been some articles by radiologist specialists who warn of the difference in risk
between “diagnostically acceptable” and “beautiful” images; the principles of ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) are changed to ALADA (As Low As Diagnostically Acceptable).
CBCT exposes the patient to effective doses much higher than conventional periapical X-rays. Even with reduced FOV, the effective dose range for CBCT is between 19 and 1073μSv1, while the single periapical X-rays
vary from between 1,5μSv and 5μSv1,2. A collimator can be applied to further reduce the effective dose of
intraoral radiographs1.
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DISCUSSION:
Decision-making has been proposed. In teeth not endodontically treated, the anamnesis represents the first
step to which the clinical examination. Bite-wing radiographs must be performed to visualize the crowns
of the teeth of the hemiarchy from which the pain originates of pulpitis, and periapical radiographs are necessary to understand the root and canal morphology, calcifications, internal resorption and external and
periapical lesion. The IOR, clinical examination, and microscopic, in most cases, are sufficient to perform a
correct diagnosis.
In the upper molars, the presence of multiple roots, maxillary sinus, septa and zygomatic bone could hinder
a clear interpretation of periapical lesions with intraoral x-rays.
The CBCT examination should be reserved exclusively in some cases in which the diagnosis of periapical
lesions is uncertain; in dental pathologies or anatomical anomalies, such as “dens in dentis” calcified canals, perforations, only in cases in which a correct IOR and the use of the microscope were not sufficient. In
calcified canals, CBCT is recommended to be used intraoperatively to guide the clinician in treatment after
having performed an access using the microscope.
In orthograde retreatment the first step is the anamnesis followed by the clinical examination and the periapical radiography to observe the canal anatomy and the previous endodontic treatment; under the microscope can confirm the presence of untreated canals. The use of CBCT is reserved only for some complex cases
that have not been resolved with the microscope.
Sometimes in surgery, retrograde obturation and severe external resorptions, an approach to preoperatively
evaluate surgical access with CBCT it might be useful.
The use of CBCT is almost never justified as an immediate post-operative radiographic examination best
used as a follow-up healing control if necessary.
CONCLUSIONS:
Intra-oral radiographs (IOR) still remain the gold standard for endodontic clinical practice in addition to a
correct clinical diagnostic. The benefits of obtaining beautiful 3D images do not always justify exposing the
patient to a high dose of X-rays.
ORE 17.40
LASER DOPPLER FLOWMETRY MICROCIRCULATION ASSESSMENT OF A PERIAPICAL CYST
Bogdan Krastev*, Ivan Filipov

N. 9

INTRODUCTION:
Apical periodontitis can be caused by a variety of factors but infection is the most common cause. Most
apical cysts are the result of apical periodontitis. Radicular cysts can be diagnosed only by histological examination. They exert pressure over bone thus decreasing microcirculation. Microcirculation can be assessed
by laser doppler flowmetry monitoring or imaging devices. Radicular cysts caused by root canal infection,
can be treated by nonsurgical root canal therapy or endodontic surgery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A 36-year-old male, an office worker was diagnosed with a periapical lesion on tooth 13, 12. After the nonsurgical root canal treatment, a CBCT was done and endodontic surgery was performed. Decision was taken
to assess the microcirculation of the periapical lesion and tissues The first two nonsurgical microcirculation
measurements-regions of interest (ROI) were done prior to the surgery and before application of anesthesia,
with laser doppler flowmeter (LDF) monitor Moor VMS LDF1-HP. Tooth 22 was nonvital with a previous satisfactory root canal treatment, no periapical lesion and it served as a control. The skin probe CP1T-HP was
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placed for 1 minute over the mucosa in the apical area of teeth 12 (ROI-1), 22 (ROI-2).
Five minutes after the anaesthesia was placed another nonsurgical measurement was taken from tooth
12 (ROI 3). Before cyst removal and curettage of the lesion a fourth measurement was performed with the
VP7BS-HP bone probe (ROI 4). inside the cystic cavity touching bone.. After the hand curettage of the cyst
the fifth measurement was performed inside the cystic cavity (ROI 5).
RESULTS:
The lesion was confirmed histologically to be a radicular cyst. It healed uneventfully and is under a follow-up
period.
DISCUSSION:
Laser doppler flowmetry is a minimally invasive way assessing tissue microcirculation. The perfusion/flux
output is equal to the concentration (number) of the red blood cells times their velocity in a given time which
determines circulation. The infrared light, wavelength of 785 nm has been found to penetrate deeper, 1-13
mm of non-pigmented tissue. ROI 2 shows very high values of Flux which may be attributed to artifacts,
patient movement, improper placement, too much pressure or blood statis. Hand-held probes may not affect results so much compared to stents but others find opposing results. Higher values may be a results
of muscle twitching or gingivitis, chronic marginal periodontitis. Gingivitis, chronic marginal periodontitis
increase perfusion values due to blood stasis. The low values of flux inside bone may be due to the cyst or
application of local anesthesia with adrenaline. However straight after the cyst removal perfusion changed
significantly, speed of erythrocytes increased significantly but direct current slightly decreased. Cysts increase pressure over bone walls which decreases perfusion, Granulomas, on the other hand, should show
increased perfusion due to the increased stasis and abundance of differentiated blood vessels. The low values for perfusion before cyst removal may show that the bone has a constant level of perfusion not affected
much after the administration of local anesthetic. Tissue perfusion before and after treatment may be a good
predictive factor for healing. It could evaluate different treatment methods as well as lesion type and effect
over bone perfusion.
CONCLUSIONS:
This method can be used to evaluate different treatment protocols. It can be used for diagnosis of periapical
lesions and their activity, but more data is needed.
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INFLUENCE OF COMMONLY USED ENDODONTIC IRRIGANTS ON THE SETTING TIME
AND METAL COMPOSITION OF VARIOUS BASE ENDODONTIC SEALERS
Valentino Natoli*

N. 10

The present study aimed to evaluate if commonly used endodontic irrigants such as 3% sodium hypochlorite
(NaOCl, Prime Dental, Thane, India), 2% chlorhexidine (CHX, Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), and 17%
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, Meta-Biomed Co. Ltd., Cheongju-si, South Korea) influenced the setting time and metal composition of different base endodontic sealers on exposure1). AH Plus (Dentsply De Trey
GmbH, Konstanz, Germany), Sealapex (SybronEndo, Orange, CA, USA), mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) Fillapex
(Angelus Soluções Odontológicas, Londrina, Brazil), and Tubli-Seal (Kerr Dental, Orange, CA, USA) were selected
as the different base representatives of endodontic sealers2). These sealers were exposed to 3% NaOCl, 2%
CHX, and 17% EDTA, and the individual setting time of the sealers was analyzed. The samples were analyzed for
heavy metal elements such as chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), cobalt (Co), cadmium (Cd), arsenic (As), mercury (Hg),
lead (Pb), and beryllium (Be) by using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis. For statistical analysis, one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s tests were used. All selected sealers showed variation in
setting time post-exposure to different irrigants3). MTA Fillapex had the shortest mean setting time (215.7 min,
post-exposure at 187.3 min) (p < 0.05). Mean setting time was also affected for AH Plus (479.6 min, post-exposure
at 423.9 min) (p < 0.05) and Tubli-Seal (514.7 min, post-exposure at 465.2 min) (p < 0.05). Sealapex showed the
maximum reduction of setting time (864.8 min, post-exposure at 673.4 min) (p < 0.05). All tested sealers showed
heavy metals (Cr, Ni, Co, Cd, As, Hg, and Pb) in their composition, and the quantities were influenced by interaction with different irrigants4). The heavy metal Be was not seen in any of the samples. Sealapex showed the
longest setting time in comparison to other test sealers. Heavy metals were most present in Sealapex, followed
by AH Plus, Tubli-Seal, and MTA Fillapex. MTA Fillapex was seen to have the shortest setting time, and heavy metal
composition was least affected on interaction with different commonly used endodontic irrigants5). Further, this
study provides significant insight into the influence of different endodontic irrigants on interaction with different
base endodontic sealers, which has not been reported previously, and future studies should emphasize endodontic irrigant-sealer interactions and their possible effects in the long run.
N. 11
3D-PRINTING OF TEETH AS SUPPORT FOR CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING IN COMPLEX ENDODONTIC CASES
Luca Senziani*, Riccardo Tonini, Stefano Gianluca Gaffuri, Matteo Salvadori, Stefano Alessandro Salgarello
INTRODUCTION:
The print and try technique is a new way to approach endodontics. It allows the clinician to have a preview
of the tooth and simulate the intervention, optimizing what may be the operative choices. In the literature
there are several studies / research works that use 3D models in endodontics and in dentistry in general.
Hanafi A wrote a study in which students perform root canal treatment on a 3D model before performing it
on the real tooth, expressing a reduction in stress during the endodontic session. Shah P’s review discusses
the advantages of using 3D for the acquisition of skills to perform better endodontics. In Reymus M’s studio, students train root canal treatments on 3D models. Pouhaer M uses MeshMixer, MeshLab and Blender
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software to obtain full-size models to perform access cavities and 9x to identify the endodontal structure.
In Tian Y’s Review, the authors try to imagine the future of 3D dentistry for training students and achieving
better dentistry. Tonini in his work shows 2 case reports of elements treated with the Print and Try technique.
AIMS:
The purpose of our work is to allow clinicians with different experience to achieve better results and greater
predictability in their clinical cases. It happens through the simulation that they can perform in vitro by 3D
printing the teeth on which they will have to operate later. The secondary purpose is to simplify the rendering method of the models through the use of free software and non-industrial 3D printers to allow each
clinician to approach endodontics and dentistry with this new philosophy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
It has been used two different free software: slicer 3d and meshmixer. The first step is to load the DICOM
file into the Slicer software, and then create various “slices” of the dental element in the coronal-apical direction, until a 3D model is obtained. This is applied to the roots and the canals. Once the 3D model is obtained, the file is inserted in Meshmixer, to refine the raw model and allow the printer to produce it faithfully.
The STL file is then extracted and printed. At this point the operator can perform an ex vivo simulation of the
intervention, faithful in all details.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
This technique represents the ideal way for giving more predictable results to the clinicians. The difference
compared with other approaches is that we use free software and non-industrial 3D printers, which will allow
a greater possibility to use this technique by many clinicians.

EVALUATION OF INTRACANALAR ADHESION OF THE BULK FILL COMPOSITE
TO BIOCERAMIC TREATED CANALS: AN IN-VITRO STUDY
Alice Brognoli*, Jacopo Francinelli, Riccardo Tonini, Stefano Alessandro Salgarello

N. 12

INTRODUCTION:
According to the current scientific evidence, the probability of healing of a periapical infection increases both
thanks to an adequate treatment of the root canal and to an appropriate restorative treatment. Cleaning, shaping and obturation of the canals are factors that influence the success of any endodontic treatment; however, the dental element inevitably undergoes biomechanical alterations that affect the reconstructive choices.
Adhesion in an endodontically treated tooth is difficult to obtain and maintain over time: it is known that the
use of irrigating and chelating solutions causes a collapse of the collagen fibers, which are essential for the
adhesion mechanism. From a clinical point of view, the gold standard of the endodontic seal is today represented by the use of gutta-percha together with zinc oxide and eugenol-based sealer; the subsequent coronal
reconstruction is mandatory in order to be successful. In recent years, in order to simplify the daily endodontic
practice and increase the success rate, new materials have been tested: among the most promising we include
the bioceramic sealers. Biocompatibility, bioactivity and high antimicrobial activity are the main advantages
of these materials. These properties, together with the hydrophilic nature, fluidity and ease of use, have made
bioceramic sealers among the most promising materials to be used in combination with the single cone obturation technique in modern endodontics. The studies conducted to date in terms of biocompatibility and efficacy are not totally exhaustive; the behavior of these materials in the area of adhesion within the root canal is
being studied, since an incomplete seal may be created and thus invalidate the expected result.
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AIM OF THE STUDY:
The purpose of this experimental project is aimed at evaluating the intracanal adhesion between the dentine substrate and the post-endodontic reconstruction with Bulk Fill composite in elements treated with
bioceramic endodontic sealer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
In this study, 40 single-rooted dental elements were endodontically treated and prepared to the post-endodontic reconstruction with Bulk Fill composite in order to undergo microtension tests and subsequent
optical and scanning electron microscope investigation. 1 sample was preliminarily tested for each of the
4 groups. The roots of the dental elements were cut 13 ±1 mm from the apex in order to have homogeneous
samples; canals shaped with ProTaper Next (Maillefer - Baillagues - Switzerland) to an apical size of 30.05;
chemical cleansing obtained with alternating washing of sodium hypochlorite and physiological solution;
canal obturation performed using gutta-percha and EndoSequence BC Sealer (Brasselers - Savannah - GA USA); the Bulk-Fill composite (Shofu – Ratingen – Germany) introduced after preparation with Largo’s bur.
The variable was identified in the preliminary use or not of EDTA in conjunction with two different adhesive
systems. Subsequently the dental elements were sectioned transversely and subsequently in the longitudinal direction to obtain micro-sticks for micro-traction tests.
RESULTS:
The first results showed cohesive or adhesive detachments: the study is currently being completed.
DISCUSSION:
The chemical composition of the new generation sealer has an important effect on the adhesion strength in
the root canal, this claim had already been researched in the literature.
CONCLUSIONS:
The hypothesis that the new bioceramic cements may affect the adhesion is being defined. The data that is
gradually collected are inserted into a dataset to allow a statistical and descriptive analysis of the samples
as well as a comparative analysis of the protocols used.

ENDODONTIC FAILURE: HISTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TWO ROOT APEXES
Paolo Bertoletti, Stefano Gaffuri, Giuseppe Venturi, Matteo Salvadori*, Stefano Salgarello

N. 13

INTRODUCTION:
The outcome of root canal therapy is not only a matter of how root canals are technically managed, but rather
an infectious and bacterial problem. Indeed, even a root canal therapy that appears to meet radiographically
the minimum requirements of a good therapy, can clinically fail. In these cases, a high bacterial load persists into the root canal system and apical surgery with retrograde filling is necessary for healing.
In this work, two apexes of teeth with orthograde treatment failures were histologically analyzed. These teeth showed apparently well performed orthograde therapy and no radiographic signs of healing.
AIMS:
The aim of the present work was to analyze the possible causes of orthograde treatment failure and to understand when endodontic surgery can be the only treatment choice able to solve the case.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Two root apexes (elements 1.1 and 1.2) were analyzed following endodontic surgery.
The samples were soaked in 10% formalin for 48 hours. The demineralization was carried out in an aqueous
solution consisting of a mixture of 22.5% formic acid and 10% sodium citrate for 3 weeks. The samples were
then washed in running water for 48 hours, dehydrated in increasing degrees of ethanol, clarified in xylene,
infiltrated and paraffin embedded according to standard procedures.
Serial sections were then performed on the frontal plane with a thickness of 4-5 micrometers. Each slide was
stained with hematoxylin-eosin and examined under a light microscope (magnification x50, x100, x200).
RESULTS:
In both samples analyzed, residues of vital and necrotic pulp were detected and portions of the canal that
were not instrumented or cleaned were highlighted.
DISCUSSION:
In the apex of element 1.1, untouched areas with residues of necrotic pulp and debris inside were found.
In the specific case, the very large diameter (ISO #80, measured with manual k-file) has probably led to a
difficult and insufficient instrumentation of the last apical millimeters. Furthermore, on the external root surface two resorption are noted which appear irregular and which were probably colonized by extraradicular
biofilm.
In the apex of element 1.2, the presence of a side channel not properly cleaned was highlighted. It was clearly visible that the root canal filling did not give the correct seal in the final portion of the lateral canal, with
presence of vital and necrotic pulp. This confirmed the fact that forcing the filling material into the branch
can be not sufficient when not preceded by good shaping and cleaning.
CONCLUSION:
Sometimes what x-ray tell us is very distant from reality, mostly with bidimensional x.ray. This case report
is the proof. Although the root canals of both elements appeared radiographically “filled”, the histological
analysis showed factors able to compromise predictability of a second orthograde treatment such as bacteria located in areas difficult to reach by mechanical instrumentation. This is the reason why in some cases
surgical therapy is required, extraradicular biofilm, large lateral canals and complex anatomy in the apical
third are often impossible to manage with orthograde therapy.
Unfortunately, we can’t “see” what we are doing inside the canal and which are the difficulties we are dealing with in each case. The challenge for researchers and clinicians must be to develop tools, substances or
strategies to gain those areas and obtain a sufficient bacterial load reduction and debridement to allow an
effective obturation and a predictable apical healing.

AN IN VITRO EVALUATION OF THE DEGREE OF PULP TISSUE DISSOLUTION
THROUGH DIFFERENT ROOT CANAL IRRIGATION PROTOCOLS.
Alfredo Iandolo, Dina Abdellatif, Alessandra Amato, Michela Scorziello*, Massimo Amato

N. 14

INTRODUCTION:
The endodontic space should not be considered in a single dimension, the main canal, but it must be considered as a complex of structures and ramifications in three dimensions. Iandolo et al. showed how sodium hypochlorite preheated and inserted into the root canal stabilize at body temperature in a few seconds. Recently,
an improved technique has been proposed, the controlled heating technique, directly inside the root canal.
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AIMS:
The aim of this study is to evaluate in vitro, using artificial lateral canals, the rate of dissolution of the pulp
tissue through different protocols of canal irrigation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
One hundred artificial canals provided with lateral canals have been used. Each lateral canal was filled with
pulp tissue and calibrated to 0.002 mg. All canals were irrigated using five different protocols. Five groups
have been used for the experiment: Group A, 12cc of saline solution has been used, and the solution was
renewed every 2 min; Group B, NaOCl preheated to 50°C has been used; Group C, NaOCI heated at a controlled temperature has been used. For the intracanal heating, a heat source has been used set to 180°C.
The heat carrier used was the tip X-Fine 30/04 lead at 3mm from the end of the main canal; Group D, 12 cc
of 6% NaOCl ultrasonically activated has been used; and Group E, 12 cc of 6% NaOCI heated at a controlled
temperature and ultrasonically activated has been used. All samples were weighed through professional microbalance in three different phases: before insertion of the pulp tissue into the lateral canal, after insertion
of the pulp tissue and, finally, after different protocols of irrigation. A statistical analysis with Kruskal-Wallis
test and Mann-Whitney test was performed.
RESULTS:
The partial dissolution of the pulp tissue inside the artificial lateral canal occurs only using the protocol with
NaOCI heated inside the canal with ultrasonic activation. Other irrigation protocols are not able to dissolve
the pulp tissue.
DISCUSSION:
Ultrasonic activation has been described to enhance irrigant delivery and agitation by the physical phenomena of stream and cavitation. In vitro, canal cleanliness, irrigant transfer to the canal system, soft-tissue
debridement, and removal of smear layer and biofilms can be improved. The additional use of EDTA has
been related to further enhancement of smear layer removal. Furthermore, both transferability to in vivo and
the impact of these findings on relevant clinical outcome parameters remain partially uncertain. As a consequence, the use of ultrasounds in endodontics is controversial. Most chemical reactions are accelerated by
temperature increase. The irrigation protocols presented here are effective when the kinetic energy increases and intensifies the boiling motion of the irrigant solution. In fact, irrigated canals using this techniques
appear well cleansed when viewed through an operating microscope. For the authors, the ideal solution
of heating consists of a heating of the intracanal irrigant solution of sodium hypochlorite through the heat
source System B. Such a heat source allows the clinician to reach and keep carefully under control the preset
temperatures with the tips of a plugger of System B. The results gained in this study should be confirmed by
prospective clinical trials.
CONCLUSION:
Only the protocol with intracanal controlled heating of NaOCl associated with ultrasonic activation is able,
partially, to dissolve the pulp tissue inserted into the artificial lateral canal. Other protocols, together with
the control group, are not able to dissolve pulp tissue located inside the artificial canal. None of the protocols is able to dissolve completely the pulp tissue inserted in the lateral canals.
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CONSERVATIVE SHAPING COMBINED WITH THREE-DIMENSIONAL CLEANING
CAN BE A POWERFUL TOOL: CASE SERIES
Alfredo Iandolo, Dina Abdellatif, Alessandra Amato, Massimo Amato, Michele Amodeo*

N. 15

INTRODUCTION:
Minimally invasive endodontics has been introduced a decade ago. Since then, it has been well established
that smaller canal preparations preserving more dentin resulted in decreased stress on tooth structure,
mainly in the coronal third of the root, and potentially a higher resistance to fracture. In addition, smaller
and larger canal preparations were comparable with regard to the cleanliness of the root canal.
AIMS:
The purpose of this case series was to report on the outcome of root canal treatments following a conservative canal preparation, followed by three-dimensional cleaning technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Three clinical cases were reported. For each case, 3D cleaning technique (intracanal heating and ultrasonic
activation of NaOCl) was performed.
RESULTS:
Healing of periapical disease was achieved in the reported cases following conservative root canal preparation, irrigation with 17% EDTA, and intracanal heating and ultrasonic activation of NaOCl.
DISCUSSION:
The outcome of an endodontic therapy depends on the ability to kill and remove bacteria from infected root
canals. Due to the challenges associated with microbiological studies, the cleaning ability of root canal
preparations was considered a surrogate endpoint to predict outcomes. There is a concern that conservative
canal preparations may not result in adequate cleaning and disinfection. However, there is evidence that
smaller and larger canal preparations are comparable with regard to their cleaning and disinfecting abilities.
Therefore, the expected outcome should be similar.
CONCLUSION:
Healing of periapical disease was achieved in the above-reported cases following conservative root canal
preparation, irrigation with 17% EDTA, and intracanal heating and ultrasonic activation of NaOCl. This protocol can be valuable in the endodontic treatment of infected teeth, especially for the management of root
canals with complex anatomies and clinical challenges such as blocked canals.
N. 16

CBCT AND 3D RECONSTRUCTION: USE OF A DEDICATED SOFTWARE TO LOCALIZE UNTREATED CANALS
Matteo Palmacci*, Costanza Ferraro, Teresa Saladino, Nicola Cantile, Katia Greco, Gaetano Paolone, Maria
Teresa Sberna, Giuseppe Cantatore
INTRODUCTION:
It is generally accepted that a major cause of failure of endodontic therapy is the inability to recognize the
presence of secondary canals and to adequately treat all the canals of the root canal system. Therefore,
accurate knowledge of endodontic anatomy and use of advanced technologies such as CBCT and 3D recon-
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struction software for canal anatomy are useful to be able to correctly identify and treat secondary canals,
such as the MB2. Several studies have reported the presence of two canals in the mesiobuccal root of upper
molars. The frequency of MB2 ranged from 10 to 95%. Although in vitro studies have demonstrated a clear
incidence rate of second MB canal, these data not necessarily correlate with clinical practice. Weine et al.
were the first to admit that the failure in endodontic treatment of upper molars is probably due to the failure
to locate and obturate the MB2 canal.
AIM:
The aim of this study is to evaluate the incidence of untreated MB2 and to show how using 3D Endo™
software, linked to CBCT images, the easy localization of the missed canals is possible.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
The patient presents to our attention with pain in the area of 1.6, already endodontically treated; preoperative
x-rays show extensive peri-apical lesions on all roots. Then a CBCT was performed; the axial and sagittal plane
show the presence of an untreated MB2 canal. Using 3D Endo™software, a reconstruction of the endodontic
anatomy and a simulation of the 1.6 cavity design were performed to guide the operator in finding the MB2.
MB2 was localized using an operating microscope and StartX n.2 ultrasonic tip. Once the canal was identified,
MB2 was shaped using reciprocating instruments (WaveOne Gold Small). The remaining canals were appropriately retreated, irrigated, and shaped with WaveOne technology. The MB2 presented a working length of
23,05mm in accordance with the indications of 3D reconstruction. The entire endodontic system was properly
obturated with thermoplastic gutta-percha and cement. Later, composite reconstruction was performed.
RESULTS:
At 7-months follow-up the x-rays showed remarkable signs of regression of the peri-apical lesions; follow-up
at almost 1 year showed complete healing of the peri-apical tissues.
DISCUSSION:
A group of epidemiological surveys supports the impact of missed canals on endodontic failures, demonstrating a direct link between the complexity of the root canal system and the incidence of post-treatment
disease.
A new approach for the study of the impact of missed anatomy on the outcome of non-surgical root canal treatment has been described by Wolcott et al. in two clinical investigations on MB2 canals in endodontically
treated and retreated upper molars. The authors researched the difference between the incidence of MB2 canals in maxillary molars in need of initial treatment vs. failed cases in need of re-treatment. The incidence of
an MB2 canal in first molar re-treatments was 67% compared with a 59% incidence rate in initial treatment.
The significant difference in MB2 incidence between initial treatment and re-treatment cases suggests that
failure to find and treat existing MB2 will decrease the long-term prognosis.
To more thoroughly analyse endodontic anatomy, the use of 3D reconstruction such as to assess the complexity of the root canal system and improve the chances of successful treatment by lowering the impact of
missed anatomy, has been shown to be useful.
CONCLUSIONS:
The complex anatomy of the upper molars can pose quite a few problems for the success of endodontic therapy. The location of MB2 usually lies on a line joining the palatine and mesio-vestibular canal; sometimes it
may also be displaced mesially 1-2 mm from the orifice of MB1. However, in clinical practice, finding MB2 can
be difficult, especially if appropriate instruments are not used. For this reason, it is very important to know the
endodontic anatomy and 3D systems to confirm or establish the presence of MB2, to avoid endodontic failure.
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ROOT CANAL CLEANING AFTER DIFFERENT IRRIGATION TECHNIQUES: AN EX VIVO ANALYSIS
Alfredo Iandolo, Dina Abdellatif, Alessandra Amato, Massimo Amato, Vincenza Verace*

N. 17

INTRODUCTION:
The disinfection procedure should not only be confined to the major root canal space but also reach the attached lateral canal system. A complex lateral system like this includes macro-anatomies, in the form of lateral
canals, isthmus, loop, delta, and ramifications, as well as micro-anatomy, as the dentinal tubules. Accordingly, root canal irrigation, performed with a common syringe and needle, may not be able to produce the
required shear stress, nor permit proper irrigant infiltration into lateral macro- and micro-anatomies, thus
indirectly determining the persistence of residual pulp tissue or biofilm and eventually leading to persistent
infections or re-infections and to endodontic therapy failure in the complex lateral system.
AIMS:
The endodontic space is a complex area, on both micro and macro levels, therefore traditional irrigation techniques may not guarantee a complete cleaning of such a complicated tridimensional system. The presented ex vivo study aimed to evaluate root canal cleanliness, obtained through an equal volume of traditionally
applied sodium hypochlorite, compared to ultrasonically activated sodium hypochlorite and ultrasonically
activated NaOCl preceeded by intracanal heating.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Totally 60 freshly extracted human mandibular premolars underwent roots samples length standardization
(18mm), root canal preparation and, based on the irrigation method employed, were randomly and equally
assigned to 3 study groups, composed of root samples treated with ultrasonically activated (group A), ultrasonically activated preceeded by intracanal heating (group B) and traditionally applied (group C) NaOCl.
Root Specimens were subsequently fixated with 4% buffered formalin solution and decalcified in Morse
liquid. Ten six micron-thick serial cross-sections were obtained, dyed using hematoxylin and eosin and examined through an optical microscope at 40X, 100X, and 200X.
RESULTS:
Group B showed a significantly less amount of debris compared to group A and C (P value < 0.05).
DISCUSSION:
It is well established that contemporary mechanical preparation strategies are not able to adequately reach root canal walls, thus leaving residual tissue and microbial residues inside the root canal system, and,
consequently, negatively affect endodontic treatment outcomes, secondary to potential persistent infection
and re-infection. Therefore, it appears essential to improve irrigation procedures to subdue the inadequacy
of current instrumentation techniques.
Irrigation efficacy can be improved by employing activated irrigants; for instance, an easy way to activate
NaOCl is its pre-heating to a temperature of 50 °C. Pre-heated NaOCl solution has been proved to have a
higher antimicrobial effect and tissue dissolving capabilities, but the human body can rapidly buffer NaOCl
temperature, thus reducing the acquired heat empowered efficacy benefits. Accordingly, it may be more convenient to heat NaOCl irrigant straight inside the root canal, by the means of heat carriers. Previous studies
have highlighted that intracanal heating of NaOCl irrigant is more effective in eliminating residual organic
tissues and removing hard tissue remnants from the major root canal area, when compared to pre-heated
and non-heated NaOCl. Irrigant activation, which can be obtained via sonic, ultrasonic, internal heating, or
laser tools, has proved a remarkable enhancement in cleansing and disinfection of the endodontic system,
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being, therefore, considered an essential step in nonsurgical endodontic treatment. In accordance with
such findings, the present ex vivo study outlined that ultrasonic activation subsequent to intracanal heating
of NaOCl leads to significantly less remaining debris compared to ultrasonic irrigation of non-heated NaOCl.
CONCLUSION:
Root canal cleanliness resulted significantly enhanced by ultrasonically activated NaOCl preceeded by intra-canal heating.
N. 18
THE CORRELATION BETWEEN OCCLUSAL ANATOMY AND ROOT CANAL ANATOMY
IN MAXILLARY FIRST MOLARS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY ON CBCT SCANS
Martino Baruffaldi, Isabella Perondi, Alice Alberti, Gabriele Mulas*, Silvio Taschieri, Stefano Corbella,
Roberto Fornara
INTRODUCTION:
The maxillary first molar presents a high rate of failure due to missing anatomy, mainly related to the failure
to find the second mesiobuccal canal (MB2). From the literature, the MB2 is present and detectable in 18.6%
- 96.1% of cases and it is often not detected. Sometimes, even the distal canal was not detected correctly.
With regard to occlusal anatomy, there are no published studies about the potential correlation between this
factor and root canal anatomy of the first maxillary molar.
AIMS:
The knowing of such potential correlation could be of help allowing the clinic to detect all the root canal
orifices on the basis of specific landmarks, providing information about root canal anatomy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
We included 11 first maxillary molars, with CBCT scans and detailed 3D scan of the occlusal surface. On the
virtual model some points were identified: the vertex of the four cuspids, determining the occlusal polygon,
and the line connecting the main occlusal pits, used to determine the mesio-distal orientation of the tooth.
The following measures were taken: distance between cuspids, internal angles of the occlusal polygon,
tilting of the sides of the occlusal polygon in relation to mesio-distal line. With regard to the root canal anatomy the following measures were recorded: the distance between the root canal orifices (MB1, MB2, D, V)
and the distance between MB” and the line joining MB2 and P.
Appropriate statistical analysis was performed for determining the correlation between the measured parameters.
RESULTS:
As for the relationship between the parameters regarding the occlusal and pulpal anatomy, a positive correlation was found between the distance between the tips of the disto-palatal and mesio-palatal cusps, and
the distance between the root canal orifices MB2-P and D-MV1 (p<0,05). An inverse correlation was found
between the distance of the same cusps and the distance between the root canal orifices P-D and MB1-MB2
(p<0,05).
DISCUSSION:
The maxillary first molar if probably the tooth that presents the higher risk of missing canals, especially as regards the detecting of the MB2 root canal. Actually, a significant discrepancy was found in literature between
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clinical and laboratory results about its prevalence.
Also, the other canals, in the disto-buccal and palatal root, may present anatomical variations, which may
lead to missed anatomy and, as a consequence, to endodontic failure.
To now, there are some preliminary results about the correlation of anatomical paramateres that should be
further explored in studies with larger sample size.
CONCLUSION:
On the basis of our preliminary results, a correlation can exist between occlusal anatomy and the position of
root canal orifices. Such results should be confirmed by studies with larger sample size.
N. 19
ADVANTAGES OF USING BIOCERAMIC CEMENTS IN ENDO PERIODONTAL LESIONS: A CASE SERIES
Matteo Palmacci, Teresa Saladino, Costanza Ferraro, Giuseppe Cicero*, Nicola Cantile, Katia Greco, Gaetano
Paolone, Maria Teresa Sberna, Giuseppe Cantatore
INTRODUCTION:
Adriaens et al. demonstrated that bacteria from periodontal pockets can reach the pulp via root canals and
dentinal tubules. Following periodontal treatment, it is also possible to injure the neurovascular bundle
causing a reduction in blood flow and consequently leading to changes in the pulp. Distinguishing between
a periodontal and an endodontic problem can be difficult, and the simultaneous existence of pulpal and periodontal inflammatory problems can complicate diagnosis and treatment planning. Nowadays, the clinical
management of these lesions involves filling with bioceramic material and, if necessary, periodontal therapy
and bone regeneration and augmentation techniques.
AIM:
This case series aims to demonstrate that complex cases of endo-periodontal lesions can be accurately
treated by performing the single-cone technique with bioceramic as a first treatment step in lesions with
increased PPD and a negative response of pulp sensibility testing, exploiting the characteristics of bioceramics to achieve a high healing rate.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The patients in this case series came to our attention presenting severely compromised endo-periodontal
tissue support structures. A vitality test was executed and came up negative. Although their prognosis was
strongly negative, it was still decided to perform a primary root canal treatment, using a single-cone technique (SCT) with a combination of bioceramic cements. After the canals were instrumented, thoroughly
irrigated and shaped, they were filled with Total Fill BC Sealer and obturated with single gutta-percha cones
selected based on apical foramen measurement (apical gauging) to be inserted at working length. After
setting time, the element was reconstructed and kept under control with radiographic follow-up every 3
months. Assessing the healing of the periapical lesion present, in some cases bone regeneration techniques were applied in the presence of major vertical defects, using Straumann® XenoGraft, Emdogain and
Collprotect membranes.
RESULTS:
Evaluating the radiographic results, it can be stated that the use of bioceramic materials as root canal cement in combination with periodontal regeneration techniques results in a high rate of healing and a fast
re-ossification time.
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DISCUSSION:
Endo-Periodontal Lesions (EPLs) are clinical conditions involving both pulp and periodontal tissues and
can present in acute or chronic form. When associated with a recent traumatic or iatrogenic event (e.g., root
fracture or perforation), the most common manifestation is an abscess accompanied by pain. However, EPL,
in individuals with periodontitis, normally has a slow and chronic progression without obvious symptoms.
The most common signs and symptoms associated with a tooth with EPL are deep periodontal pockets reaching or approaching the apex and a negative or altered response to pulp vitality tests.
The first treatment to be carried out is endodontic therapy, which allows the apical sealing and the elimination of
the intra-canal bacterial reservoir. The use of medication with calcium hydroxide and SCT with Bc sealers allows
the elimination of the bacterial load in a more efficient way, ensuring faster healing due to their high biocompatibility, osteo-inductive and antimicrobial effect, low cytotoxicity and cementogenic ability. Moreover, MTA promotes regeneration of injured PDL and alveolar bone, reflected as contribution of progenitors into osteoblasts.
CONCLUSION:
The simultaneous existence of pulpal problems and inflammatory periodontal disease in the same tooth can
complicate the treatment of the affected tooth. Reports have strongly suggested that the favourable biologic
response exhibited by MTA materials is due to hydroxyapatite formation when these materials are exposed
to physiologic solutions. By using SCT, the characteristics of bioceramic materials and the ease of use of this
technique can be combined, allowing a greater chance of healing of endo-perio lesions.

AN IN-VITRO STUDY ON THE ADHESION STRENGHT OF ENDOCANALAR GLASS-FIBER POSTS
IN CANALS TREATED WITH BIOCERAMIC AND DIFFERENT ACIDS
Giorgio La Via*, Alice Brognoli, Nicola Metelli, Riccardo Tonini, Stefano Alessandro Salgarello

N. 20

INTRODUCTION:
A devitalized tooth has a lower resistance to biomechanical stresses than a vital tooth 1,2,3. The restorative
therapy of these elements often involves the apposition of a post to increase the effectiveness of the reconstruction4. Over the years, new materials have been tested in the dental field with the aim of simplifying
the technique and guaranteeing a high success rate, among these the Sealers, or rather fillers, Bioceramics.
Thanks to their antimicrobial properties and high biocompatibility they are suitable for minimally invasive
dentistry thus allowing to reduce the risk of fracture of the elements and to obtain a periapical health status.
Our study is focused on the analysis of the behavior of the bioceramic sealer based with a combination of
calcium silicate, phosphate and hydroxide (BC Sealer, Brasseler USA) in the restorative phase as recent studies show a reduced adhesive capacity following the use of bioceramic materials.
AIM OF THE STUDY:
In light of what is reported in the literature, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the adhesion between the
dentine substrate and post-endodontic reconstruction with glass fiber posts in bioceramic cements treated
elements. The research hypothesis is to demonstrate the non-inferiority of post-endodontic reconstruction
in terms of adhesion when using bioceramic fillers compared to the current gold standard represented by
a sealer based of epoxide resin (AH-plus, Dentsply). Furthermore, the behavior of the adhesive interfaces
between the tooth and the composite cement will be evaluated when the preparation of the post-space is
contextual to the obturation phase (T0) or postponed to 7 days later (T7) and the dentinal surface is conditioned, during the cementation of the post in fiber, with four different acids that have already shown efficacy
in the chelating action of calcium materials.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
48 selected single-rooted were cut 14 ±1 mm from the apex in order to have homogeneous samples; canals
shaped with ProTaper Next (Maillefer - Ballaigues - Switzerland) X1-X2-X3 and Proglide methodical rotating
shaping) with simultaneous washing with sodium hypochlorite 5.6% (5 ml- 1ml/min) and EDTA 17% (2 ml
as the penultimate wash), followed by drying phase with ISO 0.30 standard paper cones, taper 0.06; canal
obturation using single-cone technique with EndoSequence BC Sealer (Brasselers - Savannah - GA - USA)
or AH Plus (Dentsply Sirona – Italia) cement; post cemented after preparation with Largo’s bur 1, 2, 3, 4 in
sequence with water jet, conditioning for 40 s with acid (hydrofluoric acid 9%, citric acid 10%, EDTA 17%,
fumaric acid 0.7%9), washing with distilled water, drying with paper cones. In order to reduce the possible
bias resulting from a second acid (ortophosphoric acid) and a second wash, we used a self etching - adhesive cement; pull out test with Instrom 5008.
RESULTS:
In the present study, a better adhesion (average 142.5 N) was found for AH-plus at T7 compared to BC Sealer
at T7 (65.5 N), while no difference was found at T0. As for the acids used, citric acid found the best average
values, while hydrofluoric acid was found to be detrimental.
DISCUSSION:
In accordance with the modern concept of endodontics, the importance of the respect endodontics anatomy
must be observed both in the shaping phase and in the preparation phase of the post space. Bioceramic
cements have very particular chemical-physical properties, and their biological action is well known in the
literature. This article wanted to emphasize the weakness of these materials towards the phenomenon of
adhesion. However, a trick to dodge this defect can be the early treatment of the post space immediately
after the seal phase.
CONCLUSION:
With the limitations present in the following study, in case of use of bioceramic sealers, it is advisable to
prepare the post-space at the same time as the obturation phase. The use of hydrofluoric acid is not recommended.
N. 21
INDICATIONS FOR THE USE OF BIOCERAMIC ENDODONTIC SEALERS: A REVIEW AND CASE SERIES
Alice Alberti*, Isabella Perondi, Roberto Fornara, Federico Mosca, Claudia Fortunati, Silvio Taschieri, Stefano Corbella, Luca Francetti
INTRODUCTION:
Bioceramics are inorganic, biocompatible ceramic materials which were introduced in endodontics first as
retrograde filling materials and then the treatment of perforations or resorptions, obturation of open apexes,
apexification, pulp capping procedures and, more recently, root canal sealing. Bioceramics include a broad
class of materials, namely alumina, zirconia, bioactive glass, glass ceramics, calcium silicates, hydroxyapatite and resorbable calcium phosphates. As for their biologic characteristics, bioceramics can be classified
as bioinert, bioactive (i.e., able to interact with the surrounding tissues promoting osteoconduction and
osteoinduction), or biodegradable.
Mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) was the first bioceramic (BC) material successfully used in endodontics,
but it was never used as a root canal sealer because of its difficult handling.
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AIMS:
In recent years, after BC cements, bioceramics found application also as root canal sealers. The aim of this
poster is to review the indications of BC sealers and to present a series of clinical cases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A review of the scientific literature from peer-reviewed journals published in English from 2000 to present
was performed. Papers regarding the characteristics, advantages, and application of BC sealers were searched in PubMed database, screened and summarized. A series of cases was documented radiographically
to illustrate the use of BC sealers.
RESULTS:
Composition:
BC sealers include a range of materials with different compositions. These include Portland cement-based
sealers, calcium phosphate/ tricalcium phosphate-based sealers, hydroxyapatite-based sealers, and tricalcium and dicalcium silicate-based sealers. The last ones are bioresorbable, highly hydrophilic, show no
shrinkage and form hydroxyapatite upon setting.
Indications:
BC sealer can be considered a viable simple method in curved narrow canals, or when complex anatomies
are present that complicate the application of other obturation techniques. They can be used when small
perforations or stripping are present. Their use in the management of an oblique root fracture was also reported. Moreover, endodontic BC sealer can be used in endodontic surgery in association with BC root repair
materials (BC-RRM).
Techniques:
Endodontic BC sealer can be applied alone, with dedicated systems for their introduction into the root canals. A simpler and more efficient technique is the association with the single cone technique, where one
cold gutta-percha (GP) cone serves as a carrier for the sealer. The hydraulic pressure given by the cone increases the sealer penetration into the tubules; moreover, the presence of GP may facilitate the clinician in
case of root canal re-treatment. The use of BC sealers with warm GP techiques has been reported but it is still
controversial. In these cases, the use of low melting point cones is recommended.
Characteristics and advantages:
One issue about traditional root canal obturation materials was the shrinkage of GP during setting, which is
not compensated by traditional sealers. BC sealer expand after setting, thus they guarantee better sealing
to the dentin. BC sealers enhance antibacterial and antifungal activity, thanks to their highly alcaline pH.
Moreover, bioactivity of new BC sealers promotes the formation of hydroxyapatite. BC sealers are highly
hydrophilic, which favors the root canal system sealing. It must be noted, however, that although a slight
humidity of the canal is possible, wet canals induce a reaction which reduces the setting time. It was reported that BC sealers lead to lower post-operative pain after extrusion.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS:
In general, bioceramics have been adopted as root filling materials, showing a high success rate, during
non-surgical root treatments. They are a valuable option for obturation in the daily basis practice via single
cone technique which is manageable and simple.
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N. 22
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ENDODONTICALLY-TREATED
MAXILLARY PREMOLARS RESTORED WITH DIFFERENT ENDODONTIC FIBER POSTS
Luigi Esposito*, Mariangela Cernera, Niccolò Giuseppe Armogida, Alessandra Valletta, Michele Simeone,
Sandro Rengo
INTRODUCTION:
Endodontically-treated teeth show a higher risk of mechanical failure than vital dental elements, therefore, a
variety of polymer-based composite materials including particles and fiber reinforced composites have been
investigated to increase the biomechanical stability of endodontic treated teeth. In this view, hollow posts
have been recently designed for delivering luting cement through the post-hole, enhancing the post-dentin
interface by the reduction of air bubbles formation.
AIM:
The aim of the present in vitro study was to evaluate the fracture resistance and fracture modes of endodontically-treated maxillary premolars, restored using 3 types of fiber posts supporting direct composite
restorations, that underwent cyclic loading conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Fifty healthy maxillary first premolars extracted for orthodontic reasons were randomly divided into 5 groups:
G1 (n=10): sound teeth used as controls; G2 (n=10): teeth presenting mesio-occlusal-distal (MOD) cavities
and directly restored with resin composite; G3 (n=10): endodontically-treated teeth restored with compact
glass fiber posts and same restoration as G2; G4 (n=10): endodontically-treated teeth restored with hollow
glass fiber posts and same restoration as G2; G5 (n=10): endodontically-treated teeth restored with hollow
carbon fibers post and same restoration as G2. All groups were aged thanks to cyclic fatigue in a water
environment at a constant temperature. The fracture resistance of samples was appreciated by means of
static compression test. Finally, fracture patterns were analyzed through optical and scanning electron microscopy.
RESULTS:
Fracture strength of G1 was significantly higher (p < 0.01) than all other groups. On the contrary, G2 showed
the lowest mechanical strength (p < 0.01). Fracture resistance of samples restored with fiber endodontic
posts was slightly higher for G5, then G4 and G3; however, no significant differences were observed among
groups. Concerning fracture modes, groups from G1 to G4 showed a favorable type of fracture, instead G5
demonstrated unfavorable type of fracture.
DISCUSSION:
Mechanical properties of fiber posts are relevant for the success of endodontic restorations and survival of
the restored tooth element. It has been recently demonstrated that the presence of a fiber post would increase fracture resistance when compared to equivalent endodontically-treated teeth restored without post.
This outcome was further confirmed by the present study, since fracture resistance of samples restored with
different type of posts was higher than group presenting only MOD cavities. Among posts, hollow carbon
fiber posts showed the highest strength, although they presented unfavorable type of fractures. On the contrary, compact and hollow glass fiber posts demonstrated to be more compliant, showing more favorable
fracture modes.
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CONCLUSION:
Within the limitation of the present in vitro study, glass fiber reinforced posts demonstrated good fracture
strength as well as a more favorable fracture pattern. In the same way, hollow glass fiber posts showed a
good trade-off between strength and a favorable type of fracture. These preliminary results should be further
confirmed by future in vivo studies.

SURFACE AND STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN DENTIN FOLLOWING ULTRASONIC REMOVAL
OF SEPARATED ENDODONTIC INSTRUMENTS: SEM ANALYSIS
Victoria Dimitrova*, Silviya Dimitrova

N. 23

INTRODUCTION:
The microsonic technique has proven to be effective in the removal of separated endodontic instruments.
The need to better visualize the fragment requires working in dry operative field. This could hide the potential risk for microcracks formation. Their propagation could influence the long-term prognosis of the tooth.
OBJECTIVES:
This study aimed to evaluate the changes in root dentin and the likelihood of microfracture appearance after
ultrasonic removal of separated endodontic instruments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Twenty-five extracted mandibular premolars were decoronated and the roots were randomly devided into
five groups (n=5): group I - without ultrasonics (control), group IIA - working time (T) = 1minute, power setting (p.s.) 5, group IIB – T=1min, p.s. 7, group IIIA – T=2min, p.s. 5, group IIIB – T=2min, p.s. 7. The D600
ultrasound was used with tips E1, E2 and U-file №20. The specimens were longitudinally cleaved into two
hemi-roots and analyzed by scanning electron microscopy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Microcracks were observed in every group, except the control group. Even the lowest power setting used,
and the shortest time interval led to mickrocrack formation. The latter were formed predominantly near the
end of the ultrasonic tip. The longer the working time and the higher the power settings, the more mickrocracks were found. They could be due to the temperature rise or the ultrasonic vibration.
CONCLUSION:
The working time and the power settings are key factors in the formation of mickrocracks.
N. 24

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ROOT CANAL TRANSPORTATION AND CANAL CENTERING ABILITY
OF TWO DIFFERENT ROTARY NI-TI FILE SYSTEMS
Hachko Giragosyan*, Nadya Bibova, Konstantin Dakov, Kostadin Zhekov, Martin Ivanov, Ralitsa Atanasova

INTRODUCTION:
The contemporary root canal preparation is established using Ni-Ti rotary instruments, which differ by crosssection, diameter at the tip, taper and metallurgy. The metallurgy has progressed a lot since the creation of
NiTinol in XX century. The detailed analysis of Ni-Ti provided the scientists with information regarding the
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two main phases of the alloy- austenitic and martensitic. The austenitic phase is characterized by super elasticity- when force, which is lower than the plastic strain limit of the instrument, is applied, the instrument
returns to its original form. This helps the file follow the anatomy of the root canal system, but due to the tendency of the instrument to return to its original form, the chances of transporting the original position of the
apical foramen are high. The severity of the external transportation is higher, as the taper of the instrument
increases, which results in severe transportation in primarily austenitic 6% tapered instruments.
As the understanding of the alloy increased, the so-called heat-treatment instruments were created. They
have higher percentage martensitic particles which results in improved preservation of the root-canal system. The martensitic phase of the Ni-Ti has improved plasticity, which results in the file keeping its new
form after deformation, thus preserving the original position and shape of the apical foramen.
OBJECTIVES:
The purpose of this study is to evaluate using CBCT, the root canal transportation, remaining volume of dentin in the apical third of the root canal and the centering ability of root canals, prepared with two different
Ni-Ti systems- ProTaper NEXT and COXO SC Pro.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Twenty extracted human teeth were used. They were divided in two groups, each containing 10 teeth (n=10).
Group 1 included single rooted teeth (incisors and premolars). Group 2 included multi-rooted teeth (premolars and molars). Each group was then divided into two sub-groups- A and B, each containing 5 teeth (n=5).
The root- canals of all teeth were prepared. Group A was prepared, using ProTaper NEXT X2(25/06) and group
B- using COXO SC Pro (25/04). All teeth were subjected to CBCT after glide path preparation with manual
K-file (10/02) and after preparation with their corresponding NiTi systems. For the teeth to be placed in a
reproducible manner, plastic alveolar bones were used, and the teeth were stabilized in the alveolar sockets
using silicone base. After the CBCT scans were done, the images before and after preparation were analyzed.
The distance between the root canal walls and the root surface was measured using ROMEXIS VIEWER and
marked in mm. The volume of remaining dentin was measured using a specific software.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS:
The root canal system is variable, and the dentists should respect the anatomy. The only way to preserve
the anatomy and follow Herb Shilder’s principles of root canal preparation is by using the correct Ni-Ti instrument system. If purely austenitic files are used to prepare curved root canals, the transportation of the
foramen is inevitable. This is even worse when files with taper larger than 4% are used. The cross section of
the instruments contributes as well to their flexibility, which leads to higher risk of root canal transportation,
when using files with decentralized cross section. The results show that the root canals, prepared with COXO
SC PRO have less transportation than the group with ProTaper NEXT.

CLEANING EFFICIENCY OF XP FINISHER, XP FINISHER R AND PASSIVE ULTRASONIC IRRIGATION
FOLLOWING RETREATMENT OF TEETH OBTURATED WITH TOTALFILL HIFLOW BIOCERAMIC SEALER
Reham Hassan, Sherief Elzahar*

N. 25

OBJECTIVES:
The aim of this study was to compare cleaning efficiency of XP Finisher (FKG Dentaire, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland), XP Finisher R (FKG Dentaire) and passive ultrasonic irrigation after root canal retreatment.
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METHODS:
Total of 75 single rooted human teeth were decoronated, instrumented using HyFlex EDM rotary files (Coltène/Whaledent Inc., Altstätten, Switzerland) and filled with gutta-percha and the TotalFill HiFlow bioceramic sealer (FKG Dentaire) using the warm vertical compaction technique. Retreatment was performed with
D-Race rotary files (FKG Dentaire). Samples were randomly divided into five groups according to the activation protocol used. Samples were sectioned longitudinally and prepared for the scanning electron microscope. The percentages of cleaned canal walls in each third of the canal were determined using the ImageJ
software. One-way ANOVA test was used to make comparisons among all of the tested groups, with a pairwise comparison made with Bonferroni correction. The significance level was set at p≤.05.
RESULTS:
Results showed that none of the activation techniques used resulted in complete canal cleanliness. However, XP Finisher R and XP Finisher had better cleaning ability compared with passive ultrasonic irrigation in
all thirds of each root canal (p<.001).
DISCUSSION:
The results showed that XPR and XPF files had higher significant cleaning efficiency results in all root segments than the PUI; thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. This finding can be attributed to XPR and XPF
metallurgy. Using microcomputed tomographic (micro-CT) imaging, De-Deus et al. found that XPR was associated with greater root filling removal (32.79%) when compared to PUI (12.81%) (P<.05). They suggested that
the mechanical action of XPR, may allow the instrument’s tip to touch and dislodge root filling material from
the canal walls even in some hard-to-reach areas, which was more effective in displacing existing root filling
material than activation of irrigating solutions using PUI.
XPR group showed a higher percentage of cleaned walls than XPF group, with no signiﬁcant differences
between them. This result was in agreement with the findings of Silva et al., who found that both files were
equally effective for the removal of remaining filling material from straight oval-shaped canals using micro-CT imaging. It is also in agreement with the study of Alzuabi and Abiad, who concluded that XPF and XPR
removed debris from the root canal walls after retreatment with no significant difference.
CONCLUSION:
Cleaning efficiency of XP Finisher R and XP Finisher was superior to that of passive ultrasonic irrigation after
retreatment of calcium silicate sealer.
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MASTER ENDO CORNER

SIMIT NEXT

13.00 - 13.30
L’UTILIZZO DEI NUOVI STRUMENTI ROTANTI TRATTATI TERMICAMENTE NELLA SAGOMATURA DEI CANALI
RADICOLARI. VANTAGGI E SEQUENZE OPERATIVE
THE USE OF THE NEW ROTARY INSTRUMENTS THERMALLY TREATED IN THE ROOT CANALS SHAPING.
ADVANTAGES AND OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES
Modern Endodontics involves the selection of essential instruments, products and useful accessories for
ideal daily ergonomics.
The evolution of Endo rotating systems which perfectly answer to the requests of the Endodontist who desires the maximum in terms of performance and safety: the new BlueShaper system.
The importance of proper canal irrigation with the help of flexible needles that adapt easily to the anatomy
of root canals: IrriFlex.
Finally, the plus of root canal filling technique with bioceramic cement.
FABIO GORNI
Head of the Micro Endodontic Surgery Course- Dental School -University Vita Salute San Raffaele –
Milan. Founder of Style Italiano Endodontics.
Past President of Italian Society of Endodontics.
Private practice in Milan – Italy. Graduated from the Milan Dental School in 1984. Visiting Professor for
the Dept of Endodontics of the S. Paolo Hospital in Milan.
From 1994-1998 he was a member of the admission committee of the S.I.E.
From 1998-2001 he was the cultural secretary of the Italian Society of endodontics, President from
2003 to 2005. International lecturer: He published scientific paper on national and international journals and scientific videos. With C.J. Ruddle he has published a series of videos called “The endodontic
game” distributed in Europe, USA, Canada, Australia, and Asia. He has written chapters for 5 different
endodontics books and this year he is the author of a new international book on retreatment. He is
one of the maximum Experts in the world on the recovering of compromised teeth and micro-endodontic surgery.
Innovator in endodontics field and micro-dentistry.
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Venerdì 4 novembre
MASTER ENDO CORNER

DENTSPLY SIRONA

13.40 - 14.10
LA SUITE PROTAPER ULTIMATE. LA SOLUZIONE COMPLETA CHE RIDEFINISCE
GLI STANDARD DEL TRATTAMENTO ENDODONTICO
THE PROTAPER ULTIMATE SUITE. THE COMPLETE SOLUTION THAT REDEFINES THE STANDARDS OF THE
ENDODONTIC TREATMENT
Through the scientific documentation, his deep recognised knowledge and daily experience, Dr. Martignoni
will show the ProTaper Ultimate suite as the new complete, innovative and high quality endodontic system
which can replace all the endodontic ones used by the clinician with simplicity, for daily use both in simple
and complex cases.
The ProTaper Ultimate suite offers a concept of endodontic treatment that is based on three pillars: the
shaping with the latest generation ProTaper files, which, in addition to ensuring a minimally invasive endodontic treatment, present three different types of metallurgy (m-wire, gold and blue alloys), which ensure the
use of the right file at every stage of the procedure.
An advanced irrigation system, a dedicated filling system and the new bioceramic root canal sealer, AH Plus
Bioceramic Sealer, complete the Ultimate suite.
The strengths of this system are based on the minimally invasive endodontics (MIE), innovation and high
quality.
All products have been designed by international experienced, well-known endodontists to ensure simplicity, predictability, and efficiency, allowing the clinician, even less experienced, to optimize chair time and
have the security of the result.
After showing the Present with the newest ProTaper Ultimate suite, Dr. Martignoni will introduce how Dentsply Sirona, always attentive to the needs and expectations of the clinicians, will write the Future of Endodontics.
MARCO MARTIGNONI
He graduated with honors from the University of Chieti in 1988. Since then he has worked with Prof.
Mario Martignoni in restorative prosthetics.
From 1989 to 1991 he attended Dr. Herbert Schilder’s continuing education department of Endodontics at the Henry Goldman School of Dental Medicine (Boston University, USA), then Dr. Cliff Ruddle’s
course centre (Santa Barbara, California).
He works in his private practice in Rome, with focus on endodontics, pre-prosthetic restorations and
microscope-assisted conservative-prosthetic restorations.
He is author of publications on the restoration of endodontically treated teeth, he is speaker at national and international conferences and Visiting Professor at the University of Siena.
Among the Founding members of the Italian Academy of Microscopic Dentistry (AIOM), of the Italian
Society of Prosthetic and Oral Rehabilitation (SIPRO) honorary member of the French Society of Endodontics.
He is active member and past President of the Italian Society of Endodontics (SIE) and he was President of the Congress of the European Society of Endodontology (ESE) in Rome, 2011.
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MASTER ENDO CORNER

SWEDEN & MARTINA

14.20 - 14.50
LA SAGOMATURA DEL CANALE CON TECNICA SIMULTANEA; LA METODICA MTWO
THE SHAPING OF THE CANAL WITH SIMULTANEOUS TECHNIQUE; THE MTWO METHOD
In this Master Endo Corner we will present the simultaneous root canal preparation technique with Mtwo
instruments, the first in the world to use an instrument with a very thin tip diameter but with an increased
taper. With a view to reduced root tissue removal, the final instrument of the operative sequence is the largestone. The majority of the root canal reaming techniques have gradually been adapted to this philosophy.
This sequence allows most of the canals to be reamed in a fully mechanical way, reducing operating times
significantly and limiting errors.
PIERO ALESSANDRO MARCOLI
Born in 1956, awarded a degree in Medicine and Surgery in 1980 and a postgraduate specialization
in Odontostomatology in 1984.
Active member since 1986 of Accademia Italiana di Conservativa, Board Member for the 2007- 2015.
In 1987/2011 Active member of the Società Italiana di Endodonzia, Board Member from 1996 to 2005,
and Treasury Secretary from January 2000 to June 2005.
Active member of the Società Italiana di Odontoiatria Conservatrice since 1991.
Past President and founding member of the Società Italiana di Traumatologia Dentale, and Board
Member since 1998. Active member of the European Society of Endodontics since 1997.
Effective member of the Amici di Brugg since 2008.
Active member of the Accademia Italiana di Endodonzia since 2010.
Lecturer in Conservative Dentistry (1989/90) and Endodontics (1991/92) on the University of Brescia
degree course in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics. In 2006/2007, Lecturer in Clinical and Surgical
Microendodontics at Rome University “La Sapienza”.
From 1998/99 to 2010/2011, Lecturer in Endodontics on the University of Parma postgraduate degree
course in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics. From 2010/2011 to 2014/2015 Teacher in Endodontics on
the University of Parma postgraduate degree course in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics.
In 2021 Teacher in Endodontics on the University of Brescia, Bologna, Cagliari, Roma Tor Vergata and
Verona. In 2022 Teacher in Endodontics on the University of Brescia, Padova, Roma Tor Vergata and
Verona.
Author of 84 scientific publications.
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SALA EUROPA

SESSIONE IV

Presidenti di sessione: Elio Berutti - Maria Teresa Sberna

ORE 9.00
COINVOLGIMENTI ENDODONTICI
IN LESIONI PARODONTALI
ENDODONTIC INVOLVEMENTS
IN PERIODONTAL LESIONS
Maria Giovanna Barboni

ORE 10.00
COINVOLGIMENTI PARODONTALI
IN LESIONI ENDODONTICHE
PERIODONTAL INVOLVEMENTS
IN ENDODONTIC LESIONS
Giovanni Zucchelli

ABSTRACT
The appropriate evaluation of the pulpal condition together with the radiographic evaluation and the specificity of periodontal probing are the main signs to define a combined periodontal-endodontic lesion. A negative response to pulp sensibility test of a non endodontically treated tooth coexisting with a deep periodontal defect make the diagnosis of endo-perio lesion pretty sure. In the presence of a positive pulp sensitivity
response or already endodontically treated tooth the diagnosis and consequently the therapeutic decisions
become very challenging for the clinician.The most challenging situation is when a deep bony defects is
associated with positive response to pulp tests. The focus of the lecture is to characterize the parameters of
pulpal disorders and periodontal lesion in order to suggest the endodontic/periodontal strategy.
MARIA GIOVANNA BARBONI
She graduated at the University of
Bologna School of Medicine and
Surgery with a specialty in Dental
Surgery and Medicine and a PhD in
BioMedical Technologies.
From 1988 to 1997 in charge of
Research and Clinical Dentistry,
Division of Endodontics in the Department of Periodontology, University of Bologna, Italy. In
1990 and 1991 she attended the Department of Oral Biology at the State University of New York at Buffalo. Contract
Professor at the Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan,
Italy. CLID, Diagnostic Aspects of Endodontics and Periodontology Course. 2007-2017. Teaching activity at the International MD Program Vita-Salute San Raffaele University
Milan, Italy, 2015-2017. Visiting Professor at Post-graduate
Master Course in Clinical and Surgical Microendodontics,
University of Turin, Italy.
Endo-Perio Interrelationships from 2016. Teaching and
clinical activity at Master “Pediatric Dentistry” and CLOPD
University of Bologna Italy. from 2018. Author of the chapter “Endo-Perio Lesions” Textbook Manuale di Endodonzia
Italian Society of Endodontics SIE, LWSR 2013. Co-Author
of the chapter “Endo-Perio Lesions” Textbook Manuale di
Endodonzia Italian Society of Endodontics SIE EDRA 2020.
Active Member of the Italian Society of Endodontics SIE,
Member of the Cultural Committee of SIE.
Clinical practice focused on endodontics and microendodontics in Bologna.

GIOVANNI ZUCCHELLI
Graduated in 1988 from the University of Bologna, Italy with a degree
in dentistry. He was awarded PhD in
Medical Biotechnology in 1999 from
the University of Bologna, Italy. Full
Professor and Dean of the Periodontal Departement at the University of
Bologna, Italy from 2000. Received
many awards for clinical research in periodontology in Europe
and the United States. In 2006 and 2008 is the winner of The
AAP Foundation-E Bud Tarrson Research Award in Oral Plastic
Surgery. In 2020 awarded Honorary member of the AAP, President of theItalian Academy of Osteointegration (IAO). Active
member of EAED (European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry),
SIdP (Italian Society of Periodontology and Implantology) and
IAO (Italian Academy of Osteointegration); member of the European Federation of Periodontology. President IAO (2022).
Associate Editor of the International Journal of Esthetic Dentistry and Member of the editorial board the International Journal of Periodontics and Restorative Dentistry. Peer reviewer in
most ranked Periodontal Journals. Author of 130 publications
in Pubmed. Innovator of several soft tissue plastic surgical
techniques. Speaker at major international conferences on
periodontology. Has taught theoretical and practical (with live
Surgery) courses in all countries. Co-author of two illustrated
textbooks on periodontal plastic surgery (Ed. Martina). Co-author of chapter “Mucogingival Therapy-Periodontal Plastic
Surgery” in Clinical Periodontology and Implant Dentistry
(Lindhe J, Lang NP, Karring T [eds], Wiley-Blackwel. Author of
the book, ‘Mucogingival Esthetic Surgery’ from Quintessence,
published in 12 languages.
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SALA EUROPA

SESSIONE V

Presidenti di sessione: Filippo Cardinali - Cristian Coraini

ORE 11.30
PRESENTE E FUTURO DELL’OTTURAZIONE CANALARE
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF ENDODONTIC OBTURATION
Allen Ali Nasseh
ABSTRACT
Endodontic obturation has come a long way from it humble beginnings, to an era of complex and complicated techniques and technology. Recently, this aspect of the procedure has seen some changes, moving
towards a new era of simplicity. What is the current state and, more importantly, the future of endodontic
obturation? In this presentation, Dr. Nasseh will share his thoughts on the endodontic obturation continuum
and what we should expect as the gold standard for the future obturation material.
ALLEN ALI NASSEH
He received his Doctor in Dental Surgery degree from Northwestern University Dental School in 1994
and completed his postdoctoral endodontic training at Harvard School of Dental Medicine in 1997,
where he also received a Masters in Medical Sciences degree in the area of bone physiology. Dr.
Nasseh is a Senior Clinical Instructor and Lecturer in the Post-doctoral endodontic fellowship in the
Department of Restorative Dentistry and Biomaterial Sciences at Harvard School of Dental Medicine
since 1997. He’s the former Alumni editor of the Harvard Dental Bulletin. Dr. Nasseh is the president
and Chief Executive Officer for Real World Endo (Real-WorldEndo.com), a medical device innovation
and education company. He is endodontic editor to several peer reviewed journals and periodicals
and a member of the NIH/NID-CR Clinical Needs Advisory Board for the Michigan Pittsburgh, Wyss
Center for regenerative Medicine (doctrc.pitt.edu). He’s also a member of the Materials and Instruments Committee for the American Dental Association (ADA). Dr. Nasseh is the owner and director of
Microsurgical Endodontics, a multi speciality clinical endodontic practice in Boston, MA (MicroSurgicalEndo.com). In his spare time, he produces documentary, music, and travel videos, plays squash
and tennis, and coaches little league soccer.
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ORE 12.20
APPROCCIO ADESIVO E CHIRURGICO PER IL RESTAURO DEI DENTI TRATTATI ENDODONTICAMENTE
ADHESIVE AND SURGICAL APPROACH FOR THE RESTORATION OF THE ENDODONTICALLY TREATED TEETH
Marco Veneziani
ABSTRACT
The literature highlights that a large number of endodontically treated teeth are lost, not so much for the
poor quality of endodontic treatments, but for the fractures due to incongruous restorative treatments. The
causes inducing a lower resistance and therefore a higher probability of fracture of endodontically treated
teeth are analyzed in this lecture. The selection criteria (local and general parameters) are discussed as well
as the modern strategy of treatment for the restorations of the ETT.
The evolution of adhesive aesthetic materials has radically changed the clinical approach. Direct technique
is classically indicated in small and medium-sized restorations so, rarely they find indications in the restorations of ETT. The semi-direct and indirect techniques involve the employment of layered or CAD-CAM composite materials and ceramic materials (Di LI) with die-casting or CAD-CAM techniques on traditional or digital
impressions. An innovative cavity design (Morphology Driven Preparation Technique, MDPT), published by
the author, will be illustrated together with a whole series of updated conceived indirect restorations, which
allow to draw a new borderline between conservative and prosthesis for the restoration of the endodontically
treated teeth from the single element up to full mouth adhesive rehabilitation. All-ceramic adhesive crowns
are mainly indicated in the case of prosthetic re-treatments. All restorative techniques can be integrated
with surgical procedures, in cases regarding severely compromised elements with subgingival lesions (wide
caries, fractures) which involve the Supracrestal Tissue Attachment, making impossible the restorative phase without the surgical one. Indications, published classification (EJED 2010, “Solutions” 2022) and related
differentiated therapeutic approaches will be discussed: deep margin elevations, surgical exposure of the
margin, clinical crown lengthening. The advantages and power of the integrated surgical-restorative approach, based on clinical evidence, will be highlighted in order to open new future clinical horizons.
MARCO VENEZIANI
Graduated in Dentistry and Dental Prosthesis at the University of Milan, Italy in 1988 with 110 cum
laude. He improved his knowledge in Conservative, Prosthetics and Periodontology with the annual
courses of Dr. S. Patroni and Dr. PP Cortellini. Thus the specialization course in Implant surgery techniques, (Prof. R.L. Weinstein) at the University of Milan, and the advanced surgery course applied to
the implantology of Dr. C. Tinti and Prof M. Simion. Perfects the techniques of mucogingival surgery
with the theoretical-practical course of Prof G. Zucchelli.
Active member of the Accademia Italiana di Conservativa e Restaurativa (AIC) since 1996, member of
the Membership Acceptance Commission 2001/06-2006/11- 2019/24 and of the Cultural Commission
2012-2015.
Active member of the Italian Academy of Esthetic Dentistry (IAED) since 2012 and member of the board of director.
Active member of the International Academy for Digital Dental Medicine (IADDM) since 2015. Visiting Professor at the University
of Pavia (Italy), visiting professor at the Master of Restorative Dentistry, University of Torino, Bologna, Milano (Humanitas Huniversity).
Speaker on topics of Restorative Dentistry and Periodontology at several courses and congresses at national and international
level. Author of conservative and prosthetic dentistry publications in national and international journals. Author of the chapters
related to amalgam and composite restorations of the Text “Restorative Dentistry” Elselvier Ed. 2009. Author of some chapter of
the book Esthetic Restorative Dentistry by AIC pubb. by Quintessence 2021. Author of the innovative book in two volumes entitled
“Solutions - Restorative adhesive techniques and integrated surgical procedures” Edra Ed. 2021.
He was awarded the “Premio Case Report Dentista Moderno” 2002 first prize by the journal. Finalist (3rd place) at the international AIOP-APS Excellence in Prosthodontics Award, 2015. Reviewer for the International Journal of Esthetic Dentistry.
He holds several training and specialization courses with hands-on about restorative dentistry with a multidisciplinary approach, at his own center (MFV Communication) in Vigolzone, Italy.
Private Practice in Vigolzone from 01.04.1989 with a multidisciplinary approach to dentistry.
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SALA ITALIA

SESSIONE RICERCA LIBERA - PARTE 1
Presidenti di sessione: Luca Venuti - Massimo Amato

ORE 9.00
THE CORRELATION BETWEEN INTRA-ORIFICE DISTANCE AND THE ANATOMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE SECOND MESIOBUCCAL CANAL OF MAXILLARY MOLARS: A CBCT STUDY
Isabella Perondi, Silvio Taschieri, Martino Baruffaldi*, Roberto Fornara, Stefano Corbella
INTRODUCTION:
One of the most frequent causes of root canal treatment failure is missing anatomy. In this context, the accurate knowledge of the characteristics of the root anatomy, with particular regard to challenging situations
such as the treatment of the MB root of maxillary molars, should be considered mandatory, and CBCT could
be a viable device to study it.
AIMS:
The aim of the present CBCT study was to describe the anatomical characteristics of the mesiobuccal root
canals of maxillary molars and to understand if a correlation exists between the position of the canal orifices
and the anatomical features of the root.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
For the purposes of the study, a total of 100 CBCT scans of maxillary molars with two mesiobuccal canals
were selected and studied. The features of root canal anatomy of the mesiobuccal root of the same teeth
were analyzed and recorded (root length, confluence, Vertucci classification). The distance between MB1
and MB2 orifices and the palatal orifice were recorded, as well as the distance between the orifices and the
line joining the palatal orifice and the others. A statistical analysis was performed by providing descriptive
measures, the measure of the correlation between different parameters, and the influence of some of these
measures on the presence of a confluence between MB1 and MB2.
RESULTS:
It resulted that the most frequent configuration is type II Vertucci. The length measured on the sagittal plane
was significantly correlated to the presence of a confluence in the mesiobuccal root. Then the root length
was higher than 14.56 mm a confluence is more than three times more frequent than when the length is
lower (OR=3.635). The AUC of the ROC curve for length on the sagittal plane was 0.632 (P=0.036).
DISCUSSION:
The distance between the orifices of the maxillary first molar canals is relatively variable, with a significant
range. The distance MB1-P we found was comparable with those obtained in one study set in Brazil and one
in USA, that was made on CBCT scans, taken in vivo. Interestingly, the interorifice distance measured by
Zhuk et al. is substantially similar to the measures we obtained being the MB1-P distance 6.87 +- 1.03 mm
and MB1-MB2 distance 2.03 +- 0.55 mm. The study published in 2021 by Moidu et al. aimed at examining
the association of orifices position and canal configuration in maxillary first molars of a population made of
Indians. In all cases presenting a MB2 the interorifice distance was about 2.60 mm, without any significant
difference with what found in our study. Interestingly, we found that the longer MB1-P the longer the distance
between MB2 and the line MB1-P, revealing an important information for locating the MB2 orifice as related
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to the other axis. We found a confluence in 70% of the examined teeth, significantly less than the number of
cases found by Moidu and this reflected the differences also regarding the Vertucci configuration. However,
in ours and in the study by Moidu, Vertucci type II is the most prevalent configuration. We had the evidence
of some correlation between the root length (as measured on a sagittal plane) and the presence of confluence, whose occurrence more than doubled when Ls was higher than 13.25 mm. We should observe that the
accuracy of Ls parameter in the detection of the confluence (AUC 0.632) could be a first step for validating
the use of periapical radiograph alone instead of CBCT for exploring the confluence between MB1 and MB2,
but specific studies are needed, comparing the two techniques, for further support to such hypothesis.
CONCLUSION:
The presence of a confluence between the mesiobuccal canals of maxillary molars is correlated to the length
of the root that could be measured on the sagittal plane and to the distance between the canal orifices. The
relative position of the root canal orifices in relation to anatomic landmarks needs to be further explored.
ORE 9.15
BOND STRENGTH AND MMPS ACTIVITY OF RADICULAR DENTIN OBTURED WITH DIFFERENT BIOCERAMIC
SEALERS
Andrea Dirutigliano*, Allegra Comba, Damiano Pasqualini, Mario Alovisi, Nicola Scotti, Annalisa Mazzoni,
Lorenzo Breschi, Elio Berutti
INTRODUCTION:
In order to guarantee a good prognosis of an endodontic treatment, it is essential to perform a correct coronal seal. Restoration of the endodontic treated tooth often requires a fiber post, which requires good adhesion to root dentin by forming a time-efficient hybrid layer.
AIMS:
Evaluation of radicular bond strength and dentinal MMPs activity with different endodontic sealers (traditional
vs bioceramic), filling techniques (warm vs cold) and adhesive protocols (self etch SE vs etch and rinse ER).
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
48 Extracted, caries-free, single-rooted teeth were selected and were shaped with Proglider, ProTaper Next
X1-X2. Samples were randomly divided in the following groups (G): warm filling with ZoE sealer (G1); cold filling with resin based sealer (G2); cold filling with bioceramic sealer (G3); warm filling with bioceramic sealer
(G4). After 7 days, an 8 mm post space was prepared with dedicated drills and each group was divided into
2 subgroups according to the adhesive adhesive procedure (SE vs ER) employed for cementation with dual
resin cement. Sample were analyzed with micro push-out test at T0.
Eight additional non-carious multi-rooted teeth were prepared in accordance with the described groups for
in situ zymography analysis at T0.
A 3-way ANOVA, post-hoc Tukey were used to test the three factors and one-way ANOVA to evaluate the differences within each variable (α = 0.05).
RESULTS:
Radicular bond strength was significantly influenced by adhesive protocol and ageing (p < 0.05) in accordance with MMPs activity analysis. In addition, obturation technique (Warm vs Cold) demonstrated a significant
impact on enzymatic activity, while no differences were found for endodontic sealers.
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DISCUSSION:
Our study has shown that there are no statistically significant differences between different endodontic
selaers both in terms of enzymatic activity and adhesion strength; heat affects enzymatic activity but the
mechanism by which this occurs requires further investigation. The adhesion technique influences both the
enzymatic activity and the strength of adhesion within the root dentin, as shown by the literature.
CONCLUSION:
The results showed that bioceramic sealers should not alter the radicular dentin bond strength and endogenous enzymatic activity. The heat produced during the root canal obturation might modify the internal
enzymatic activity. ER technique increase the enzymatic activity and reduce the radicular bond strength.
ORE 9.30
PUSH OUT AND BOND STRENGTH OF FOUR DIFFERENT BIOCERAMIC SEALERS TESTED IN RETREATED TEETH
Giovanni Borserini*, Riccardo Villani, Giordano Bianchi, Eugenia Lettieri, Denise I.K. Pontoriero
INTRODUCTION:
The retreatment of endodontically treated teeth is a frequent need. The retreatment is a key step to preserving and then restoring an endodontically treated tooth. Pretty often the type of endodontic sealer is another
key factor for clinical success. Recently, new materials have been developed that are able to overcome some
of these problems: bioceramics. Recent literature supports that bioceramics can be used with the Single-Cone obturation technique, although other studies showed that these endodontic sealers can be used in combination with hot gutta-percha obturation techniques.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
The aim of this study was to evaluate the bond strength achieved by four types of bioceramic endodontic
sealers to root dentin used in combination with the Single-Cone obturation technique when used after endodontic retreatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Thirty single-rooted teeth were selected for this study. The selected teeth (incisors, canines, and maxillary
and mandibular premolars) were extracted for prosthetic, orthodontic, or periodontal reasons. Only teeth
with root integrity were used, with no previous root canal treatments, root resorption, or immature apexes.
The selected teeth were equally randomly divided into 4 study groups based on the different bioceramic
sealers used (Angelus, Ceraseal, AH 26, Bioroot).
After being endodontically treated following a continuous wave technique and being obturated with Pulp
Canal Sealer, the teeth were stored in a humid environment for a week and then were retreated using MTwo
rotatory instrumentation. Then the samples were divided into four groups accordingly to the type of bioceramic sealer: Group 1: Angelus, Group 2: Ceraseal, Group 3: AH 26, and Group 4: Bioroot. After storage in a
humid environment of 7 days, the samples were cut perpendicularly to the long axis of the dental element
and using a diamond blade continuously moistened with water. The blade was mounted on a precision cutting machine designed to cut various types of materials with minimal deformation (IsoMet 1000, Buehler,
Lake Bluff, IL, USA) and used with a constant rotation of 150rpm.
Four 1mm thick tooth specimens were obtained from each specimen in the coronal, middle and apical thirds.
A total of 40 samples were thus obtained for each of the twelve groups (n = 40 / group).
A Universal Testing Machine (TRIAX 50 Controls) was used together with the connected value detector (DIGIMAX Plus Controls) to evaluate the bond strength of each sealer with each obturation technique to the root
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canal walls. The root slices were mounted on a 2 × 2 cm size acrylic block.
To provide the best accuracy in piston-to-specimen contact, all specimens were tested using a cylindrical
stainless steel piston with a diameter of 0.5mm (for the third apical specimen), 0.8mm (for the third medium specimen), and 1 mm (for the third coronal specimen), in order to avoid contact with the canal walls.
The load was administered in an apical-coronal direction towards the largest part of the slice, avoiding any
limitation to the movement of the filling material, at a cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min until bond failure
was attained. Statistical analysis was performed with ANOVA, the No-Parametric di Kruskal-Wallis test. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. Statistical analysis was used using the software SigmaPlot for Windows
version 11.0.
RESULTS:
Group 3 showed the highest value and Group 1 the lowest. From the statistical point of view, they were no
significant differences between Group 2, 3, and 4, whilst Group 1 differed from all others.
CONCLUSIONS:
The four bioceramic endodontic sealers showed an acceptable bond strength to root dentin. Three groups
showed no statistical significance differences whilst Group 1 resulted to have a significantly lower bond
strength to root dentin.
ORE 9.45
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF THE APICAL SEALING ABILITY OF EIGHT BIOCERAMIC MATERIALS USED
WITH THREE DIFFERENT APPLICATION TECHNIQUES IN SURGICAL ENDODONTICS: AN EX VIVO STUDY
Teresa Saladino*, Costanza Ferraro, Matteo Palmacci, Nicola Cantile, Katia Greco, Gaetano Paolone, Maria
Teresa Sberna, Giuseppe Cantatore
INTRODUCTION:
Bioceramic materials are characterized by biocompatibility and bioactivity. They can be divided into Bc Sealers, with low viscosity and usable as root canal sealers and RRMs, used as repair materials for perforations
and immature or reabsorbed apices. In case of endodontic failure of teeth previously filled with these materials, the problem of the retrograde cavity preparation, in case of surgical endodontics arises, because of
the risk of apical fractures.
AIM:
The aim of this ex vivo study is to evaluate if, in teeth orthogradly filled with various techniques and various
types of bioceramics sealers, it is possible to obtain a hermetic apical seal just with the resection of the
apex, thus avoiding the preparation of the retrograde cavity. Materials and Methods. 80 single-rooted teeth
were randomly assigned to three groups. In the first group (G1) the teeth were filled by using the single cone
technique (SCT) with Bc Sealers. In the second group (G2) the samples were submitted to the apical plug technique (APT). The teeth of the third group (control group), were filled by using the “continuous wave” obturation technique. Each group was then divided into subgroups (n = 10 samples each). The 4 SCT subgroups
were treated with Total Fill BC, BioRoot, NeoSealerFlo, MTA Flow. The 3 APT subgroups were treated with MM
MTA, NeoMTA2 and BioDentine. The samples of the control group were filled with gutta-percha and PCS (Pulp
Canal Sealer). Then all the samples were infected with an Escherichia Coli culture and filled with the different
cements and techniques. After cements setting, an apical 3-mm resection was carried out in all samples
except for the control group whose elements were subjected to apicoectomy, preparation of the retrograde
cavity and obturation with ProRoot MTA. Then all samples were placed in a culture broth, which would allow
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bacteria if present, to grow. At timepoint of 3h, 6h, 24h and 48h culture broth samples were collected, for a
total of 320 samples. Then all samples were subjected to plating on Petri dishes and placed for growth for
24-48h in an incubator. Then, analysis of the bacterial colonies found on the plates was carried out.
RESULTS:
The 320 data obtained were analyzed with the Kruskal-Wallis’s test. By examining the materials and deltas
of bacterial counts, it appears to be significant values for deltas 6-24h (p=0.002) and 24-48h (p=0.31).
Regarding the technique, it allows to state the presence of differences between the control and the APT
(p=0,005 for 6h-24h and p=0,014 for 24-48h). No significant differences resulted between the control group
and SCT group, both for the 6-24h group and the 24-48h group (p> 0.05).
DISCUSSION:
As shown by various Authors, the apical and coronal leakage is the main reason for endodontic failure.
Therefore, root canal filling should seal the root canal space hermetically thus preventing microorganisms
from entering the canal system. The bacterial colony counts show that there is very low growth in the control
group and the SCT group as opposed to the APT group. The lack of significant differences between ProRoot,
Total Fill, Biodentine and BioRoot are reconfirmed, as also stated in the study of Monardes; instead, there
appear to be significant deviations between ProRoot and MM MTA, MTA2 and NeoSealer Flo.
CONCLUSIONS:
Aware of the limitations of this study, it appears that the growth rates in the Pro Root group is superimposable to those of BioRoot and Total Fill. Instead, significant differences in infiltration rates are evident
between APT with apical resection without retrograde preparation and conventional endodontic surgical
technique. No significant differences were detected in terms of bacterial growth between the single cone
technique group (SCT) and the control group where a conventional surgical endodontic technique was used.
ORE 10.00
ACCESORY CANALS: CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
Dario Re Cecconi*, Roberto Fornara
INTRODUCTION:
The last step of endodontic therapy is the three-dimensional obturation of the main root canal and of all
accessory canals, in order to prevent the leakage of fluids and microorganisms.
The role of accessory canals in the success or failure of endodontic therapy is highly controversial.
For some authors they may be responsible for the onset of periapical lesion if not properly treated while for
others their role is indifferent in the prognosis of endodontic therapy.
In literature there are more articles regarding the use of instrumentation, cleaning and obturation techniques to improve the management of accessory canals.
AIMS:
Demonstrate with clinical cases how the cleaning and obturation of accessory canals can lead to the elimination of the symptoms reported by the patient and the radiological healing of any periapical lesion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
All the dental elements were treated by means of rotary Ni-Ti instruments with a known taper of the apical
third. The apical tapers varied from 4 to 9%.
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The theeth were irrigated with sodium hypochlorite at 50°C and EDTA at 17%.
The irrigants were activated by ultrasonic tip.
The root canals were dried with sterile absorbent paper points.
On the basis of clinical indications, some elements were filled with gutta-percha cones and Zinc Oxide Eugenol by vertical warm condensation.
Others were filled with gutta-percha cones and Bioceramic sealer using the single cone technique.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
All treated cases show well represented accessory canals. After the treatment, the patients reported the remission of pre-operative symptoms where this were present, while radiographic follow-ups show the healing
of the periapical lesions.
A rigorous protocol of the various phases of endodontic treatment allows the correct obturation not only of
the main canal but also of any accessory canals with a consequent increase in the possibility of success of
the therapy.
ORE 10.15
INFLUENCE OF RAW NITI WIRE DIAMETER ON TORSIONAL AND CYCLIC FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF DIFFERENT
HEAT TREATED ENDODONTIC INSTRUMENTS
Francesco Saverio Canova, Maria Laura Leotta*, Giusy Rita Maria La Rosa, Walid Nehme, Luigi Generali,
Eugenio Pedullà
INTRODUCTION:
Heat treatments enhanced the mechanical properties of the new generation files compared to that of conventional NiTi files. Some examples of heat treatment technology are controlled memory wire (CM; Coltene,
Cuyahoga Falls, OH, USA) and T-Wire. One of the next-generation file systems constituted from T-wire alloy
is TuShape (TS; Micro-Mega, Besançon, France). The size #25/.06 (TS2) can be produced from a 1 mm or 1.2
mm diameter NiTi wire. To date, there are no studies comparing the mechanical properties of NiTi TS2 1.0
and TS2 1.2 rotary files because the latter are available as prototypes.
AIMS:
To compare the mechanical properties of TS2 files obtained from 1.0-mm and 1.2-mm diameter NiTi wire
differently thermally treated at room (25° ± 1 °C) and body temperature (37° ± 1 °C).
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Eighty NiTi TS2 1.0 and TS2 1.2 files differently heat treated (i.e. Controlled-Memory (CM) wire and T-wire)
were used. Maximum torque and angle of rotation at failure were recorded according to ISO 3630-1. Cyclic
fatigue resistance was tested recording the number of cyclic to fracture (NCF) at 25± 1°C and 37± 1 °C using a
customized test device with an artificial canal of 60° angle curvature and 5 mm radius. The fracture surfaces
of all fragments were observed under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (ZEISS Supra 35VP; Oberkochen, GmBH, Germany). Data were analyzed using two-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey post hoc
test at 5% significance level.
RESULTS:
The maximum torque values were not significantly different in all files. The CM-wire TS2 files showed significantly higher angular rotation to fracture than T-wire TS2. The CM-wire files had the statistically highest
cyclic fatigue resistance, at both temperatures independently from the wire dimensions. Body temperature
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negatively affected cyclic fatigue of all tested instruments. The 1.0-mm wire diameter files made by T-Wire
showed higher cyclic fatigue resistance than 1.2-mm, while for CM-wire no significant differences emerged
between the two dimensions at both temperatures.
DISCUSSION:
The TS2 prototypes produced with CM heat treatment had higher cyclic fatigue resistance than TS2 T-Wire,
at both temperatures, independently from wire dimensions. This result could be attributed to the heat treatment itself which confers the rotary files more flexibility, as previously reported. Furthermore, the TS2 1.0
T-Wire prototypes, tested at both temperatures, showed higher cyclic fatigue resistance than the TS2 1.2
T-Wire. This result could be attributed to the smaller amount of metal of TS2 1.0 files compared to the TS2
1.2 files, and consequently to the higher flexibility and resistance to cyclic fatigue. Conversely, the results of
the average NCF values of the TS2 1.0 and TS2 1.2 instruments produced with CM heat treatment showed no
significant difference at both temperatures, probably due to the fact that such metallurgical treatment compensates for the difference in the diameter dimensions of the NiTi wire of the two instruments. Finally, body
temperature reduced the fracture resistance of the all instruments, in agreement with the previous studies.
Torsional test showed that the angular rotation of the CM-files was significantly higher than the T-wire while
no significant difference emerged in terms of maximum torque values. The higher angular rotation could be
attributable to the major flexibility of the CM-treatment.
CONCLUSION:
Within the limits of the present study, the TS2 prototypes constituted by CM alloy showed higher cyclic fatigue resistance than TS2 T-Wire, independently from the wire dimensions and temperature, with suitable
torsional properties. In addition, the 1.2 wire diameter negatively affected the cyclic fatigue resistance of TS2
T-wire prototypes, at both temperatures, while had no effect on torsional behavior of both heat-treatments.
ORE 10.30
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF M-SEAL TECHNIQUE: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Alfio Pappalardo*, Teocrito Carlesi, Francesco Musumeci, Giuseppe Nigro, Vito Antonio Malagnino
INTRODUCTION:
Root canal obturation techniques that make use of thermoplasticized guttapercha present the vertical problem of a difficult control of the obturation. For more than 20 years the M-seal technique has been aimed at
exploiting the advantages of the use of Ni-Ti files associated with the use of high fluidity gutta-percha and,
at the same time, eliminating the problem represented by high incidence of overfilling.
AIMS:
The aim of the research is the evaluation of the M-Seal technique through clinical cases and a review of the
literature concerning the comparison of the various obturation techniques with the M-Seal technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The apical finishing is performed using Ni-Ti files for cleansing the apical portion, thanks to two vertical and
non-spiral blades with a strongly taper in the first mm of the working part. The first phase of the M-seal technique consists in choosing a guttapercha master cone with a taper 02 that adapts to the apical preparation
and acts as a “plug”. Once the canal has dried, the sealer-soiled master cone is then introduced into the last
apical millimeters and compacted with a nickel titanium Spreader, allowing the cone to make contact with
the canal wall only at the level of the last apical millimeter and leaving sufficient space for the second phase
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of the obturation, which consists in the introduction of the preplasticized guttapercha using the rotating
Condenser. This, thanks to the design of the instrument blades, pushes the filling material towards the apex.
If in the postoperative radiograph an imperfect obturation of the canal is observed, it is possible to re-enter
the still soft guttapercha mass with the Spreader, creating space for the insertion of another quantity of fluid
gutta-percha with the Condenser.
RESULTS:
Upon radiographic examination, the root canal obturations appear dense and homogeneous, the guttapercha shows a good adaptation to the endodontic morphology, resulting in good filling of the irregularities of
the root canal system. The presence of lateral canals and complex apical system were highlighted.
DISCUSSION:
The in-vitro studies on the comparison of the sealing capacity have shown the good sealing capacity of this
technique, in particular the great vertical control of the obturation, superior to other techniques with thermoplasticized gutta-percha. The quality of the filling is demonstrated by the excellent filling of the root canals, evaluated both in intraoral radiographs and by stereomicroscopic evaluation. The gutta-percha/sealer
ratio also proved to be favorable, which is critical for maintaining long-term sealing ability. Furthermore, the
M-Seal technique has proved superior to other techniques in filling the irregularities of complex root canals,
such as in cases of internal resorption and in cases of C-shaped canals. The quality of the gutta-percha used
in the M-Seal technique is characteristic of this root canal obturation method. The gutta-percha in the Microflow cartridges and the standardized cones are in the alpha phase, which to have a lower melting point, a
longer work time, adhesiveness to the canal walls and less contraction during the cooling phase. The temperature increase that occurs during the compaction of thermoplasticized gutta-percha has not proved harmful
to the periodontal structures. In the case of the M-Seal technique, the average is around 5.5 ° C9. Finally, the
risk of microcracking on the canal walls after the application of the M-Seal technique did not manifest itself.
The Spreader is made of a Ni-Ti alloy that is able to penetrate deeper, at the same time producing less forces
on the dentinal walls of the canal.
CONCLUSIONS:
After 25 years, the M-Seal technique can prevent the overfilling of the guttapercha, preserving the high filling
capacity of the endodontic system that is characteristic of the techniques that use thermoplastic gutta-percha.
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MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A HOLLOW ENDODONTIC POST BY THREE POINT TEST AND
S.E.M. ANALYSIS
Giuseppe Lo Giudice, Edoardo Ferrari Cagidiaco, Roberto Lo Giudice, Francesco Puleio, Giuliano Calapaj,
Massimo Calapaj*
INTRODUCTION:
The mechanical properties of the endodontic posts have been evaluated considering the performance in
relation to the occlusal forces with static and dynamic tests evaluating fracture load (N), flexural strength
(MPa), Young’s modulus (GPa), and maximum deflection (mm).
Calapaj et al. highlighted the clinical characteristics of a post-endodontic restoration system that used a
metallic carrier, for the resin cement injection, which remained incorporated after the polymerization phase.
AIM:
The aim of this experimental research was to observe and evaluate the mechanical properties of a novel
fiber hollow endodontic post. This evaluation is aimed to compare the behaviour of the cement resin filled
vs the unfilled post. The null hypothesis considered no differences in mechanical behaviour between filled
or unfilled hollow posts. The alternative hypotheses considered that the post mechanical characteristics
changed after filling.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The novel post is made of silica fibers parallel to the longitudinal axis, reinforced with cylindrical-conical
shape silica microfibers and a diameter of 1.2 mm.
10 hollow posts were randomly divided in two groups: control (unfilled hollow posts) (Group 0) and the experimental composed by post filled with dual resin cement (Group 1).
The posts were filled with composite cement (Clearfil), the cement was left untouched for 3 minutes to allow
the self polymerization phase, and then exposed to a curing light for 40 seconds (Valo).
The samples of both groups were subjected to a mechanical and micromorphological analysis by performing
a three-point test according to the ISO 14125 protocol and SEM observations (Phenom Pro 5).
RESULTS:
The group 1 three-point test reached the yield point when loaded with an average force of 57.09 ± 5.06 N (Min
53.75N Max 65.49 N), a flexural strength of 1323.53±110.09 MPa (Min 1233.18 MPa, Max 1502.63 MPa) with
an average deflection of 0.77 ± 0.07 mm (Min 0.72 mm Max 0.90 mm). The recorded Young’s modulus was
42.87 ± 0.86 GPa (Min 41.63 GPa, Max 43.81 GPa).The group 0 (hollow posts) three point test reached the
yield point when loaded with an average force of 38.17 ± 1.7 N (Min 36.39 N, Max 40.66 N), a flexural strength
of 908.87 ± 30.98 MPa (Min 880.84 MPa, Min 958.07 MPa) with an average deflection of 0.57 ± 0.03 mm
(Min 0.52 mm, Max 0.60 mm).
The recorded Young’s modulus was 40.33 ± 1.9 GPa (Min 38.43 GPa, Max 43.28 GPa).
The difference between fracture load, flexural strength, and deflection between the two groups was statistically highly significant (p<0.01). Further, the difference between the Young’s modulus of the two groups was
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statistically significant (p<0.05). The SEM observation showed in the Group 0 samples a fracture direction
perpendicular to the post long axis, while in the Group 1 is mainly oblique.
DISCUSSION:
Numerous studies have examined the Young’s modulus of the glass fiber posts elasticity. Our data shows
how the hollow posts tested have, when filled, an elasticity near to the highest values reported in the literature.
The analysis of fracture load, flexural strength, and maximum deflection values shows how filling the fiber
carrier leads to a substantial mechanical performance improvement. Moreover, for the parameter “flexural
strength” the resin filled hollow post shows higher values than classic posts with the same or higher diameter.
The SEM observation carried out after the three-point bending test, shows how presence of resin filling modifies the fracture dynamics. This could be linked to a factorization of the vector forces applied during the
three-point test.
CONCLUSION:
The mechanical properties of the tested posts are effective if compared to other posts with a similar composition. This conclusion could be applied to both filled and non-filled hollow posts. The retention system
thus obtained is more resistant than a normal post with the same diameter thanks to a different distribution
of forces along the post.
ORE 11.45
ENDODONTIC MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES ASSOCIATED WITH SYMPTOMATIC APICAL PERIODONTITIS USING
NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING ANALYSIS
Alessio Buonavoglia*, Fausto Zamparini, Francesco Pellegrini, Georgia Diakoudi, Andrea Spinelli, Gianvito
Lanave, Carlo Prati
INTRODUCTION:
Apical periodontitis (AP) is caused and maintained by multispecies communities of bacteria organized as
biofilms in root canal system. Over local inflammation and alveolar bone destruction, AP may exacerbate
into potentially life-threatening infections such as apical abscesses and disseminating infections.
Microbiome profiles are not well characterized, due to the intrinsic limits of the microbiological tests used.
Next generation sequencing (NGS) applied to 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene can be used to characterize
the entire intracanalar microbiome, including non-cultivatable bacteria.
AIMS:
Aim of this study is to investigate the microbial communities of AP using NGS and to generate a profile of the
most abundant and/or frequent bacterial genera in association to symptomatic AP.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Samples were obtained from 10 teeth of 9 patients. All teeth were affected by symptomatic AP, as diagnosed
by clinical analysis (presence of tissue swelling, percussion sensitivity, spontaneous pain, sinus tracts).
After local anesthesia teeth were cleaned with ultrasonic tips to remove biofilms and subsequently isolated
with a rubber dam. The crown was disinfected with 2.5% NaOCl (Niclor 2.5, Ogna, Maggiò, Italy) for 30 s.
Preparation of the access cavity was carried out using a sterile high-speed diamond bur under sterile saline
solution. All decayed dental tissues and old restoration materials were removed. Before the pulp chamber
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was exposed, the cleaning of the tooth and rubber dam was repeated as previously described. For teeth with
a previuos endodontic treatment, removal of old root filling material was performed with dedicated rotary
instruments without any irrigant or solvent.
After gentle irrigation with sterile saline solution, a sterile #10 K-type stainless hand file (Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) was introduced into the canal to the level of the tooth apex. In multirooted teeth, samples
were collected from the largest root canal.
The tooth length was defined using an apex locator (Root ZXII ®; J. Morita-USA, Irvine, CA, USA). After a
gently instrumentation along the root canal walls to disperse bacteria in the medium, paper points #15
(Dentsply-Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) were positioned as deep as possible in the canals for 60 s,
collected in sterile tubes (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) and subsequently stored at −80 °C until use.
DNA extract were subjected to PCR reaction using universal primers to amplify the complete sequence
(1500bp) of 16S bacterial rRNA gene. DNA library was prepared using the 16S barcoding kit SQK-RAB204 and
PCR products were loaded on MinION Flow cell flongle device. The reads were analyzed by Fastq 16S 2026.
RESULTS:
The most prevalent genera identified in endodontic samples were Cutibacterium, Lactobacillus, Pseudomonas, Dialister, Staphylococcus and Prevotella.
DISCUSSION:
Endodontic microbiomes showed a substantial heterogeneity in terms of abundance and prevalence of single genera in AP demonstrating the concept of community as unit of pathogenicity. Cutibacterium, Lactobacillus, Prevotella, Dialister, Staphylococcus and Pseudomonas were detected as most prevalent genera as
confirmed by other authors for Lactobacillus Prevotella and Dialister.
CONCLUSIONS:
The present study confirms the complexity of the root canal microbiome organized as multispecies communities. Some genera appeared more prevalent in symptomatic AP, seemingly considerable “hallmarks” of
specific aspects of AP.
Various techniques have been used to establish the microbial composition of infected root canals such as
bacterial culture and polymerase chain reactions (PCR). Overall, these microbiological tests present various
intrinsic limits in evaluation of entire endodontic microbiome.
NGS is an innovative and advanced test of genetic amplification that allows to identify the different types of
polymicrobial communities.
ORE 12.00
A MICRO-CT ANALYSIS OF FILLING ABILITY OF TWO ORTHOGRADE OBTURATION TECHNIQUES WITH OR
WITHOUT RETROGRADE OBTURATION
Daniele Angerame, Matteo De Biasi, Massimiliano Lenhardt, Davide Porrelli, Calogero Bugea*, Giusy Rita
Maria La Rosa, Luigi Generali, Eugenio Pedullà
INTRODUCTION:
Techniques based on the 3-mm apical resection without retrograde preparation may represent a simplified and
more conservative alternative to the standard procedures of endodontic apical surgery. Two possible options
might be the intentional orthograde positioning of mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) or the single cone technique (SCT) with bioceramic sealer, followed by the apical resection without further retrograde steps.
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AIMS:
To assess the filling ability of two orthograde obturation techniques (single cone technique (SCT) and MTA
placement) followed by the apical resection with or without retrograde obturation through micro-CT.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A total of thirty-two single-rooted permanent teeth were prepared and randomized into four groups (n=8)
according to the orthograde obturation technique (single cone with the bioceramic sealer BioRoot RCS (Septodont, Saint-Maur-des-Fossés, France) and MTA placement with the cement ProRoot MTA (Dentsply Maillefer)) combined or not with retrograde obturation (MTA cement placement). The root canal instrumentation
was performed using Hyflex EDM rotary nickel–titanium instruments (Coltene, Coltene/ Whaledent AG, Altstatten, Switzerland) up to size 40,.04 taper in a closed root canal system. A single operator performed all
the specimen preparation procedures. The volume of voids (VoV) within the entire endodontic space, the
apical 3-mm and 1-mm after root resection was determined by micro-CT (SkyScan 1072; Bruker microCT, Kontich, Belgium). Data were analyzed statistically using the Kruskal-Wallis test to evaluate differences among
groups in terms of total VoV and the Mann-Whitney test with Bonferroni correction for the pairwise comparisons. The significance level was set at 5% (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
RESULTS:
No significant differences emerged among the groups regarding the total VoV in all root canal as well as
within the apical 1-mm after root resection. The SCT and apical resection without retrograde filling had significant better results in terms of VoV at the apical 3-mm after root resection.
DISCUSSION:
Within the present outcomes, all the four techniques guaranteed homogeneous root canal filling with limited formation of voids. The two groups involving retrograde preparation and filling were used as reference
because they are considered as the gold standard in endodontic surgery. According to our results, the group
with SCT and apical resection without retrograde filling had similar or less amount of voids than the other
groups, in the entire space / 1mm or at 3-mm respectively. These results are probably related to the material characteristics and/or consistency. Indeed, the handling and manipulation of MTA is often difficult for
operators due its granular consistency and looseness as well as the clinical difficulty to be easily carried and
delivered. On the other hand, the single cone technique associated to a bioceramic sealer is considered a
simple, easy to learn and replicable root filling method and therefore more clinically manageable. Regarding
the lack of difference between groups at 1-mm, it could be due to the reduced volume analyzed at this level
which may reduce the probability to detect voids.
CONCLUSION:
Within the laboratory study limitations, single cone technique combined with the apical resection without
retrograde preparation reported similar or less amount of voids than the other groups. Thus, single cone
technique with a bioceramic sealer could represent in some selected cases a suitable alternative technique
compared to the current gold standard for apicectomy in terms of clinical convenience.
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PREVALENCE OF APICAL PERIODONTITIS IN PATIENTS AFFECTED BY RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN THERAPY
WITH IMMUNOMODULATORY DRUGS
Silvia Bodano*, Silvia Mezzena, Francesca Ideo, Giulia Bardini, Erika Cadoni, Elisabetta Cotti
INTRODUCTION:
There are few studies about prevalence of Apical Periodontitis in Rheumatoid Arthritis at the moment, but
there are many in the field of periodontology. Since periodontal disease and AP share common pathways in
pathogenesis and same microbiological etiology , this study tried to discover more on prevalence of AP in
RA.
AIM:
The aim of this study is to evaluate the oral health status and the prevalence of Apical Periodontitis (AP) in
patients affected by Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) and under Biologic Medications (BMs) or Immunosuppressants (ISs).
METHODS:
The study group (RA) consisted of 52 patients (7 men and 45 women, age 57 ± 11,6 years) of whom 36 treated
with BMs and 16 under ISs (Methotrexate, Leflunomide and Corticosteroids), referred from the Rheumatology Units of the University Hospital. 52 controls (C) (7 men and 45 women, age 55 ± 14,3) registered for a
check-up at the Dental Clinic, matched for age, sex and physical characteristics, without any systemic disease and under no pharmacological treatment were selected. Each patient underwent a complete dental clinical and radiographic examination. The Periapical Index Score (PAI) was assessed by two experienced and
calibrated endodontists relying on periapical radiographs made on those teeth suspected for periapical lesions by the OPT. The Decayed-Missing-Filled Teeth score (DMFT) was calculated. All the data collected were
registered in a database and then a statistic analysis was performed. Statistics were based on descriptive
analysis and continuous variables for the total sample. Adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals
were calculated.
RESULTS:
The prevalence of AP was higher in RA than in C, considering the number of the patients (67% vs 46%;
p-value < .05) and the number of the teeth affected by AP (5 % vs 3.5%; p-value < .05) , even though DMFT
scores were comparable between the two groups (RA 10 – C 10). Average PAI score was very similar in the two
groups (AR 2.85 vs 2.84). In this pilot study, the association between smoking and AP was very significant
(p-value <.05 ).
DISCUSSION:
In this study the prevalence of the individuals with AP in RA group was higher than in C group (67 % vs 46
%); the trend was similar for the number of teeth affected by AP (5% vs 3.5%). Karatas et al. first investigated
on the prevalence of AP in RA patients: the prevalence in RA group was 4,3%, while in the C group was 2 %
(p-value <.05), supporting the results of this study. In our study the prevalence of AP in RA group is higher
in treated teeth than in the never treated ones (68,4% vs 31,6%). On the counterpart, in the C group it was
39,6 % vs 60,4 %. A systematic review by Tibùrcio-Machado et al. assessed that the global prevalence for AP
in non-treated teeth was 3% and 39% for treated teeth. A study about the healing of AP in patients with IBD
under Anti-TNF-α therapy found that patients with IBD have a better and faster healing of periapical lesions
than healthy people. Another study about AP healing on ferrets revealed that treatment with systemic or
local infiltration of Adalimumab doesn’t hinder the healing processes and that the local infiltration led to a
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faster healing.
In the end, in this study smoking habit is found to be highly associated with a higher prevalence of AP (p-value <.05). Smoking can reduce blood supply to the pulp, causing pulpal necrosis; also causes inflammation,
apical bone resorption and hinder the physiologic healing processes.
CONCLUSIONS:
These preliminary data suggest that patients with AR had a high rate of AP, regardless of the therapy adopted. This is probably due to the shared pathways and the same pro-inflammatory markers involved. Furthermore, AR immunosuppressive therapy may influence the healing of periapical lesions. The limits of this
study are in the reduced male population and reduced number of patients in therapy with Iss.
ORE 12.30
BOND STRENGTH AND MICRO-MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ADHESIVE INTERFACE ON ROOT CANAL
DENTIN OF ENDODONTICALLY TREATED AND RETREATED TEETH. AN EX VIVO STUDY
Pietro Palopoli*, Mario Alovisi, Leandro Allais, Allegra Comba, Damiano Pasqualini, Elio Berutti, Nicola Scotti
INTRODUCTION:
Root canal treated (RCT) teeth with no residual coronal structure may benefit from the adhesive cementation
of a post. However, root canal dentin is not an ideal substrate for adhesive techniques, markedly in its apical
portion. Furthermore, ageing, root canal treatment and re-treatment procedures may additionally affect its
bonding potential. Self-etch (SERc) and self-adhesive resin cements (SARc), introduced to reduce the steps
required for adhesion, may perform even better than the traditional etch-and-rinse systems in unfavorable
configurations such as root canals. Push-out tests and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) analysis
are validated methods to assess, respectively, the bond strength and the morphologic characteristics of
the resin-dentin interface (R-Di). These topics have been thoroughly investigated in RCT teeth, while fewer
studies focused on the effect of endodontic re-treatment on root canal adhesion. Among the latter, no studies were conducted on RCT teeth extracted after natural function and ageing. Nonetheless, no studies are
present regarding the morphology of the root R-Di in root canal re-treated (RCR-T) teeth.
AIM:
This study aimed to assess, through push-out test and CLSM analysis, the bond strength and the micro-morphologic characteristics [hybrid layer (HL) thickness and number of resin-filled dentinal tubules (resin tags)]
of the RD-i between root canal dentin and two resin cements (SERc and SARc) in root canal treated and naturally aged re-treated teeth. The influence of the topography of the substrate (coronal VS apical half of the
root canal post-space) and the type of failure after push-out test were also investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Vital (n=16) and RCT (n=16) monoradiculars were, respectively, endodontically treated or re-treated. Fiber
posts were luted either with SERc (Clearfil Universal Bond Quick + DC Core Plus) or SARc (iCEM). Each radicular half (coronal and apical) was submitted to push-out bond strength test and failures were assessed
through microscopy. RD-i morphology was evaluated through confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) on
vital (n=4) and RCT (n=4) first maxillary molars. Two fiber posts were luted in each specimen, respectively
with SERc (Bond Quick labeled with Fluorescein and DC Core with Rhodamine) and SARc, labeled with Rhodamine. Three-way analysis of variance was used to assess the radicular bond strength. Three-way Anova
and Tukey post hoc were employed to assess data from CLSM.
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RESULTS:
Bond strength was significantly jeopardized in RCR-T teeth and in the root apical half, while the type of cement had no significant influence. Most failures occurred between dentin and resin cement. HL thickness
was also hindered in RCR-T teeth and SARc produced a thinner HL compared to SERc. Resin tags formation
was significantly hampered in the root apical half.
DISCUSSION:
In accordance with the literature, bond strength potential is jeopardized in an aged root canal treated substrate. However, the same substrate only partly interferes with hybridization, as resin tags formation was
not affected by dentin condition. It can be supposed that dentinal tubules infiltration is a less important
mechanism compared to HL formation in terms of retention. Nonetheless, the present study suggests how
HL formation itself may have an over-estimated role in adhesion to root dentin. SARc, that only formed a very
thin HL, showed similar bond strength values compared to SERc. This means that the chemical bond SARc
create with hydroxyapatite may be more crucial than their capacity to infiltrate dentin.
CONCLUSION:
Simplified single-step luting systems, such as SARc, may be a reasonable option in anatomical constraints
with a heavily modified substrate, such as the post-space of RCT aged teeth. However, further studies are
needed to assess the long-term performances of these cements.
ORE 12.45
TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS OF MAXILLARY SECOND MOLAR WITH 5 ROOTS AND 5 CANALS: A CASE REPORT
Tommaso Brunelli*
INTRODUCTION:
The complexity and variability of the root canal system continues to be a huge challenge for the Endodontist.
Normally the second upper molar has three roots and three independent canals (91,8%). Despite this, it is
still possible to find a tooth with one root, two roots (15%), four roots (0.4%) and more rarely with five roots.
Because of persistent dentinal hypersensitivity, element 1.7 with vital pulp and absent lesions, underwent
endodontic treatment. Three years later, it was extracted due to parodontal reasons (bone loss, bleeding on
probing and parodontal abscesses). Furcation areas were compromized.
AIMS:
The aim of this work is to describe the anatomy of this rare second upper molar with 5 roots and 5 canals
using different tools.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
In order to solve the painful symptoms, after having performed 2Dx-ray and the access cavity, we were guided
by the shape, depressions and color change of the pulp floor to find the 5 canals. All the canals had the same
characteristics at the end of shaping: after having found the working lengths by means of the manual K-File
diameter 10 and Morita Root ZX Mini apex locator, they were instrumented with X1 and X2 ProTaper Next files
(DS). During the mechanical cleaning phases, the canals were irrigated with NaOCl 5% and EDTA 17%. The 5 canals were filled with Thermafil from Dentsply and PCS cement from Kerr. Finally, the element was restored with
Bulk composite A3 from 3M. After the tooth has been extracted, in order to go into details about the anatomy,
we used digital x-ray, took extraoral photos with Canon5D mark II, made slides with a Buehler Isomet cutting
machine and again took photos of these slides with Panasonic DMC-G80 assembled on Leica DMLS.
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RESULTS:
Extraction of 1.7 is to be attributed to worsening of periodontal health, lack of periodic check-ups,and poor
oral hygiene. There were no signs of failure regarding endodontic treatment. Our case attests the presence
of a second molar with 5 indipendent canals and 5 roots; two of these were merged.
DISCUSSION:
Knowledge of tooth’s anatomy is very important for the success of the treatment. This is the first study to
show a second upper molar with 5 roots and 5 independent channels AFTER endodontic treatment. In literature always CBCT was made at first. In this case the preliminary suspicion of bizarre anatomy and the clear
chamber morphology made CBCT examination superfluous, avoiding the x-ray dose to the patient. This case
report suggests that it could be useful opening access cavity before evaluating the use of CBCT; however, the
Endodontist must use a correct light and traditional magnifying loupes, correctly analyze the x-rays, maybe
with different angles, and be aware of the anatomical variants.
ORE 13.00
ANALYSIS OF THE FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PROGNOSIS OF ORTHODONTIC RETREATMENT WITH LARGE
ENDODONTIC INJURIES: A CASE REPORT
Jacopo Francinelli*, Riccardo Tonini, Paolo Bertoletti, Stefano Gaffuri, Stefano Salgarello
INTRODUCTION:
A 58-year-old woman required urgent treatment complaining of recurrent pain and swelling in a tooth already endodontically treated. The tooth had a prosthetic crown and pathological values of buccal Probing
Pocket Depth (PPD) and Suppuration On Probing (SOP).
Periapical radiography and reduced FOV CBCT revealed: a periradicular lesion involving lingual cortical
bone, the stripping of the mesiolingual (ML) root, and the presence of three screew posts placed during the
previous endodontic treatment. The diagnosis was acute apical periodontitis. Nonsurgical retreatment and
strip perforation repair were planned1 with a favorable prognostic prediction.
AIMS:
The treatment plan aimed to perform nonsurgical root canal treatment to remove the causes of infection and
prevent recontamination and to repair stripping in the mesiolingual root canal with mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA). Paper points were also used to identify the perforation site.
MATERIALS and METHODS:
Endodontic retreatment was performed using an operating microscope and under local anesthesia. The tooth was isolated with a rubber dam, and the access cavity was prepared. The three posts were isolated using
diamond burs and removed using ultrasonic tips. After removing the previous endodontic filling, the three
root canals (mesiobuccal canal: 14 mm - Ø35, mesiolingual canal: 16 mm - Ø40, distal canal: 14 mm - Ø55)
were irrigated with 5% NaOCl for 15 minutes. The mesiobuccal and distal root canals were obturated with a
carrier-based technique. Perforation in the mesiobuccal root canal was detected with both a paper tip and
an electronic apex locator. The perforated root was filled apically with warm gutta-percha and with MTA in
the remaining part. A composite coronal restoration was then performed, followed by a provisional prosthetic crown and subsequently by a definitive one.
RESULTS:
Pain, swelling, and SOP disappeared after three days. Endodontic retreatment should be considered even
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when the size of the lesion, the removal of multiple endodontic posts, and repair of the perforation may
discourage its adoption.
The two main advantages of endodontic retreatment are maintaining the tooth and the restitutio ad integrum of the area without inducing masticatory dysfunction.
The possible disadvantages are essentially related to the operator’s lack of endodontic skills.
Clinical and radiographic follow-up at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months showed a positive outcome with progressive
tissue healing.
DISCUSSION:
The size of the periapical lesion can delay radiographic healing. Diagnostic and operational skills of the
endodontist are required to manage complex retreatments successfully.
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TC1: OTTIMIZZAZIONE DELLE LEGHE, PROGETTAZIONE, DISINFEZIONE E OTTURAZIONE
SEMPLIFICATA: UNA NUOVA ERA CON ProTaper ULTIMATE
ALLOYS OPTIMISATION, DESIGN, DISINFECTION AND SIMPLIFIED OBTURATION:
THE NEW ERA WITH ProTa

Relatore: Marco Martignoni

ABSTRACT
ProTaper Ultimate comes from 30 years of evolution in the design and in the alloys used for endodontic
instruments.
Now it is possible to easily treat the majority of cases thanks to the combination of metallurgical knowledge
with the most advanced designs.
The systematics provides state-of-the-art irrigation that is then interconnected with a simplified obturation
due to an innovative system for producing obturation cones and also thanks to the use of a newly formulated
bioceramic cement.
The system is ultra-conservative, simple and reliable.
MARCO MARTIGNONI
He graduated with honors from the University of Chieti in 1988. Since then he has worked with Prof.
Mario Martignoni in restorative prosthetics.
From 1989 to 1991 he attended Dr. Herbert Schilder’s continuing education department of Endodontics at the Henry Goldman School of Dental Medicine (Boston University, USA), then Dr. Cliff Ruddle’s
course centre (Santa Barbara, California).
He works in his private practice in Rome, with focus on endodontics, pre-prosthetic restorations and
microscope-assisted conservative-prosthetic restorations.
He is author of publications on the restoration of endodontically treated teeth, he is speaker at national and international conferences and Visiting Professor at the University of Siena.
Among the Founding members of the Italian Academy of Microscopic Dentistry (AIOM), of the Italian
Society of Prosthetic and Oral Rehabilitation (SIPRO) honorary member of the French Society of Endodontics.
He is active member and past President of the Italian Society of Endodontics (SIE) and he was President of the Congress of the European Society of Endodontology (ESE) in Rome, 2011.
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DENTSPLY SIRONA
TC2: AH PLUS BIOCERAMIC SEALER ALL’INTERNO DEL FLUSSO DIGITALE DENTSPLY SIRONA
AH PLUS BIOCERAMIC SEALER AS PART OF THE DIGITAL WORKFLOW DENTSPLY SIRONA

Relatore: Enrico Cassai

ABSTRACT
AH Plus Bioceramic Sealer is the new and revolutionary bioceramic root cement based on calcium silicate,
which promotes the formation of hydroxyapatite, in order to naturally support the healing process of the tooth. AH Plus Bioceramic Sealer is characterised by the delivery in premixed syringes with a diameter of only
24G, quick setting time, dimensional stability, low solubility to ensure resistance to rinsing, high radiopacity, better aesthetics and possibility to retract the element without difficulty. It is safe and biocompatible and
it induces a healing process without irritating the periodontal tissue.
Together with the deep shaping obtained by your favourite DS shaping system and the dedicated gutta-percha cones, AH Plus Bioceramic Sealer allows a three-dimensional filling (Triple Lock) to seal the canal in the
long term.
The introduction in your daily practice of increasingly high tech, performing products like AH Plus Bioceramic
Sealer allows you to put into practice the concept of workflow. In this regard Dr. Cassai will show chairside-based cases from the diagnostic phase to the final rehabilitation phase with CEREC.
Each participant will be invited to test the new cement AH Plus Bioceramic Sealer under Dr. Cassai’s personal guidance.
ENRICO CASSAI
He graduated with honors in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics at the University of Ferrara in 1999.
Active member of the Italian Society of Endodontics (SIE) and of the Italian Association of Microscopic
Dentistry (AIOM). Associate Member of the American Association of Endodontics (AAE), the European Society of Endodontology (ESE), the Academy of Microscopic Esthetic Dentistry (AMED) and the
International Academy of Aesthetics (IAA). Regional Secretary of SIE (Italian Society of Endodontics)
for 2015-2017, member of the cultural commission of SIE (2017-2019) and member of the membership
acceptance committee of SIE (2019-2020).
In 2004 Preceptor at the Department of Endodontics at the Loma Linda University (California). He
attended the department of Dr. Mahmoud Torabinejad, the course centre of Dr. Cliff Ruddle and of Dr.
Stephen Buchanan in Santa Barbara (California).
He participated as speaker in courses and congresses in Italy and abroad and he’s author of publications in international journals.
Adjunct professor of Endodontics at the University of Ferrara (A.A. 2004-2010 and 2013-2018).
Gold Member of Style Italiano Endodontics and co-author of the book “Retreatments” published by
EDRA.
He works in his private practice in Ferrara, focusing on clinical and microsurgical endodontics and
aesthetic-adhesive restorations.
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TC1: ENDODONZIA 3.0 EXCALIBUR: IL SISTEMA RECIPROCANTE IN LEGA NITI GOLD, GLIDECLEANING CON
IRRIFLEX E OTTURAZIONE CON SEALER BIOCERAMICI
ENDODONTICS 3.0 EXCALIBUR: THE RECIPROCATING SYSTEM IN NITI GOLD ALLOY, GLIDE-CLEANING WITH
IRRIFLEX AND FILLING WITH BIOCERAMIC SEALERS

Relatore: Jacopo Francinelli

ABSTRACT
The reciprocating movement introduced a big novelty in endodontic treatments few years ago.
The Excalibur file system offers the lower taper, flexibility and cutting efficenty in one file.
The files are characterized by their heat treatment thus forming a new “gold” alloy that allows them to have
a resistance to cyclic fatigue 35% greater than the other files currently on the market.
With these minimally invasive techniques it is necessary to use devices that are also suitable for root canal
cleansing; the Irriflex polymer needle with its exceptional flexibility can allow us to perform adequate irrigation.
The filling with new bioceramic cements such as NeoSealer Flo then concludes the endodontic therapy by
introducing a bioactive component in the sealer used.
The speaker will quickly explain the salient features of the SlimShaper system, also showing the exact use of
Irriflex and the filling techniques with NeoSealer Flo cement, accompanying them with images of the clinical
cases that he realizes every day.
JACOPO FRANCINELLI
- Degree with honors in Brescia in 2018.
- Numerous private courses in the field of endodontics.
- 2020 2nd level post-graduate Master in Clinical and Microsurgical Endodontics at the University of
Brescia with full marks and honors.
- From 2019 he is clinical tutor in the 3rd year of Dentistry alongside Prof. Salgarello.
- From 2021 he is tutor for the aforementioned university master.
- He collaborates with the Spedali Civili of Brescia as a freelancer.
- He has published articles in national and international journals.
- Contract professor for the University of Brescia.
- Member of the Italian Academy of Microscopic Dentistry.
- Collaborate with colleagues in some private courses focused on endodontics.
- He carries out his freelance activity in the province of Brescia dedicating himself mainly to micro-endodontics.
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TC2 e TC3: BLUE AND PINK: SAGOMATURA CON STRUMENTI DI 6° GENERAZIONE BLUESHAPER,
GLIDE-CLEANING CON IRRIFLEX E OTTURAZIONE CON SEALER BIOCERAMICI
BLUE AND PINK: SHAPING WITH 6TH GENERATION BLUESHAPER INSTRUMENTS, GLIDE-CLEANING WITH
IRRIFLEX AND FILLING WITH BIOCERAMIC SEALERS

Relatori: Jacopo Francinelli, Vincenzo Tosco

ABSTRACT
Contemporary research efforts aim to develop new approaches to traditional root canal therapy, seeking
to promote minimal modification to the hard tissues of the tooth during root canal treatment in order to
improve the survival and long-term function of treated teeth. One of the fundamental concepts of minimally
invasive endodontics emphasizes the preservation of dental tissue in relation to root canal preparation, in
which the goal is to reach the root apex using instruments with minimal tapers but still such as to allow the
irrigant to reach the bottom of the channel. The BlueShaper file system proposed by Zarc4Endo represents
an innovative technology in the field of mechanical instrumentation. Indeed, it presents the characteristics
of two distinct alloys, the “pink” and the “blue”, in a single system ensuring great torsional strength, reduced cyclic fatigue and maximum flexibility. Furthermore, thanks to the geometry of the instruments, it offers
maximum clinical efficacy with maximum ease and safety. Then, to achieve clinical success, mechanical
instrumentation must be accompanied by an appropriate irrigation system. Irriflex, a new polymer needle for
root canal cleaning, with its high flexibility, represents an effective method for obtaining a proper irrigation.
Therefore, to complete the endodontic treatment, the filling must include a hermetic seal. The new bioceramic cements represented an excellent real possibility of obtaining the correct apical seal. The NeoSealer Flo,
which introduces a bioactive component, represents a solution that facilitates the clinician by simplifying
and ensuring endodontic success.
The clinical table will describe and show the main features of the BlueShaper system, the correct use of Irriflex and the filling techniques with NeoSealer Flo cement with the support of clinical cases.
VINCENZO TOSCO
Graduated in Dentistry at the Universidad Alfonso X el Sabio, Madrid, Spain. PhD in Biomedical Sciences at The Polytechnic University of Marche, Ancona, Italy. Actually, Clinical Tutor at the Polytechnic
University of Marche clinic and Adjunct Professor at the same University. He carries out his activity
mainly dedicating to Prevention, Restorative and Endodontics. Author and co-author of numerous
scientific articles in national and international journals, and reviewer for several newspapers. Speaker at national and international conferences relating to the Endodontics and Restorative Dentistry
and Dental Materials.
JACOPO FRANCINELLI
- Degree with honors in Brescia in 2018.
- Numerous private courses in the field of endodontics.
- 2020 2nd level post-graduate Master in Clinical and Microsurgical Endodontics at the University of
Brescia with full marks and honors.
- From 2019 he is clinical tutor in the 3rd year of Dentistry alongside Prof. Salgarello.
- From 2021 he is tutor for the aforementioned university master.
- He collaborates with the Spedali Civili of Brescia as a freelancer.
- He has published articles in national and international journals.
- Contract professor for the University of Brescia.
- Member of the Italian Academy of Microscopic Dentistry.
- Collaborate with colleagues in some private courses focused on endodontics.
- He carries out his freelance activity in the province of Brescia dedicating himself mainly to micro-endodontics.
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SIMIT NEXT
TC4 - SLIMSHAPER, IL SISTEMA MINI INVASIVO A TRE LEGHE, GLIDE-CLEANING CON IRRIFLEX
E OTTURAZIONE CON SEALER BIOCERAMICI
SLIMSHAPER, THE MINIMALLY INVASIVE SYSTEM WITH THREE ALLOYS, GLIDECLEANING
WITH IRRIFLEX AND FILLING WITH BIOCERAMIC SEALERS

Relatore: Jacopo Francinelli

ABSTRACT
The key word in current dentistry is “minimally invasive”.
In order to keep more residual dental substance in all branches, we try to be more and more conservative.
The SlimShaper file system proposed by Zarc4Endo is currently one of the minor taper systems present in
the field of mechanical instrumentation based on rotating movement. Evolution of the system that is experiencing great success, Blueshaper, the SlimShaper system consists of instruments produced with three different heat treatments increasingly appreciated both by endodontic specialists, but also by a large number
of generalist dentists for the management of endodontic cases from perform in their studies.
In addition to the formidable characteristics of the new “gold” alloy, a “pink” alloy file and a “blue” alloy
file are added.
With these minimally invasive techniques it is necessary to use devices that are also suitable for root canal
cleaning; the Irriflex polymer needle with its exceptional flexibility can allow us to perform adequate irrigation.
The filling with new bioceramic sealer such as NeoSealer Flo then concludes the endodontic treatment by
introducing a bioactive component in the sealer used.
The speaker will quickly explain the salient features of the SlimShaper system, also showing the exact use of
Irriflex and the filling techniques with NeoSealer Flo cement, accompanying them with images of the clinical
cases that he realizes every day.
JACOPO FRANCINELLI
- Degree with honors in Brescia in 2018.
- Numerous private courses in the field of endodontics.
- 2020 2nd level post-graduate Master in Clinical and Microsurgical Endodontics at the University of
Brescia with full marks and honors.
- From 2019 he is clinical tutor in the 3rd year of Dentistry alongside Prof. Salgarello.
- From 2021 he is tutor for the aforementioned university master.
- He collaborates with the Spedali Civili of Brescia as a freelancer.
- He has published articles in national and international journals.
- Contract professor for the University of Brescia.
- Member of the Italian Academy of Microscopic Dentistry.
- Collaborate with colleagues in some private courses focused on endodontics.
- He carries out his freelance activity in the province of Brescia dedicating himself mainly to micro-endodontics.
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SISTEMA MTWO: LINEE GUIDA PER LA SCELTA DI PREPARAZIONI CON SEQUENZA STANDARD O MINIMAL;
VARI ASPETTI DELLO SCOUTING MECCANICO E SCELTA DELLO STRUMENTO GIUSTO
MTWO SYSTEM: GUIDELINES FOR THE CHOICE OF PREPARATIONS WITH STANDARD OR MINIMAL
SEQUENCE; VARIOUS ASPECTS OF MECHANICAL SCOUTING AND CHOOSING THE RIGHT TOOL.

Relatore: Teocrito Carlesi

ABSTRACT
The advent of NiTi in endodontics introduced a series of advantages that made it possible, from the beginning, to achieve unbearable clinical performance within everyone’s reach. The Mtwo technique implemented a real “endodontic revolution”, radically subverting the order of things in root canal instrumentation.
-Scouting: Mtwo 10 / .04 has existed for 18 years now and has made school for other instruments, remaining
a “leader” in this specific task; after almost two decades of clinical use and experimentation with different
variants, the new Mtwo minimal 10 / .035 and 10 / .03 have been put on the market for the scouting of particular situations.
-Apical preparation-finishing: the new Mtwo minimal for the preparation and for the apical finishing are
minimally invasive Mtwo with new measures, which allow to prepare in a more conservative way, further
preserving the thickness of the canal wall. A sequence with fewer steps (only two), for less time, to deal with,
simplify and solve the most diverse and complex clinical cases.
Another reason to define the Mtwo as minimally invasive? Because their excellent cutting capacity it to be
used at low speeds, saving dentin and achieving absolute precision.
TEOCRITO CARLESI
Degree in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics, 2nd level Master in Advanced Implant Surgery, Specialization in Odontostomatological Surgery, at the G. D’Annunzio University of Chieti. Research fellow,
expert on the subject, tutor and adjunct professor of Endodontics of prof. Vito Antonio Malagnino at
the “G. D’Annunzio” University of Chieti, where he is currently enrolledPhd student. Active member of
the AIE Italian Academy of Endodontic, member of the AAE American Academy of Endodontic, ordinary
member of the SIE Italian Society of Endodontic, SIDOC (Italian Society of Conservative Dentistry), IAPNOR (International Academy of Posture and Neuromyofascial Occlusion Research), BIOCRA (Association for clinical and histological research on biomaterials), SISBO (Italian Society for Bisphosphonate
Studies in Dentistry). Author of scientific publications in the endodontic and surgical field, speaker
and tutor in numerous conferences, he collaborates with various research groups and companies in
the endodontic field. Teacher of refresher courses in Endodontic, he practices freelance at his studio
in Vasto (Ch.).
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TRATTAMENTI ENDODONTICI DI ALTA QUALITÀ SEMPLIFICATI CON NUOVI STRUMENTI RECIPROCANTI
SIMPLIFIED HIGH_QUALITY ENDODONTIC TREATMENTS WITH NEW RECIPROCATING FILES

Relatore: Gianluca Gambarini

ABSTRACT
Single file reciprocation techniques were introduced a decade ago, and were favorably accepted by some,
not all practitioners. In the last years however there has been a great progress in file’s manufacturing, motors and motions, and clinical expertise about single file techniques. All these factors currently allow to
propose a simplified technique with heat treated files and dedicated motions, which combines quality,
simplicity, and user friendliness, and use in the great majority of cases. Such an instrumentation technique
can also take advantage of the use of bioceramic hydraulic obturation technique which is also more simple
and easier to perform than traditional gutta-percha techniques.
GIANLUCA GAMBARINI
Full Professor and Head of Endodontics, Director of Master of Endodontics. University of Rome, La Sapienza.International lecturer and researcher, He is author of more than 500 scientific articles, books,
and chapters in other books. He has been invited as a main speaker in the most important international endodontic congresses and lectured in many Universities worldwide.He has focused his interests
on endodontic materials and clinical endodontics. He is actively cooperating with many manufacturers all over the world to develop new technologies, operative procedures, and materials for root canal
treatment. Official Italian member of ANSI/ADA and ISO Committees for Endodontic Materials. Active
member of IADR, Italian Society of Endodontists (SIE) and European Society of Endodontology (ESE).
He is currently Chairman of Clinical Practice Committee and member of Executive board at ESE.
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RILEVATORE D’APICE CON MICROMOTORE INTEGRATO TUTTO IN UNO : CARATTERISTICHE E BENEFICI
MULTIPURPOSE ALL IN ONE ENDODONTIC MOTOR: FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Relatore: Piero Alessandro Marcoli

ABSTRACT
Multipurpose All in One Endodontic Motor: Features and Benefits.
The new NiTi endodontic instruments often require different rotation regimes depending on the curvatures
and the canal diameters being shaped.
Continuous monitoring of the position of the tip of the rotating instruments with respect to the anatomical
apex is essential for a precise and safe reaming.
The visualization of the amount of torque used is very useful to prevent situations of important engagement
of the instrument, which is the main cause of fractures due to torsion of the instrument itself.
Having a wireless motor that allows you to keep all these variables under control and to change the rotation
speeds in real time is becoming very useful and makes more performing any sequence of NiTi rotary instruments.
PIERO ALESSANDRO MARCOLI
Born in 1956, awarded a degree in Medicine and Surgery in 1980 and a postgraduate specialization
in Odontostomatology in 1984.
Active member since 1986 of Accademia Italiana di Conservativa, Board Member for the 2007- 2015.
In 1987/2011 Active member of the Società Italiana di Endodonzia, Board Member from 1996 to 2005,
and Treasury Secretary from January 2000 to June 2005.
Active member of the Società Italiana di Odontoiatria Conservatrice since 1991.
Past President and founding member of the Società Italiana di Traumatologia Dentale, and Board
Member since 1998. Active member of the European Society of Endodontics since 1997.
Effective member of the Amici di Brugg since 2008.
Active member of the Accademia Italiana di Endodonzia since 2010.
Lecturer in Conservative Dentistry (1989/90) and Endodontics (1991/92) on the University of Brescia
degree course in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics. In 2006/2007, Lecturer in Clinical and Surgical
Microendodontics at Rome University “La Sapienza”.
From 1998/99 to 2010/2011, Lecturer in Endodontics on the University of Parma postgraduate degree
course in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics. From 2010/2011 to 2014/2015 Teacher in Endodontics on
the University of Parma postgraduate degree course in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics.
In 2021 Teacher in Endodontics on the University of Brescia, Bologna, Cagliari, Roma Tor Vergata and
Verona. In 2022 Teacher in Endodontics on the University of Brescia, Padova, Roma Tor Vergata and
Verona.
Author of 84 scientific publications.
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IL RUOLO DEGLI ULTRASUONI NEL RITRATTAMENTO ENDODONTICO SEMPLICE E COMPLESSO
THE USE OF ULTRASONIC TIPS IN ENDODONTICS TREATMENT AND RETREATMENT

ACTEON

Relatore: Fabio Gorni

ABSTRACT
Nowadays the use of the ultrasonic units is a mandatory option in endodontics. The extreme versatility of the
technique allows us to improve the quality of our job in clinical and surgical endodontics. One of the best
application is during the access cavity especially when the pulp chamber is calcified, we can improve our
visibility, control the action of the tips, remove the calcified tissue in selective way. There are great advantages during the cleaning because the activation of the irrigants with ultrasonic tips improve the quality of
the disinfection and the deep cleaning of the root canal system. In retreatment endodontics ultrasounds are
strategic in case of posts, broken file and in the emptying of the root canal system.
FABIO GORNI
Head of the Micro Endodontic Surgery Course- Dental School -University Vita Salute San Raffaele –
Milan. Founder of STYLE ITALIANO ENDODONTICS. Past President of Italian Society of Endodontics.
Private practice in Milan – Italy. Graduated from the Milan Dental School in 1984. Visiting Professor for
the Dept of Endodontics of the S. Paolo Hospital in Milan.
From 1994-1998 he was a member of the admission committee of the S.I.E.
From 1998-2001 he was the cultural secretary of the Italian Society of endodontics,
President from 2003 to 2005. International lecturer: He published scientific paper on national and
international journals and scientific videos. With C.J. Ruddle he has published a series of videos called “The endodontic game” distributed in Europe, USA, Canada, Australia, and Asia. He has written
chapters for 5 different endodontics books and this year he is the author of a new international book
on retreatment. He is one of the maximum Experts in the world on the recovering of compromised
teeth and micro-endodontic surgery.
Innovator in endodontics field and micro-dentistry.
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TC1: RIMOZIONE DI STRUMENTI FRATTURATI CON BFRKIT
BROKEN FILE REMOVAL BFRKIT

CARLO DE GIORGI
Relatore: Giovanni Messina

ABSTRACT
A minimal invasive technique for broken file removal with the help of the #Bfrkit.
This technique, unlike the techniques currently in use and the kits on the market, allows the removal of small
files even of 1mm and in the apex of the mesial roots of the second lower molars or MB2 of the upper molars.
GIOVANNI MESSINA
Specialist scientific journals published the thesis after “magna cum laude” graduation in 2005.
Improved his skills by several national and international specialist courses for Oral Surgery, Implantology, Microsurgery and Endodontic filed.
Currently ESE Certified Member, AIOM and SIE active member, bronze member of MDC; speaker for
Endodontic and Microdentistry field for congresses and courses.
Holder of the #Bfrkit for the minimally invasive therapy for the broken file retrieval.
Post-graduated in “Oral Surgery and Emergency” at the Pisa’s University in 2011/2012 and “Forensic
Odontology’s Medicine” at the Turin’s University in 2020/2021.
Currently working as Endodontist and Forensic Odontology’s Medicine specialist.
Opinion leader of Woodpecker, speaker on behalf of Perfect Medical Instruments.
Winner of “Isolation Challenging Contest” in 2018.

TAVOLA CLINICA
TC2: LA MICROINVASIVITÀ: IL TRATTAMENTO DI CASI COMPLESSI
MINIMALLY INVASIVE PROCEDURE: THE TREATMENT OF COMPLEX CASES

CARLO DE GIORGI
Relatore: Giuseppe Carrieri

ABSTRACT
This procedure aims to provide the clinician with the knowledge and ways to manage endodontic therapies
and subsequent restorations with a minimally invasive approach, in order to extend the stay of the dental
element in the oral cavity as much as possible.
GIUSEPPE CARRIERI
He graduated in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics at the University of Chieti in 1999. He follows the
specialization courses of Dr. C. Ruddle and Dr. S. Buchanan in Clinical and Surgical Endodontics, that
he practices exclusively with microscopy since the beginning of his profession.
Giuseppe is active Member of the Italian Society of Endodontics (SIE) and active member of the Italian
Academy of Microscopic Dentistry (AIOM). Author of the chapter: “The operating microscope in endodontics”, of the book “Illustrated manual of endodontics” by Dr. Emanuele Ambu.
Expert in the subject “Endodontics” at the University of Bari, he participated in the 2008 annual course of periodontology of dr. Stefano Parma Benfenati. He practices freelance in Bari.
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TC3: RITRATTAMENTI ENDODONTICI : POSSIBILITÀ E LIMITI NEL RECUPERO DEI DENTI COMPROMESSI
ENDODONTIC RETREAMENTS: POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS IN TOOTH RECOVERY

Relatore: Claudio Farnararo

ABSTRACT
What are the limits of dental recovery in complex cases today, and how much can the technologies available
help us in saving compromised teeth?
Ultrasound, microscope and new technologies available today have widened the range of those teeth that
are too often hastily extracted.
We will see what these limits are, and what technologies can allow us to achieve these results.
CLAUDIO FARNARARO
After High School in New Lothrop (Michigan, USA) in 1996, he graduated in Dentistry and Dental Prosthetics at the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery of the University of Florence in 2004. He follows the
specialization in Odontostomatological Surgery at the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery of the University of Florence in 2007.
Certified Member ESE (European Society of Endodontology), he is a speaker at National and International conferences.
He provides specialized consultations to various multinational Companies for the development and
improvement of equipment and material dedicated to endodontics.
Organizer of theoretical-practical courses and workshops both in Italy and abroad.
He limits for choice his professional activity to micro-endodontics and works as a consultant in selected studios in Campania and Tuscany.
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ENDODONZIA MODERNA
MODERN ENDODONTICS

COLTENE
Relatore: Alfredo Iandolo

ABSTRACT
Modern endodontics has evolved in the past years, and lately, it has been concentrating on the concept of
minimally invasive treatments. The conservative technique includes the conservative access cavity, minimally invasive shaping, 3D cleaning, and three-dimensional obturation.
Nowadays, with the aid of powerful irrigant activation systems, 3D Cleaning”, it is achievable to perform
conservative shaping and obtain outstanding results in cleaning the walls and the success rates. In recent
years, a new generation of sealers, the bioactive sealers, less toxic and with greater healing capacity, have
been released on the market. The biosealers can be used with a single cone technique or a hot modified
technique.
In conclusion, understanding and applying modern technologies and the constant search for and development of additionally techniques and endodontic materials are essential to making root canal treatment safer
and more efficient.
New latest generation rotating files, Hyflex EDM, powerful irrigant activation systems and a 3D obturation
technique with Bioseal will be shown.
ALFREDO IANDOLO
Graduated 2006 from Naples University, Federico II, Italy.
Adjunct Professor in Endodontics at Salerno University, Italy.
Active member of Italian Endodontic Society (SIE) and European Society of Endodontology (ESE).
Founder of Social International group “3D Cleaning Endodontics Project”.
Author of several international publications.
Inventor of many protocols in Endodontics.
Speaker at National and International Congresses.
Winner of several awards in Endodontics.
Has been using Operative Microscope since 2008.
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